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I. 
I had the pleasure of placing for inspection before this So· 
Introduction. ciety two Persian farmfins of Emperor-
Akbar, when I read before it, on 16th, 
December 1901, my paper on "The Parsees at the Court of 
Akbar and Dastur Meherji Rana."l I beg to submit to.day 
for inspection another farmfln, given by Akbar's son Jebangir in. 
1618 to two Parsis, Mulla Jamasp and M ulla Hoshang of N aosari. 
~ne of these two, 1\:1ulla J amasp was an ancestor-ninth 
In ascent---Q£ the late 1\:1r. Dadabhai Nowroji. Like the 
t~o farmans of Akbar, this farman also illustrates some of the 
Ayins or institutes of the Mogul times on the subject of jagirs, 
land revenue, &c., described by Abul Fazl, the Sir William 
Hunter of Akbar's Court, in his Ayin-i-Akbari, the Imperial. 
Gazetteer of the times. My first paper seems to have drawn 
the attention of some scholars in Europe, among whom I was· 
glad to find persons like the late Mr. Vincent Smith,2 Mr. Bev-
eridge,3 Mr. Irvine, all of the distinguished Civil Service of 
India, and M. Bonet Maury of France.! It were the seals of 
Akbar given in the photo-litho fac -simile in the -appendix of the 
paper, that drew the special attention of the late Mr. Irvine in 
1909. He wrote to me, asking for good photographs of such 
1 Journal:B. B. R. A. S. Vol. XXI, 69·245. 
2 In his. "Akbar,theGrcatMogul," Mr. V. Smith speaks of my paper, as "the 
excellent and convincing treatise " and of the jarm6'(1B and other documents published 
therein, as .. previously unpublished documents in both text and translation" (p. 165 n) . 
In his bibUography, he names the paper as one" deserving separate mention as being a 
fully documented discussion of the relations of Akbar with the Parsees" (p. 478). 3) 
u_ 3 In !lisarticle on Akbar in the Encycloprodia of Religion and Ethics (Vol. I p. 27 ; 
=. Beverldge refers his readers to my above article in our Journal for consultation. 
• In his paper entitled " Le ReUglon d'Akbar dans ses rapports avec l'lslamism 
et le Parsism," read before the International Congress of the History of Religions at 
l}".sal in 1904, Mon. Bonet Maury thus refers to this paper: .. Mon. Modi a dOPlOntr6 a 
1 lude de firm6118 de la cMncellerie d' Akbar, de chants populaires et d' nne note d Anqnetll 
(.\U Perron que ce furent (.\.es Parsees de Oujarat et non pas ceux rest6ea en Perse, qui furent 
en rapport avO? !e grand Mogul (Verhandlungen des 1I Internationalen Kongresses fu~ 
AUgemalne Rel.igJonsgeschichte In Basal . 30 August bls 2 Sept. 1905. p. 2lI4). 
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seals oil other documents of the :Mogul Emperors. 
I am glad that I attended t o :Mr. Irvine's request. Not 
only did I send him large photographs of the seals of Akbar's 
two jarmans, but I also sent him with my letter of 18th Feb-
ruary 1910, a photo of the seal of J ehangir's jarman which 
forms the subject of my present paper. At my request, the 
owner of the jarman, the lat e :Mr. Byramji Khurshedji Dordi of 
Naosari, got the whole jarman photographed and then 
photo-lithoed. I am glad that I got t hat done, because, had 
the photo not been t aken at t he time, much of the 
help in now deciphering the jarman would have been lost. 
I present for inspection the photo-litho, as taken about 
10 years ago for ~r. Irvine, and the photo as t aken recently 
about a year ago, at the instance of Dr. J ehangir Byramji Dordi, 
F.R.C.S., the youngest son of the late owner of the f arman. I 
am very sorry to find, that a very sad mistake has been commit-
ted, in getting the jarman patched up and stuck on the two sides 
of a glass plate as you see it before you. Good many words 
have been lost in the work of patching which has been done 
carelessly . . ' 
:My above paper has been referred to in a judgment in a 
case of some importance to the Parsee community, wherein 
I had to give evidence. One of t he presiding judges, the Hon'ble 
:Mr. (how Sir) Justice Beaman, therein animadverted a good 
deal on t he paper. When t he appreciation of t he above learn-
ed scholars, who had read my paper carefully and leisurely, 
has given me some pleasure, I beg to admit, that the criticism. 
of the Hon 'ble J udge, the result of his hasty and careless reading, 
has given me some pain. A literary man has no right to com-
plain 'against any fair criticism of his views, but he has every 
. right t o ' complain against the language in which that criticism 
is couched, and more especially when the position of the critic> 
at the t ime of his criticism places the victim of his crit icism 
in a position whence he cannot reply. As the paper in ques-
t ion was read from the platform of this learned Suciety, I humbly 
beg to ' take this opportunity, when I read a paper on another 
! atman, similar to that referred to in the previous paper, to 
protest against the language of that criticism, wherein motives 
were sought to be attributed when none existed. Had the cri 
t icism been 'made out of the Court, I knew how best to reply 
to it . ButJ, I had to be silent. Even now, I do not want 
t o enter . into any details of the criticism ; I think, that if the 
learned judge ·would read the whole of my paper carefully 
without ,any prejudice, and especially what led me to write it, 
I think, he would revise his criticism or at least its language. 
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'The point of dispute then was not at all of coversion, but was, 
as to who influenced Abkar in his new eclectic religion. The 
·point of dispute was not, as the judge erroneously thought,-
. and this serves as an instance of his very hasty superficial 
·reading-whethm; the Naosari Parsees influenced Akbar or the 
Bombay Parsees, but whether the N aosari Parsees influenced 
him or the Parsees of Persia. Bombay had not then even 
passed into the hands of the British and its Par see population 
then, if any, may not have been even a dozen. Then, the next 
question of dispute was this :-Among the Christians, who are 
said to have influenced Akbar in his llahi or Divine Faith, there 
,were fathers like Rodolph Aquaviva, Antony Monserrat, and 
.Francis Herric. Among the Jains who influenced him were 
:gurus like Hirvijaya Suri, Vijyasena Suri and Bhamuchandra 
Upadhaya. Among the Hindus, there was a large number 
'who often attended his Court. Now, as to the Parsees, the 
,point of dispute was, whether it was Dastur Meherji Rana of 
.Naosari or Dastur Ardeshir of Persia. I said, it was Meherji 
Rana, and out of about 177 pages of my paper, about 85, i .e. , 
nearly half, have been devoted to the presentation of two far-
:man8 and other documents. Again, as I have hinted in the 
paper, I had undertaken the study of the paper at the instance 
.of a friend in France. In spite of all these facts, the judge said: 
" Mr. Modi writes an elaborate treatise, or one might say almost 
.a book, to prove that the priests of Naosari are fairly entitled 
to the credit of having converted the emperor Akbar." Now, 
·there is not a single sentence in the whole of my paper, wherein 
I have stated, that I believed that Akbar was converted to 
. Zoroastrianism. On the other hand, what I clearly stated was, 
that, as he put on the visible symbols of the religions of the 
Christians a.nd Hindus, either out of temporary real affection 
for those religions, or only out of dissimulation, or for the sake · 
.of curiOSity, he may have put on, even for a short time, the 
visible signs of Parseeism. If any sure and certain proof of 
what I say is wanted, it is supplied by the report of 
,the experts' committee referred to in the case and which was 
framed by me after the paper was read. There, Akbar 's 
case has not at all been mentioned as a case of 
.conversion. Had I taken it to be a case of con-
version, I would have mentioned it 'in my report. 
I beg to repeat, that I do not like to protest so much 
-against the criticism as against its- I may be pardoned to say-
undignified and improper language, imputing motive~ to 
my paper, written long before the case, when I ha.~ no Idea, 
ihat any partiCUlar communal question of the kmd would 
.crop up. . 
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Now, coming to the subject of the paper, I propose to 
deal..besides the farman itself, ' which forms the principal part 
of my subject, with the following documents which relate to ' 
the land, whole or in part, given to the two Parsis by Emperor 
Jehangir. 
1. A chak-ndmeh, referring to the whole of the land. 
The original of this was sent to me by Mr. Behramji Khurshedji 
Dordi with his letter, dated 3rd November 1909, when he sent 
to me the farmrm itself and a Gujrati translation of the fa7'1'1'Ul n 
by Prof. S. H. Hodiwala of Junaghad. There is also a subse-
quent copy of the chak-wimeh written on two leaves of thin ' 
paper. 
2. A chak-nameh, in the name of Mehernoush, the third ' 
in descent from Mulla Jam asp, to whose share there came, 
in subsequent partition, about 18 bigahs of land. There are 
two subsequent copies of this chak-nameh, one with the seal 
of Jamalu-d-din Usmani, and another, a copy of the first copy 
with the seal of Kazi Fazal-ud-din. 
3. A parwaneh. referring to the above 18 bighas of land 
falling to the share of Mehernoush. There is also a certified 
copy ofthi'l parwaneh bearing the seal of the above Fazal-ud-din. 
There is also another certified copy. 
4. An Appeal of Mehernoush to the leading men of N aosari 
to certify that the above 18 bigahs of land had come to his 
hands after a proper Deed of Partition among the heirs of 
Mulla Jam asp. 
5. A Receipt by Mehernoush acknowledging the receipt 
of a sum of money for a three years' lease of his land. 
I will first give the text and translation of the farman. 1 
lI. 
THE TEXT OF THE FARMAN. 
/ ,,-
r.S'f oJJ,f 
. -~ j ti ~ t~ .) t~ .r.!j lto:- o),.~,", l:)~ 0),) ~ ~ .;Ji..l2.J fy I I!J t..o ~ (1 ) 
.).!r~ I j<: .u 10)",.01 W J~ I!J 1,,1& "'::"."'" J'"' I!J l.:.~Jt", (3) I!J l", J; ..:..J.J l:)~).) (2) 
;S ":;"';l~ 
1 I beg to acknowledge with thanks the help received in the deCipherment of 
several words here and there of the text of the Farman from a copy of the farml\n 
by Munshi Nasir Alikhan of Naosari, supplied to me by Dr. J ehangir Byramji Dordi 
and In the decipherment of the farman and other documents by the Gujaratl transla..' 
tions which accompanied all the documents except the last. 
2 The numbers on the right give the number of the lines in the originalfarm6n. 
a The first two and the last two letters of thla word do not appear clearly in the 
photo-litho copy but can be read in the photo itself. The same is the case "ith the last 
letter of the next word. 
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,.~..a.; jl ,..b~l.,"; ~;I"", I.StJf j~ c.t~"'j ,.4~ <l...a.>:~ LSj.l"",: (1) 2 
(!!> .J~'" )It.ro ~) l .... ,,; 
~:,) 'y" .... l"' {.::- J.t:' cJNl~ ~<l.'" 1'7) )~ J: I lS"; ~~) i ~1 CJ'" 3 
(!!> Jl.e l.:. .. ,.t .),.t (~ ,.1_ :' -' U ( .... '" \.:1 • ...;,J 1 ~ .. "" (!) 1 Iloj ~ l! \.5""') fj J.i:. Jr 
J l_~ J l.... J..a.Ji~ J~ !;; r 
.('1).) LSSJ!l~ ~' ,.! ~ .)~.j Uy..c) CJ--"" (2) ~J'=" ..::...s.~ .... ", 1'7)).) 4 
-' (' ~ r' \!"" 1') .)~ (1 \.5'" ~ lJ ~ ~ ,,+l~ J Li.\..t 1 CJ~J; v.~ 1 ..::..J ) ~ 
r' 17 ~ ..::.. ~ 1Ji~ J 1.~ 
.J IJ iU ... 1 ) ) G..-\ .... I ) ~ J l~ili...1 .J J 1"" (!) ll) )JS' .J (!) I) I.)J~g (.::- ) 5 
" 
.... 1-1 ~~ ) ~ .) ".~; I) )~5' ~'" \.5"'; I; 1 11.)",,5' \.51~ 1 1..1'" ~ 1 t S::"" ~ 1 
,.i..t 1 ~g j 1! It; f u y-ai! 
'"' 
(!!> (tl!-) J I", (4 ) ..::..lA.! .J Ilo.ir~j (3 ) ~ .)~j .J y~"j liHh.<> .J .!l.o 1 6 
J ,jJ.t~",.J ,.j 1""J'::- J u:.~ ,/~1jj Jl"" <!!J l"';)r J c 17 !r'--1 .J 
,.j ~~ )) 1 ~ ) ,.; !.Tt'" ) ,.j {h~ (,..; 
1 These first two lines are, as will be seen from the photo-litho and the photo, shoro, 
and are written in the ieft-hand half of the width of the paper of the jarmlf.1I . That was a 
characteristic of the Mogul jarrn4n, of which the Ain-i-Akbari says that the first two 
-lines are shortened (Blochmann's, Text p. 195. o)j.j 1 ~J!.~ ~ lj"S' ~i_±jyh ... ) ~) 
2 The reading of this word is doubtful. It may be arable CJ-"" "as-,. in the sense 
of pleasingness. In that case, with the next word, it may mean , "he may sllend as he 
nJ 
pleased"; or It may be arabic J~"" .. power or sagacity," meaning" be may bring the 
income under his power and expense," In that case, the nukteb Is wrong, or it may 
have been mlswrltten for kharj [~_ Tbe corresponding sentenoe in the Akbar-
1>Ieherjl Rana farm an is ~ ~ J.j ~,.=.. ) ~g ~ 1; ) 1 u r !.rj f J,.., ~_ 
a Not legible. Dr. Jebangir B. Dordi has given me a copy of the jarrn6n, recently 
made by ~lunshi Nasir Alikhan of Naosarl, wherein the Munshi reads the words ItS 
~ I; (!) 1 c)! I; 
• The names of the various taxes and Imports mentioned here are well-nigh the 
same as those In the two jarmlf.m of King Akbar, the difference being only In their 
consecutive order. So, we are helped a good deal by those j arm6ns in the reading 
of this jarm6n . Vide my Translation of Akbar's [armins with footnotes (1. B. B. R . 
A. S. XXI PP. 163-200). For an explanation of t c uames of some of these taxes, 
mentioned in the jarrnlf.ns of the Mogul Emperors, vide the instructive article; 
entitled" Taxation and FJnance under the Mughul " by Mr. Gulsban Ral, in the 
ilndian Review of September 1919. 
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.J c.s-'~.J) -' ~~'" .J u~j ~.) -' (1) flJ .)fO -' )l{;, ~ )~! J 7 
' .. Jl .... Jr ,~...; J u~jIB.,tj J ~J~"OO ••••• . (2 ) ~ c..s,,1CJ-,j(; lS-'.)~ 
..:..~ I)j )!.r~j -' J.~ ~~:; jl 
J 
t-';J'" -' ~l_~ -' ..;l-*'"" C!.> ~ 1-,4 -' C!.> l; J.l.b 1 -' C!.> l", ~ .... ) e+"!" j 1 -' .».~~ 
~J+;' ~lAJI 
o),j)lolJ ":-,,l.b ~~ (4) (!) 1':' <:!J~ (3) (!)l..o ~ rlt...Jl '-:'~ cr.).) -' 9 
,1,.00 11 ~}j ~ iJ~rj c).~1~ ~j o),t~ ).) -' o),j).)!j )~ ~.)-,..,~ jl J 
.hQ; 1 r ii.:. 1.St1 l' ) y.Jt':' 
1 In the photo·litho fac-simile, the word looks like ~ .J~but in the original the 
word is read clearly asp. A part of the letter, ) is 5een in th~ fac-simile. The 
conjunction J looks faultily joined with the broken J J but the original makes it clear. 
2 I cannot make out clearly the words between the two words kAnQng-(i!( c..s~fJ jJ l; ) 
and zaka.tal jahati (u~l~j). In Akbar's two farmans, the words between the two 
words are c.s )t{Jj -' ..:..~ I) j ) !.r~j which, in my translation of the two fa.r~ns (;1. 
B. B. R. A. S. XXI p. 169), I have translated as "burdens (i.e., taxes) for cultivation 
and gardening." I am inclined to take that the word just preceding lS'~ I By) in this 
fa.r rnAn Is ~-'~ muhtarija, which, according to Steingass, Is "A tax on professions." 
The word occurs in the Aln-i-Akbari (Bk. TII, a.ln 7. B1ochmann's Text Vol. I. p. 294, 
I. 15), as the name of a tax l J . rrett has In his translation (Vol. 11 p. 58) taken it as an 
impost on manufactures. Gladwin (Ayeen Akbery (1800) Vol. I p. 251) also takes it as a 
tax upon manufactures . 
As to the two words which name a tax or taxes, preceding the word which I read as 
mulltarifa, though the letters are clear, I do not understand the words clearly. They seem 
to be 1IJA.).) I"!i-l,.oo • If the reading may be so accepted, the first word may be miJhab 
":-"1')...0 i.e., "extremely fair," and the word after dar may be hUN'a "a free woman." 
PerhapS, one may say, that it may be a tax upon ioose women, but It does not seem 
to be so. 
8 and '. The last letters (!) l.:. can be seen, hut the previous part lS'J~ is gone 
But this word and the next word .)~ (renewed) can safely be replaced and read with 
the help of Akbar's two jarm6n •. 
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(The text of the Writ ing on the back of the farman.) 
..:,..t., ~ ~ l~ ~ r". JQ \!J I c).j j,} ~Al lSJ~";.J ~ l.oo ("l' Jl.oo t'" l~ 
0~ lh..o ~ ~t 0; r~ Ir ,.;.... )~ r lS t..o Ir..,r.j ) J) 
c,} IA;O ~ , o»o ,' 
'_ I ,liJ ,,; , . t"" . \.. ~ 
2 • • • ' . . ;-l... • • • •• • p.~,~.) " ~}j 
1 The carsiYG word in the form of a long line above the word, extending over 
nearly three-fourths of the line gives the word madad. 
2 Some words here, at the end of the line, are not clearly legible . All the figures 
of the year written next to, or to speak more properly, a little above the word sana "';"", 
are not clear, but the last figure is clear as v 7 (seven). The figure next to it on the left 
seems to be t (two). Thus, if we take hese last two to be 27, we may unhesitatingly 
take the next two on the left i.e. the first two to be 10. Then the number of the year 
should be 1027( I • r ., ) because we know it for certain, that we are dealing with afar'l1}4n 
of King Jehangir, who came to throne on "Thursday, JumAdl\-s-Slnt 20th A. H . 1014 
(October 24th 11)05)" (Tuzuk-i-Jehangiri, translated and edited by Rogers-Beveridge 
p.1). Now, in this very line, the year of the King's reign Is given as ,r 13 the 
thirteenth . So, this tallies with the year 1027 (H . 1014+ 13=1027). The week day 
and the Christian date corresponding to this day are Tuesday 24th November 1618 old 
style. 
The next word seems to be daT ) ~ i.e. in. The next word must be a word signifying 
some office. As the next line speaks of an officer holding the resalah , J l. ... ) this word 
very probably is chowkll u t J':' This writing on,the back of the farm4n Is, what is called, 
,harh-i-ta'liqah ,.R~l~j rJ ':' i.e. an abridgement of the IIM·d(uht (a memorandum) at 
His ~illjesty's orders about the farmans etc., or s1larh b'il 1l4shiya ~ (~J l~ r J ':' i.e, 
post-script explanation. I have explained this in details, on the authority of the 10th and 
11th ains of the 2nd book of the Aln-i-Akbari (BIochmann's Translation I pp. 258-59), 
In my paper OD Akbar's Farmans given to Dastur Meherji Rana (J. B. B. R . A. S. XXI 
pp. 170-71). Now, in these Ihar1ls of Akbar's two farmins, we find, in the beginning, 
the notes or the memoranda of the officers holding at the time the rasalah and the 
chowki. So, as in the present farmln we find the' word rasaJah (,.J I .... ) in the second 
line with the name of Its holder, here the word must be chowk:! u f J~ with the name 
of its holder which occurs in the beginning of the second line. -
As to the third or the last illegible word in the first line, it seems, that it may be .. 
word ha.ving some signification like that of the second word in the second line viz.":"'~ (,ii.i-
niq&bat, signifying some dignity. We are led to think so, because the second line begins 
l\ith the conjunction viv, i.t., 'and.' In the second line, in connection with the res41ah 
holder, we have the words ~ ll~ I,!..~ [~ .J I!!> ~ (~N. SO, we have the words Z /.;.J":"'~ 1A,i 
with the holder of, what I think to be, the chou:ki. I think also that the last '~lIegible 
word of the first line may perhaps be I!!> ~ l~.... Thus, the indistinct or illegible words 
would be \!!> ,) 4 ... ..s~ ~~ ),) . I • r ., There seem to be one or two more words, bu' 
they do not seem to be very important. 
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~ ~~I~ ... . ,.JI ... ",~ CJI";' 1!tJ\.~ ~)I;f JI~;t 1 ~Il~ ..::..~ Iitj ~ (2) 
"::";JA.~ I.S)..) I; <>'+A t <>.~.... 5 ~~ ~ ..::..~ lilj J I!!> )J Wc ~ Il~ ~ Lit.; 
• ~ t~ ~~j ~ 1.S1; l:J= <>.JI)",j CJ I,:;. Y I ~ <.:...:! IW I t5~Y 
..J.l':' ~, JL., ~ "", ... 1.., I.:;. JLo ,.~jf ~ I~ <>.!UA) ~ (f)..) f <>.l~ J.=~j (3) 
uy.:.t y.l:!l~ ,,..,..i.... )~~J~ ~t.., r ~)i~ ..... . ...... ... ... 2 ~ ... }; 
-,H~ /t~ J <>.li;' .lS I:fl& I ..r <>; I 
"::"..::a.yc ) y~~~ "~~J) <>.~ ~~ <>j ~.J; ~~ u~lj l:J&)) (4) 
.J~~ o).~'= I.Sj~"; ~ <>.;. )~ l .... tlA':' .... l.iJ f t l.b..o (!) lt~ ~s:~) 5..)yo~ 
~ !yo '-:!tJ f:,~ l:J~ j 
1 Iqbal lSArI i.e. , one having the Impressions or signs of good fortune . 
2 There seem to be three words between the words LS ..... ) l j and t~ ) (~ wWeh 
seem to be illegible . I venture to suggest , that they may be Shebr-i-Shlh lIlandal Jt':' 
J<>.l..o ~I;' and they refer to the town of Naosari. They were meant to signify, that the 
two Parsees were from Naosarl. Naosari had several names of old (Vide Mr. Sorabji 
Mancherji Desal's TavArikh-i-Navsarl ct~ I :[l -iJi '1 ~ ~ I "(I i.e., the History of Navsari 
pp. 4-8). Two of these were Nagshihland NAg-Mandal ~ rtl~ l ~.1l4't '1 1 ~1 -is<-I). 
Perhaps, it may be said, that more than once, the town Is mentioned in the /armtn as 
Nao ari. So, where was there the necessity of giving here another name? But. it is 
possible, that the Court officers, when taklng down the notes of the King's gift in 
their records, asked the donees, the name of their town or place of residence. They 
possibly gave the name or names which they famiUarly used among themselves. Many an 
old document speaks of the town as NAg-Mandal. If I do not mistake, in some old papers 
the worel Nf,g-Mandal is used In addition to the name Naosari, in order to mention a 
particular locality of Naosari. There is a particular place at Naosar!. on the Railway 
Station side, wWch Is still spoken of as Shlhin Kuvo, ~ll€ lrt ~ch i.e. the" Shlhln 
well or the royai or great weU". So, It Is possible, thatthe officer, entering the gift entered 
t he name of the town as given to Wm by the donee . One may try to read the last two 
words as ShAh Mogul, but the last word does not clearly admit of that reading. The 
word Mandal (J .).l..o) is occasionally used In Persian books for a limited circle or space 
of ground. 
There is another conjecture which I venture to make, and that Is to say,that perhaps 
the words may be "az Shah Mandal " (J o).l..o ~(;. j l) or padsblh mandal (J <>.l..o ~[':'~l~) 
Both the sets of words come to or mean the same thing. 
Firstly, as to the word sh4h, we know, that among the Mahomedans many of the 
priestly classes, espeCially of the fakir type. assume the tlUe of '"th. Tn Kashmir, I 
have heard many a ptr (saint) spoken of as 8I14h, e.g., Shlh Hamdan, hah lIlakdum, ete. 
In this connection, one must remember, that, up to very late, Parsee priests were, at 
times, addressed by their laymen as Pldshlh. The several Fire-temples are even now 
spoken ofasp4<i<uhdh (OU{lct ~1 ~~"Pi '41 ~ ~Il~ ). The word seems tobave been 
transferred also to the priests who lerved In the temples. It seems, that perhaps from 
very ancient times some Zoroastrian Wgh priests came to be spoken of as ptd$h' '', from 
the fact of their being petty rulers as well as priests. 
Coming to the word Mandal J~, It seems to be used In Persian as a circle or group, 
So " Shah Mandal " or .. Padshah :'Ilandal " may mean a circle or group ofpriesu_ Thus, 
t he / armat!, by adding these words after the word Parsl (Farsl) next to the names , 
seems to have meant that they belonged to .. the group of Pars flests at 
Naosarl. We know that t hp. word" mandll " which comes from ~ dal, 
used in one of the Sllhl ra grants In connection with the Parseel. T ~ OilY 
as been .pok~1l of as " Khorasan Mandll. " 
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}.!..,.., ";'l~ .)<l.A> ~.)).) !.!!J) ., ... ){(J'" (.$} ... ~j ,~..a.; ]I ,hl,;' (5) 
.1~<l.~ )!Jiy ·C)fo).jJ} ~ It!Jr 
1!1~ ,.).J '.>.)3 c.:.J ..> .... ~ cs) .) l; <l. ...... I ,.).~... ~ If) .) j I ~ c>J.~ C):!} . .; ,.Jl .... .1~ (6 ) 
, !jT 1.5",,[1'" JI)I';"" 1.5);1.11..::..1 .. .:::- .h::i:l.~J!~ .) '(J~ <l.jj(_ ~f) JAf.) ~j 
.~.,j ~I).h::i:l.~ ,-:~ [ ..... '(J%. c)jjL... ~f) JA f.) 
I vC r ':f l1"'J 1) ,.)...0 (..5 s:1A> J I c..:..1+.:::- .h:i>. ~ U~ c..:..- f ~ I) cJ'; f.,.., ( 7) 
~(.., 1 fI 2 C)~) j )) ,.)."S\""J~"" <l.~"'" ~bJ .b::i:l. ~ ..f!~ .) 'er <l.~jl).l.f 
I • r 1\ J -' 1I1 ~~) 3 cJ~ (h.., 11" (..Sri I .l...o) I .)..i.Ji...., 
. 6 )Js:..o 4 
1 All the words after bar gar(jr shudali up to t he end of the line are illegible. The 
last word seems to be ... !jf An geh i.e. , • at that time.' The following facts lead us 
to think what these other illegible words may be. I n the beginni ng of this writing, on 
the back of the / arm61l. we find the names pf officers in whose recotds the fact of the gift 
of the land is noted. They are 1 Mustafll Khan (the holder of the chow/';i) , 2 Sayid 
Ahmad Kadari, the holder of the resale", 3 Nuruddin QuIi, through whose ma'ra!al the 
document passed and 4 JlIahmud ]JAqr, the lVaqali-nall1i.sli. Now, in the succeeding'lIne 
we find , In a conRecutive order, the names of the above· named second and third officers. 
So, it seems probable, that here in the indistinct and illegible portion Is the reference to 
the first person and hi s record or yAddasht. If we follow somewhat the plolraseology 01 
the two farmAns of King Akbar, in this part of Jehangir's /arm(jn, the indistinct words 
may be something like ,-:;.l.:.. '(J~ ..::..~I .) .)l~ cJ3
'
.,.", i.e., according to the Vd(! 
d4shl of th~ marginal explanation. Then, there may be the name of the particular 
afficer of the time. 
2 The figure is 18. The second figure for 8 may, to some, look like v (7), but it Is 
8. Rashn ( ".{ !t -1 ) Is the 18th day and not the 17th of the Pa rsee month. 
a Here the Illegible words a re thc day of t he week and the date. The figure of the 
Mahomedan date Is not clear. ]Jut we can deter mine it by mea ns of t he DAhl date . 
I am thankful to Mr. Muncherjl Pestonji Kharegat, 1.0.S. (Retd.) for helpIng me in deter · 
mining this date. He writes to me': .. There are two m ethods of calculating DAhl date.~ 
(a) the first, which I will call Dr. Taylor's, in which the months are reckoned exactly as In 
the Parsee calendar, of 30 days each, with 5 Intercalary days (Gathas) at the end ; 
(b) the second in which the months accord exactly with the times which the sun takes 
in passing through each sign of the Zodiac, and in which, thprefore, the months vary In 
length from 29 to 32 days and there ar e no Intercalary days a t the end, and which I 
call the true solar method." 
Now, in the first part of the ah4rh, as given above, we see that both the Dl1hi date 
and the corresponding Mahomedan date are given. There we read : 
r 'I ~) lj cJ~ lh.-o ~.i.":' ~; cJ; '-,AI,,. .... i... ) ~ f ~l", I r y.j j)) ~) l) 
. , .rA Ml-.... J 1(.$,) 
'.4., .. the date of day Tir 13, month Azar (Adar); year 13 (Dahl), corresponding 
to Wednesday corresponding to date 16 of Zi 'uI Hajja 1028." According to the Tuzuk 
i Jahan~iri, .Tehangir named Wednesday, kam Shambr, i.t. , t ile Inauspicious 
nay. Vide below. These Hahl and H ljri dates correspond accordi ng to t he 
second of the above two m~thod., viz : the t rue Solar method . So, It Is certain, t ha t 
the correspondIng dates for other DAhl dates In this farm6n must be reckoned according 
to the second m~thod. T hus, the Ilnhl date " roz Rashna 18. mAh A.UndArmaz (Asfan-
darmad). nahi year 13," corresponds t'l friday 21 Rabi·ul·awglll 1028. Therefore, the 
ill egible words seem to be • r I I'-" .. ~ 
• The last but one word of the line is not-legible. 
, The last word of the line Is muJ:arrar, i.e., repeated, again, a second time. 
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'i,S..o (t .) G t,)..o LSl:1• J 1 ..:..1.,:,-
3 ~H ~~;l~ 2 ~ l::;: ...... LSAj (8) 
.h""~ J~~ ~ ~J;' ~ ) ~t... (!)~ft "t l..a; 
h ii; ,),j l +~ ':1'+1; l:J lA) ~ ~ 1 c.s); e~) jl 
. LSr'r :J l:J~ j .. 4~ lA) (9) 
Ill. 
(TRAl~SLATION OF THE FARMAN.) 
GOD IS GREAT. 
The farman6 of victorious N:lr-ud-runll Muhammad Jehan-
gir Badsbah Gazi. 7 At this time, a Royal Order marked with 
the favour s (of His Majesty), has acquired the honour of pub-
lication and the glory of being issued, that land, about ,one 
hundred bigahs'J (as measured) by the royal gaz,10 according 
to the general practice, in the qasaban of Naosari in the sarkar 12 
of Surat, may, from the commencement of the spring13 l~u ezt 4, 
1 Nass. elevating, raising. 
~ Hijab, a veil, a curtain. 
a 1<'a/ak-ishtifxth resembling Heaven. 
• (!) l~-,,:,- Jirallan" What issues forth (as an order)" (Steinl:&3S). 
5 Order, Imperial mandate. The word is originally Pahlavi fardn "'~eJ' It comes 
'from AvestaIra-ml. ( .. ,-.. ?~ S:ms ){-~l to arrange, to place in order) to order, 
from Ira (. .. M l{1 J; Lat. pro. Genu. '"or. English forth) and m:l (-, ~ l at. 
me-tlri, Germ. messen. Fr. me-surer) to measure . 
(I Lit. Light of Religion. 7 Brave, Gallant. 
S (!) 1..,-'& ..:.. • .:>0.,)'''' Distinguished witb or honoured by iavour. 
, Modern Vlngba ~1 ~Il "A measure of a tbird of an acre" (Steingass). According 
to the Aln-i-Akbari, in the ?tlogul times, it was more than half an acre (Vide my 
Paper In J. B. B. R . A. XXI. p. 164 n 2). 
10 Of the three kinds of (Jaz known in the Mogul times, that J.-nown as the long gaz 
(J )j~:,r) was used for the measurement of cultivated lands (Ibid. p . 164 n. 3. 
Aln.i-Akbari, Bk. ITI a.in 8. Blocbmann's Text, Vo!. I, p. 2114, 1.25. Jarret', 
Translation Vo!. IT. p. 59). 
11 Town. 
12 "A district comprising soveral perIlUlmahs." 
13 The two words Rabi' and Kharif (spring and autumn) of the Mogul times have 
come down to our times and are still used by tbe British Revenue depart· 
ment . 
H These are.Turldsh words. As to ku ..,;, the Ain-i-Akbari (Bk. IT14i" 1), speak-
ing of tbe Turkish era, says, tbat tbey counted years by cycl~s, each cycle having 1~ 
years. In the names of the 12 years of the cycle which Abu Fazl gives, we find ka -,' 
the sheep (~A ... -,f) as the 8th year (Blocbmann's Text, p. 273, 1. 13. Jarrett's Tran-
slation, Vol. n, p. 21). As to the word el, Abul Fazlsa'ys that .. they add the word !l to 
each of those words which signifies yenr.': (Jarrett's Translation, Vol.lI, p. 21).r~J~ ~ 
.~Iyly' ..:.. ... 1 J I .... ~ ... +! .. )J~IAJiJ ~,)'r (Blochmann's Text, p. 273,11,16-17) 
According to A1blrunl , ku or kat 3eems to be also the name of the 8th month of a Turh-i$h 
year (Alb ru ui's Chronology of Ancient times, by Dr. O. Edward Sacbau (1879), p. 83, 
;fast colnlun.) 
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be (~t apart) free and exempted from taxes, according to· the 
contents1 (of this farman), for the purpose of the aid of the live-
lihood (madad-i-maash)2 of Mulla J amasp and MulHi, Hoshang, 
Parsees, and (their) children, so that, by spending and using 
the income of that (land) from season to season and year to year 
for the expenses of their livelihood, they may for all time; be 
engaged in saying prayers for the continuous3 good fortune 
(of His Majesty). 
Itis incumbent on all the present and future noble gover-
nors. and happy' agentsG and j;igirdars and Karorians,7 that 
trying to observe the continuances and confirmation9 of this 
most holy and exhalted Order (of His Majesty), (and) measuring 
the said lands, and settlinglO t he chak,l1 and trans£erring1 2 it 
1 Hasb ul Zimn, according to the contents of. Cf. t.;+,c J~.4~:; ":-'~ ".~ 
in Meherii Rana's firstJarm611. Vide my paper on that subject, p. 93, I. 3. 
2 According to the Ain·i-Akbari (Bk. n, iUn 19 o.n sayQrghals (Jli).>~ .... ) .. . ub-
.istence allowances, paid in cash, are called Wazifah (,..ll.~j; -,) ; lands conferred are called 
lUilk (..>.1...,) or madad-i-ma'ash (e,}'"*-'o .)WOQ) Blochmann's Text~ p. 198, 1.7, Transla-
... 
tlon, Vol. I, p. 268). B1ochmann, lmder the head of "Note by the Translator ou the Cadra 
of Akbar's reign, .. thus speaks ou tbe subject of the lIfadad-i-ma'ash : " In this Ain-one 
f the most interesting in the whole work-the ChagaUii 8ayirghlll is translated by the 
Arabic madad-ul-ma'asb. The latter term signifies' assistance of livelihood, and, like 
Its equivalent milk, or property, it denotes Wllli.S uivmJor bmevo/ellt purposes, as specified 
by Abul Fazl. Such lands were hereditary and differ for this r eason from J6yir or tal/a I 
lands, which were conferred for a speCified time, on 11161lCabd6rs i ll lieu of salaries ." (lllochmann's Translation. p. 270). 
3 Lit. jOined (quarin) to eternity (abad). 
• Hakllm, pI. of Hiikim. According to Blochmann, .. the higher Mansabdirs werll 
mostly governors of CQbahs (provinces) . The governors were at first called Sipai!s416rB; 
towards the end of Akbar's reign we find them called B6kimJI, and afterwards, C6Mo 
Cllball or C{l.balui6rs and still later merely Cubahs. Tbe other Manc;abdlLrs held laglra." (Blochmann's Translation of the Ain-i-Akbarl, Vol. I. pp. 241-42) . 
5 Kifayat-farjlm. Lit. with sufficient happiness. 
6 Amai, agents, governors, nobles, tax-gatl1erers. 
7 Karori was an officer in cbarge of the revenues over one kror (10 millions) of 
d4ms. The Aln-I-Akbari says: <l..i.,)J~"" t:)~)~ ~ ~~':;' 7.:! ..:,..j (~,).~ )-,,.,5 ~~ ~J 
(Bk. I, Ain,2, Blochmann's Text I, p. 10, 11.4-5-) " And zealous and upright men were 
put in charge of the r evenues, each over one kr5r 01 dams" (Blochmann's Translation 
J, p. 13). .. The d4m was a copper coin, weighing 5 tanks, i.e., 1 tolah, 8 m6s11an s, 
and 7 surks, it is the fortieth part of a rupee. At first this coin was called Paisall, 
and also B6hloli; now it is known unde.r this name (dam). On one side the place is given 
where it was struck, and on the other, the date, (Bk. I, Ain 9, Blochmann's Trnns. 
p.31). 
8 l stemr6r " continuance, perpetuity, fixed rent not liable to alteration." 
, l stiqrr "requiring a settlement; confirmation; ractiftcation." 
10 Lit. Binding. 
11 Chak ordinarily means a bond, deed or note. According to the Aln'-i-Akbari 
B. Ill. Ain 6). It was the duty of the above said amals or amal-guz4rs ().)$ J.;:: the 
reven~e collectors) to ascertain the correctness of cllak n6mah (~:n- 'r"'l.i.S::~ 
~1.)Jl') (Blochmann's Text I, p . 287,1. 16. Trans. n, Jarrett p , 47). According to 
Jarrett the chakn4mah .. is a grant of alienated lands specifying the boundary limih 
thereof, Cbak. according to ElIiot, is a patch of rent-free land detached from a 
village" (Jarr~tt n, p. 47, n 1.) 
12 Gwlshlan ", to make a present on the renewal of a lease, to transmit \used with. 
a negative)" Stelngass. 
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~new in their possession, (they should), by no means t at a1l,2 
make any change or alterat ion3; and on account of land-tax,~ 
-and duties on manufacture,5 capitation taxes6 and extra-ordi-
1 Asian, .. by no means, not at all, never, in no shape." 
2 lIIutiaq-an .. absolutely entirely." 
<3 There a.re two or three sma.1I words a.fter {aghir and talrlil, which are not legible 
but Munshi Nasir Alikha.n's reading giveu above, seems probable. The insertion of tha t 
r eading" ra badan rah " make the sentence more elegant, and do not change the mean 
,ing. The rendering of the sentence with the addition of these words would be : "They, 
shall not give wa.y to any cha.nge or a.lteratlon in any way whatever." 
• We read in the Ain-i-Akbari (Bk. Ill, Ain 7): 
(B1ochma.nn's ~'ext I, p . 294, 11. 12-13 .) 
~Jl~ I; ~RJ!'b., <).~~rJ'~ JC., (!)~~i£~ I; ~J~ CI!.r~I ., ClI)"j ) .) 
~ .,)~ ;";I)'J~ ~f ... ..:.It''' J~ l .... jyh~ I; LSi~ ., .)..i.j(i.., ~ ":'(t'" 
J.!!> lt". .... '6<).J..:j ~ Jb"" .f.. f",il jI ; ~ ~ J l"" !.rit <lo~ l: J'J; ~) lS '<od 
c:.. l~ ;~l .. I) ~~" .)..i.j1.J~ 
.. In Iran and Tura.n, they collect the land-tax (mal) from some ; from others the 
.TiM.t and from others a.gn.ln the S6ir JW6t . ... • . •. Wba.t is imposed on cul~va.ted lands 
'by way of quit-rent Is termed M 61. I mports ( ? imposts) on manufacturers of respectable 
kinds are called jihOt, a.nd t he rema.inder S6ir Jillo,t" (Jarrett's Translation, Vol. 11, 
<pp; 57-58), 
In a very Interesting article of lIIr. Gulshan Rai, in the September 1919 issue of the 
'I ndian R elFUw, entitled" Taxa.tlon and Financialadmini tration under the ft1ughals" we 
get a. good summa.ry of the l\Iogal system of public revenues, including the land revenue. 
<The la.nd revenue system is said to ha.ve been" first defined a.nd brought Into shape" by 
Raia. Todar Mall. The cultura.ble land was dl\ided into four classes and the ~hare of the 
<Sta.te In t he produce of the crop varied a.ccording to the cla s. Under tod3r Mall's De-
.cennial settlement, .. an a.ggregate of the actual collection for the past kn years was 
iormed, a.nd a tenth of the tota.l was ft.."ed as the annual settlement. After t he expiry of 
five years t lus assessment was made permauent" As to the other sourt:es of public 
revenue, .. they were known by t he na.me of kar in Hindu period, .and J ih6t, Sair J ilir1t, 
~nd abwdbs in the ~Ia.homedan period. These imposts were either custom dUties, or 
<transit duties on merchandise, or ta.xes on sa les of hou e., market places, persons, cattle, 
-trees, professions a.nd manufactures, fees and royalties charged on marri:lges, discount 
.on the exchange of coins, fees on fishery rights, and manufacture of sal~. ' lime and 
spirituous IIquor •. • .•. In modern phraseology some of these imposts WeTe Imperial 
-taxes, some prOVincial rates and other loca l cesses." 
5 Vide the above note for Jih .. t. 
11 Ikllr6j6t pI. of ikhrfii from khirui, i.e., ca.pitatioJl tax. 
We read in the Ain-i-Akbari (Bk. Ill, Mn ,11): U".:r~~ r- ~f r j l Clli,..l ~).) 
.(,S~ I.J~ J~ [1..1':"., \.Si;Jf J~ i e. "In ancient times, 3 capitation ta.x (a tax per 
head) was imposed called Khiraj " (Blochmann's Text r, p. 29:?, 11. 24-25. .Tarrett's 
Tra.ns. 11, p . 55). KiDg Kobad first thought of a bOlislung the tax ta.king it to be unfair 
but it was NoshirWan who fina.Uy did away with it (!bId). It appea.rs, that in India, In 
the Mogni tlmes,l:hiraj wa.s the tribute paid by the Khiriiii lands, i.e., lands .. which those 
()Utslde the (Mahomedan) faith retain on convention" (Ibld n, p. 57). In tact, this tax 
-was the same aB J aziyah (capitation tax in Persia in the time of the Khalifs.-
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nary contributions,l such as qardaghe2 and presents3 ana fines 
and tax-gatherers' fees4 and village assessments6 and marriage-
1 Awarizatfrom awariz, i .e., extraordinary contributions. 
2 "illi qanlaghe. We must settle what this word is. It occurs in both the farn:\ans 
of King Akbar (Vide the photo-litho facsimiles, given by me in my paper on the two 
farmaus referred to above. J. B. B. R: A. S. Vol. XXI). The first of this two farmans 
gives the word as ,.il.o. Persian Dictionaries do not give us that word. The second 
farman gIves the word with no points (nu1.-tehs) over any 0 j the letters. In my 
above paper, I was donbtful about the reading of this word. I then said: '''This word is not 
clear and legible. One may read it ~ qu 'la. It \Vonld mean' anything paid into the 
exchequer unweighed; borrowed money! (Steingass). I think, it is the same as ,..,1 .... ;1-
spoken of as one of the imposts of King Akbar's time in the Ain-i-Akbari (Bk. III, Ain 
XI, Blocbmann's Text I, p . 301,1.8). Another manuscript (of the Ain-i-Akbari) gives 
the words as ,..,1.0. In Blochmann's Text the word is marked as doubtfnl (?) ~ 
Jarrett has not translated it, saying he, "cannot trace it" (TraWllation Vol. n, p. 67 
note I)." Vi1e my paper in J. B. B. R . _4.. S. Vol. XXI, p . 167, n. 4). Theabove men~ 
tioned other reading of the word is not explained by Persian dictionaries. Now, our 
present farman seems to solve aU the previous doubts and di1ficnlties. Here the 
word is clearly given as ,.il.i.;, and I now feel sure, that it is one of the Imposts 
(vaj l1ha~) 01 King Akbar's time referred to by Abu-l ];'azl, in the 11th ain of the Ain-i-
Akbari headed .. Land and its classification and the proporUonate dues of sove-
reign4r." I think that this Jarm6n settles Blochmann's doubts about the readiug of 
the word. 
As 'to what par4cnlar kind of impost it was, we are not in a posiUon to say with cer-
tainty. Col. Jarrett says, he .. cannot trace " it. I beg to snbmit the following explana-
tion with some diffidence. The first part of the word ~; (quin) means" a sla.ve, especi-
ally one born in the family, whose father and mother are slaves." The second part of 
the word laghe ~ may be the Indian word, known in Gujarati as I:1llU meaning tax. 
I t comes,l think, from (-i I;)l ci. So, the impost, meant by-the word, may be a tax for each 
slave possessed by a man of means. One must not understand by tbe word • slave' a 
slave in the most ordinary sense of the word e.g., when we speak of' slave-trade,' but in 
the sense of a life-long family servant, in which sense, it is used in my paper, entitled" A 
Parsee Deed of Partition more than 150 years old : a form of slavery referred to therein" 
(Journal of'the Anthropological Society of Bombay Vol. VI, pp. 12-16. VIde my Anthro-
polOgical Papers, Part I, pp. 167·172). I am supported in this surmise by the fact, tha t 
in the Ain-i-Akbari's Jist of the various ta"es and imposts which includes this impost,we 
find, among other taxes of the kind , "a tax on each head of oxen, a tax on each tree." 
So, it is possible that this impobt of qanmglic, may be a tax on each head of slaves. 
a Pishkash or royal fee was one of the imposts (vaj nhat) of the Mognl times. It is 
referred to as such in the Ain-l-Akbari (Bk. Ill, Ain XI, Text p . 301. Jarrett n, p. 66) . 
Akbar remitted it witll several other taxes. It is .. a magnificent present, such as is 
only presented to princes, great men, snperiors, or sometimes to eqnals (particularly on 
receiving a great appointment.)" Steingass . 
• Perhaps, it is the same impost as lS) I~J~~j tahSildari, in Bk. Ill, Ain XI 
(Ibid), 
:J ZAbtlneh, from zabh, which word, according to Jarrett, was applied by Abu Fazl 
loosely for" the revenue collection or assessment of a village (Vol. n, p. 153, n, 1). The 
word occUrs In the 15th ain (Bk. Ill) where Jarrett translates it a8 .. revenues in Cash 
from crops charged at speCial rates" (Vol. n, p. 163, Text, p. 417, 1. 16.) 
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f ees! and the fees of the Daroghii.2 and forced labour3 and forced 
attendance at hunt ing (shikiir)4 and supplying of soldiers5 and 
1 Mahrinah was" a tax exacted by the Q~zi from the Mahomedans at weddings. ' 
(Steingass). Perhaps,it is the same as the marriage-tax referred to as being onL5; 'o)~ o)) 
(marriage) in the Ain-i-Akbari (Textp. 201. Blochmann's Trans 1. I, pp. 277-78). Abu-
Fazl thus speaks of marriage aud refers to the marriage tax in Bk. 11, .fin 24, under the 
head of" Regulations regarding marriages" : "Every care bestowed upon this wonder-
ful tie between men is a means of preserving the stability of the human race, and ensuring 
the progress of the world; it is a preventive against the outbreak of e,il passious, and 
leads to the establishment of homes. Hence His Majesty, inasmuch as he Is benign 
watches over great and small and Induces men with his notions of the spiritual union :md 
the equality of essence which he sees In marriage. He abhors marriages which take 
place between man :md woman before the age of puberty. They bring forth no fruit, and 
His Majesty thinks them even hurtful; for afterwards, when such a couple ripens into 
manhood, they, dislike having connexion, and their home is desolate. Here in India, 
where a man cannot see the woman to whom he Is betrothed, there a.re pecnliar obsta-
cles ; but His Majesty maintains that the consent of the bride and bride groom, and the 
permission of the parents are absolutely necessary in marriage contract.! . .•. •.... . • .. . 
His Hajesty disapproves of high dowries; for as they are rarely even paid they lI.re mere 
sham; but he admits that the fixing of high Is a preventive against rash divorces. N9r 
does His Majesty approve of everyone marrying more than one wife; for this ruins a 
man's health, and disturbs the peace of the home ..•.. . .. He has also appointed two sober 
aud sensible men, one of whom inquires into the circumstances of the bridgroom, and the 
other into those of the bride. These two officers have the title of Tulbegi, or masters 0 f 
marriages . . .... His Majesty also takes a tax from both parties, to enable them to show 
their gratitude. The payment of this tax is looked npon as auspiciou. Man~abdars 
commanding from five to one thousand pay 10 Muhurs ........ The middle classes pay 
oue Rupee, and common people one dam. In demanding this tax, the officers have to 
pay regard to the circumstances of the father of the bride." (B1ochmann's Trail 
pp. 277-78 Text Bk. I, ain 24, p. 201). 
Akbar's taibegtB or marriage censors remind us of such marriage censors of the ancient 
Romans whose principal business was to see that people did not spend much after mar-
riage-festivities . They had the right of attending marrialle gatherings and of driving 
:\ way marriage guests over and above a fixed number permitted by the tate. 
2 DarOghgAne, was one of the imposts of Akbar's time (Ain-i-Akbari, Bk. rn, din 
XI, Text p. 301, 1. 6, Jarrett IT, p. 66). DarO:;ha was" the headman of an office, prefect; 
of a town or village, overseer or superintendent of any department" (SteiJll{ass). .. The 
inspection of village records and the preparation of circle accounts was the work of a 
Darogha or Inspector" (Gulshan Rai). 
3 Beglr ., Employing anyone without a remuneration" (Stei~ass). Forced 
labour was prevalent in Mogul times. From a farmAD of Shah-Jab AD, inscribed on the 
Jami Masjid at Srlnagar in Ra hmir, on 7th of Isfandarmaz (February . . Perhaps Hijrj 
1061 A.D. 1650-51), we learn, that Shah-Jehan did away with this custom of BegAl from 
Kashmir in the matter of the collection of saffron from Government fields. 
Our Bombay word begar; (0i~'1:(1> i.e., a labourer, seems to come from this word 
begar . It seems that originally a begar! was a forced labourer. The word originally may be 
hI! or bf kar, i .e., work exacted without (payment) . 
• Neither the Aln-i-Akbari, nor the Tuzuk-i-JelJangari tbrows any light on this 
word., as to what this Impost was. It seems to be something like begir . Just as the 
villagers had to submit to forced labour for Royal or Government servicef, so, perhaps 
they had to snbmlt to go as beaters when the Mogul Kings and their officers went a-hunt-
Ing. Perhaps, It was incumbent on the holders of land to supply a certain number of 
begllris and Shikaris, to serve as labourers and beaters to high Government officials. 
5 Mard-la8hkM. Lit. Men for the Army. It seems that this impost was one like 
the two preceding ones. It was Incumbent upon large holders of royallaJlds. tba t they 
must, when ne~~y, procure recruits for the Army. 
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five per cent taxI arid allowances paid to muqaddams2 and 
rubsu,3 and two per cent tax4 and kanllngfii 5 •• ••••• ••••••. " 
and imposts on manufactures,7 and dues8 of dutiea on manu· 
1 Deh·nimi. Lit. half of ten i .e., five per cent. It was one of the imposts referred 
to in the Ain·i·Akbari (Bk. Ill, Ain XI Text I , p. 300, 1. 21. Jarrett 11, p . 66) We read 
there : 
Jojt".i.::.J4 J.) ::'! ,r cJl_j l o),~ J~ )~ J~ 5{ff }~ .!t;' 
(.S) I,,~ LSJ-,~ 0). ... J ~ I~ ) IJ; ~~j ~~ lI ,).1~~ J.:, 11 ') ol'r""" )':' ,).1""'J; 
uJob )1 ..:,. .. 1 lI o),l _:'.1j cr.-'-~j ~,)..J jl~ P.Jjlii.~ ~~ J J o), ~ uJi...Aj 
.) JL. cf.:~ .1 0).;' ~ J I ~ ~.:. ~~ J ~:'.1j J~ ~ ) [ J':" l!! I.J! )J~ 
i).ii~1 ~ , .1~ .1!.i ."j U ~A j)J"" I J ,) .1~ ~ ,if -'~ .h ).:. -' \!! Ij)) li!..s-
(Text p. 300, 11. 21·24). ~~ l: ~ (f) ~) r ....; .1f ,- ~y.:,."", o).~ ob J.s.~ 
"His Majesty in his wisdom thus regulated the revenues in the above·mentioned 
favourable manner. He reduced the duty on manufacture from ten to five per·cent. 
(deh'1Iim), and two per·cent (8ad-d1ii) was divided between thepatwars and thekAnQngo. 
'rhe former is a writer employed on the part of the cultivator. He keeps an account of 
receipts and disbursements, and no village Is without one. The latter Is the refuge of 
the hnsbandman. There is one in every district. At the present t ime the share of the 
klirnlngo (one per·cent) Is remitted, and the three classes of them are paid by the State 
according to rank (Jarrett n, p. 67). 
2 Muqaddaml. This word is familiar to us in our Indian form ~!lt '<. 'lt1. This 
seems to be a new kind of imPost. It Is not mentioned in the Aln·i·Abkari . A muqad· 
dam is " a superior officer of the revenue in a vJllage ; a title of respect among villagers. 
A leader, a chief, commander " (Steingass) . 
• I cannot make out what this impost was • 
• Vide the above note for this tax. Lit. Two in the hundred, i.e. , two per·cent. 
S Vide the above note. His fee Is one per cent. J arrett says as 1'0110ws of the 
i:IiMlngo: " An officer in each district acquainted with its customs and land tenures and 
whose appointment is usually hereditary. He receives reports from the palwaris of new 
cases of alluvion and dlluvion, sales, leases, gifts of land etc .. which entail a charge In 
the register of notations. He Is a revenup officer and subordinate to t he tahsildAr (Jar-
rett Vol. 11, p. 47, n. 3). He wasa Registrar of land records . This officer ""s appolnted 
directly by the Crown. one for each parI/ana .. • • • .... . . . He was In charge of all land 
rpcords of the nargll.na. He was to keep a record of all land assessments and the state· 
ments In his chargr showed what was dne from each land·holder. All sales and trans-
fer of property were also to be carefnlly verified by him." 
6 For the two words here, see the foot-note at this portion of the text. Vide 
above. 
;J ~. Muhtarifa; Vide the footnote of this portion of the text. 
S j !"S" j Zak At . The word is also written Z l<,; and it means" alms given accord-
'mg to Mahomedan law. by way of pUIifying or securing a blessing to the rest of one's 
possessions" (Steingass). Jarrett thu~ speaks of It: "The poor rate, the portion there· 
from given as the due of God by the P02sessor that he may purify it thereby, the root of 
the word, l<j denoting purity. The proportion varies, but is generally a fourtieth or 
2+ per cent, provided that the property is of a certain amount and has been in possession 
eleven months " (Jarrett's Translation of the Aln n, p. 67. n. 4. ), Abu-I Fazlt while speaking of "land, which those outside t.he faith retain ie convention" and whic 1 they 
call khiraji says that the" tribute paid by khlraji land is of two kinds . 1. I\luk!l~amah (divided), is the 5th or 6th producp. of the soli . 2 . Wazffah, what is settled according to 
the capability and convenience of the tributaries. !'lome call the whole produce ~f the 
revenue kJiiraj and as the share of the producing body is in excess of their expenditure, 
the zaklitis taken from the amount under certain stipulations and this they «inll a tithe, 
but on each of these points there is much difference of opinion. The Caliph Omar, 
during his time. taxed those who were not of his faith at the rate of 45 dirhams for 
persons of condition, 24 for those of the middle class, and 12 for t he lowost class. This 
was called the .Taziyat(capitation tax). (.Tarrett U. P. 57). 
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ofacture1 and annual revenue collections2, no molestation 
may be given (to them), and no exactions3 made for the 
wcertainment of the grant (chak) and the burden4 of the 
·.cultivation-taxes and of aU civil dues5 and royal taxes," . and 
they may count them as pardoned and free and absolved7 from 
· all taxes,S reierences 9 and transfers.1o And, in this matter, 
· they shall not ask every year for a renewed royal farman and 
they shall not turn back from what is (hereby) ordered and 
: .shall be true to (this) contract. 
Written on the 11th of the month Shahrivar Ilahi year 13 
"only.ll 
(Translation of the Writing on the back of the Farman.12 ) 
(This farman is in the matter of) The aid of livelihood in 
· the name of Mull§. J amasp and another13 with (their) children, 
· according to the Yad-dasht of the Waqi'ah dated, roz (i.e. day) 
~ir 13, mah (i.e. month) Azar (Adar) year thirteen, corresponding 
with Wednesday,a corresponding to the 16th of Zu'l-hijja year 
1027, during the (time of the) clwki of fortunate Mustafa Khan, 
rthe protector ofchiefs1u andleaders,lG (and) during the rasdlak 
· of Sayid Abroad KaQ.ari, the protector of chiefs and leaders, 
the giver of power17 to chieftainship l and to magisterial dignity, 
~and) during the~Ia' rafat 19 ofN6rud-dIn Quli who was worthy of 
favours 20 (and) lord of exalted dignity, 21 andduringtbe period22 
of the wafJui'ahnavish, Mahmad Baqr, who is an humble member 
.-of the Court. During that time23 there waited upon24 His most 
1 .. Imports (? Imposts) on manufactures of re pectable kind are called jlh~t and 
'. t he r emainder &fir Jw6t" (Ain-i-Akbari Bk. In, 6in VII, Jarrett IT, p. 58). / 
2 Zabt. Vide above, the note on the word Z6Qul1Iall. 
a Mut6labatfrom talab . 
• Ta!.;r6, question dispute, burden. 
s Tak61i/pl. of taklif, trouble. (\ Matlacat pI. of Matlab, demand from talab. 
7 MarJ(l u'j qalam, absolved. remitted. 
8 RasQmat, rasum (pI. of rasm) customs, common, dues, taxes, fee . 
, ItlAqlt from itUl.q r eference, application. 
10 Haw&lit pI. of hawlUa, transfer, charge, care. 
11 The word h i'!';, meaning only, is Peculiar to this/arm6». We do not ftnd it in 
· Akbl\r 's above two/arm6nB. It seerns to have been written here in the same sense. as 
· we, nowadays. write the word 'only' in cheques of money which we pass. This is intend-
ed to show that the writing Is finished and it was' only' up to the last precedlng word, 
, to that nobody could add to it. 
.. 12 .The writing on the back ofthe Farman is, what is called , Sharh-i-ta'!iqah (<:~ 
. ,Jl~J) i .e., Explanation of the ta'liqah. It is so named in the ftrst of the two !armans 
given tn Dastur Meherji Rana. In the second, it is spoken of as Sharh ba'J hlshiyeh 
, (~(~ (~ er) i.e. marginal explanation. The word Sharh is used even bl' the 
Parsees as Shareh( ~l:t~) in the sense of the commentaries or explanations of their 
sacred writings. The following p'aasage from the Ain-i-Akbari will explain some of the 
~technical words as clIo!.;i, wag iah, Yld-d:1~ht, risllah, &c., ueed in thl wcitln::, 
8 
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Sharh-i-ta'liqah. Ta'liqah is a techniea·1 term used in the Aln-i-Akbarll> 
or an abridgment of the Yiddisht (i.e. memorandum) of His Majesty's orders about 
the farmans, etc. Its explanation in detail is faid to be its ,ha.h.. The following-
passages from the loth and 11th Ains will explain, who made tbis Yllddasht, or memor· 
a ndum and ta'!iqah or abridgment. and how they were made, and wby this abridgmen t": 
of the memorandum bas been added here. We read the following in the lOth Ain on the 
waqi'ahna., .. is ( i.e .• the writer of events.) .. Keeping records is an excellent thing for a 
government ..... . ...... His Majesty bas appointed fourteen zealous, experienced 
and impartial Clerks, two of whom do daily duty in rotation, so that the turn (n80tat) -
of each comes after a fortnight ........ Tbeir duty is to write down the orders and tbe 
doings of His Majesty and wbatever the beads of tbe departments r eport. tbe acts of His. 
Majesty as the spiritual guide of the nation. appointments to man9abs, contingents 
of troops, salaries, jagirs . 
.. • -'fter tbe diary has been corrected by one of His Majesty's servants. it is laid before 
the emperor, and approved by him. The clerk tben makes a copy of each report, signs It . 
and bands it over to those who require it as a voucher, when it is also signed by tbe Par· 
,,"anchi, by the }Iir'Arz, and by that person wbo laid it before His Majesty. Tbe repori 
In this case is called yad-dii ht or memorandum . 
.. Besides, there are several copyists who wri te a good band and a lucid style . They 
receive the yaddasilt when completed, keep it with tbemselves and make a proper abridg· 
ment of it. After signing it, tbey return tltis in tead of the yadeasbt. when the abridg· 
ment is Signed and sealed by the W:\qiahnawis, and the Riuilabc'ar, tbe :Mir '.<\rz and tbe-
DlIogah. The abridgment. thus completed, is called Ta 'Jiqah and the writer is cal!ed 
Taliqahnawis. The Ta'Jjqah is then signed. as stated above. and sealed by the minls(cCl 
of State " (Blochmann's Translation I pp. 258-259. Text I, pp. 192-3). 
This passage of the 10th .run then explains the termi ta'!iqah (abridgment of memo· 
randum). and waql'ah. (writing or record) which occur in these Farmins. 
The following passage of the 11th Ain explains why this Taliqah or abridgment of . 
the memorandum of the king's orders has been entered on the back of the Farmin • 
.. The C,bib-i·Tanjih (the master of military account) keeps the fo rmer Tali'lah 
with himself, writes its details on the Farman and seals and signs it. It is then 
inspected by the mu,tanji and is signed and sealed by him. Afterwards the Nizir and the 
Bakh his do so likewise, when it is sealed by the Diwa.n, his accountant, and the Vakil . 
of the State." (Blochmann's Translation I. pp. 261-62, Text I, pp. 194, II. 13-14). 
13 Wa·ghalrah i .•.• Et cctera or IInother. Tbis word alEO. like the word jaqt (oIlly ) . 
r eferred to above, r eminds us of some similarity to our prpsent \\Titings in moay 
matters. When there are accounts in more than one name in Banks. etc., in writin~ 
cheques over these accounts, we only write the first name and add after It • another' or . 
, others.' The same is the case in legal documents. 
H ~ f Ka.m Shambah. I ,,111 speak below at some length why, contrar,. 
t o the usual practice of calling Wednesday, Chahar Shamcah, Jehangir calls it Kam .. 
Shambah. 
dn!. 
1~ SiYadat, .. dominion, rule, chieitainship." 
16 Naqabat. leader of tbe people; magisterial dignity. 
17 Dastg ilb. power, strength, learning. 
18 'a<lilrat from Sudtlr chiefs. ministers, from Sadr. a chief. government. a high 0111-
Ig ~Ia'rafat, knowledge. account, means. Ba-ma'rafat through. by means of. 
20 Anayat, favour. solicitude, assistance. 
~1 WalA Khan. Lord (Khan) of exalted dignity (wilii). 
~2 Naobat. lit. period. In the Court military language, it also means a .. guarlt .. 
which is relieved,n 
23 i.e. During the time when the above named offie.ers held their relpeetlve posh. 
2C Ba nazr guzashtand. Lit. 'fhey passed in waiting. 
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noble and most holy Majesty, l\1ulIa Jamasp and l\1ulla Hoshang 
Parsi of (orfrom) . . ..... . . . .. .. .... 1 on the 2nd day of month 
Shehrivar year 13, and presented four globlets~ of the oiL of 
f~llel.3 His Majestypresented4. in Court5 a sum6 of one hundred 
Rupees, and a world-obeyed order, having the lustre7 of the sun~ 
was issued, that about one-hundred biguhs of land (measured) . 
in Ilahi gaz according to the general practice 8 from the qasba-
of Naosari in the Sarlcd.r of Surat be settled upon the above-
named 9 persons with their children for the purpose of aid of 
(their) livelihood. 10 • •• • •••••••••• • •••••• • • • •• • • • •••• • ••• • 
In the rasulah of the humble servant of the Court, Sayid 
Ahmad Qadari, in the 111 a'rafat of Nfirrud-din Quli; tbis 
(gift) may be entered in the waquah. Another Sharhis (or may 
be) entered at that time in the Waqi'ah in the handwriting 
of Jumlat-ul-Mulkill l\1adaru-l-mabammi.1Z The marginal 
sharldn the hand writing of tbe Waqi'ah-navish is according t~. 
t he waqi'ah. The SOOrh in the hand-writing of the Jumlat-
ul-Mulki Madar-ul-l\1ahiimmi has entered the request (in its 
record). Another SOOrh in the elegant hand-writing of Saiyid 
Mir Muhammad on day Rashn 18 (of) month Asfandarmaz ilahi 
13, corresponding to [Saturday the 16th13] Rabi'u-l-awwal 1028 . 
. . . . reached again (or was repeated in) the dignified curtain of 
the Heaven-resembling Court (of the King) and like the order 
of fate, was issued as an order. Another sharh in the hand-
writing of Jumlat-ul-Mulki Madar-ul-1\'{uhammi. The farman 
may be written from Rabi lcuel. Only.H 
One hundred bighas of land (mea ured) by llahi gaz. 
1 Vide the Text aboye for the conjecturn l reading of three illegible words. 
2 Blinu, a globlet of rose water . 
a ]'ulells .. a fragrant oil prepal'ed in India from Jas_amlne:· .z;·ul J '; h" a 
species 01 water lil~' . " 
, lJ!arhamat f armttdeh. Lit. having ordered a present. Perhaps, from the want of 
a clear distinct style, one may say that the presentation of Rs. 100 was from the 111 ullu 
t o His Majesty in the form of !lazar. But, on carefully examining the style (e . g ; 
I.) J""".}. ":"~.J"I' ). it seems that the gift was from the King to the Mullll.s. 
5 Ba Hazur. 
6 Mablagh, a sum, ready money. 
7 Shu',' Light, lustre. 
8 Zllbitn, universal rule, general practice, judicial usage. 
9 Mushar ilailti, abovementioned, :L!oresahl. 
10 Vide the Note in the Text for this portion which Is illegible. It seems to refer t 
the IIdrl-d48htor chowkiof some officer. 
11 It was a title. Here, the officer Is named not by hi per onal name, but ill' bi 
title. The Chief (lit. the sum total) of the kingdom. 
12 This also was a title. Lit. Centre of Important affairs i.e., a mini ter. 
13 Vide above, the foot-note of the text for the reading. 
H Vide the foot-note nboye for this word. 
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IV. 
DECIPHERMENT OF THE S E ALS AND SOME OTHER SHORT 
WRITINGS ON THE F ARM1.N. 
We will now proceed to the decipherment of the seals on 
·t he farman, of the writings accompanying the seals, and of some 
'other notes on the farmdn . 
The very first thing that draws our attention on holding 
1. The Co m- the .Farman in our .. ha:nds is the top-line 
m en cement of tho in the centre, giving the words, Alla'u 
Farman with t h e Akbar. We learn from Badaoni's Mun-
w ords " Allah Ak- takhab-ut-Tawarikh,l that it was in 983 
bar. " Hijri (A.D. 1575-76) that Akbar introduced 
·this form of salutation. While discussing its question at Court, 
one courtier objected to its use, as it had an ambiguous 
meaning, because it would mean either "God is Great" or 
" Akbar is God," but Akbar overruled the objection, saying , 
that" no man who felt his weakness would claim Divinity." 
He added, that " he merely looked to the sound of the 'Word,>, 
,and he had never thought that a thing could be carried to 
such an extreme." 
After the above formula of invocation, we come to the seal, 
2_ The King's In the case of Akbar's two Fa~maIlB" 
.!Sea l a t the h ead of the seal was round_ rung Akhar's and 
t he Farma n. his ances~ors ' names upto that of Taimfir 
were ,given in eight small circles within a large circle. The 
-circle of Akbar's name was in the centre of the circular 
seal. Then, we found the circlcs of the names of his 
ancesters. Timur's name was in the top circle. Then, Miran 
Shah's in the circle next to that of Taimur coming down from 
the left. Then, the names of Sultan Ma,hammad Mirza, and Sul-
tan Abdul Sayid. Then, going up on the right from down below, 
the circles bore the names of Mirza Omer Shekh, BMshah Babar 
and Badshah Humayftn. All these names except that of Tai-
mur began with ibn I.:J~ I i.e.,' the son of.' 
Now the seal on Jehangir's Farman under our examination is a. 
square one, instead of a circular or round one. The photo of the 
farrnan, has not come off well, as one would wish. That was so 
also in Akbar's farman. Even, looking to the original farman, 
~hich is placed here on the table for iIlB~ection, it is with .~at 
dIfficulty that you can, with the help of a powerful magni1ying 
glass, read some names. Now, the King's seal in the present 
i arman, though a. square, has, if you will carefully see i~ with 
1 Lees and Ahroad Ali's Text , Vol. n, p . 210. Lowe's Translation n , P . . 213 • . 
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a magnifying glass, a large circle within it and the other small 
circles are, as in the Akbar's farman, within the circle. Akbar 
had to make room for the names of his seven ancestors, upto 
Taimur. Jehangir, being the son of Akbar, had to make room 
for names of eight ancestors upto Taimflr. 
(a) As in the case of Akbar's farman, we find Jehangil"s-
own name in the central smaller circle in the middle of the 
larger circle within the square. We read there his name arranged 
as follow:-
<;?/i 
~l;' ~l~.r.!i (r.-
o).~ 
~clJl )~j 
This arrangement gives the whole name as 
,:?jl& l!(;'~(~~(~ ..:J~clJ I J~ o).~ 
I am sure of the reading of the upper lines but not so or 
the last line containing the word CJ~ 0).) 1 Ji 
The names of Jehangir's eight ancestors are contained in 
the eight small circles round his name. 
(b) The circle just over the above central one bearing his-
own name contains the name of his furthest eighth ancestor. 
The name is not legible, a portion of the paper having been 
destroyed, but there can be no doubt, that it contains Taimflr's 
name, because, (c) the next lower one on the left contains, 
as in Akbar's farmans, the name of Taimflr's son Miran Shah. 
We read the name in the following order:-
l! (;, 
J¥O 
CJI ~I 
Which gives the whole reading as 5 (.:, CJ ~ CJ!' 
The word CJ!I (tl:.e son of) occurs as the first word of the lowest 
line in every inner circle. 
(d) Coming down further on the feft, we read the name as-
follows :-
I)J¥O 
lhl .... o)..sIA 
CJ CJ~' 
This gives us ~.r...o o)..~o<Cl c.:!!.I:J... ~, 
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(e) Then, Jll the lowest middle circle, we read :-
~ .. 
~~ I lhi ... 
c) l:)~ I 
Tllis gives us ·the name o).~ ... -'~ I l:) lhl..., l:)~ I 
'{f) Then, in the circle on the right of the above, we read :-
Ij.fl."" 
This gives us the name lj.fl."" t~;' J.;: l:)~ I 
(g) Then, in the circle going up on the right, we read :-
~ l;. 
~ l~ J~ l~ 
l:)) I 
' '[hi .. gives us the name of Babar as ~1';;' ~l~J~I~ l:)~1 
(h) Then, going further upward, we read :-
~ (;, ~ l~ 
1+, 
c)Y- l:)~ I 
This gives us Huma yun's name as 1> I;' ~ (~ cJ-'~ 1+1 l:)~ I 
(i) Lastly, we come to the circle containing Akbar's name . 
.A portion of it is destroyed, wherein the missing word seems to 
be 11 1;. ~ l~ The other words which can be read with some 
difficulty make up the reading as : 
0)..,,:1"" 
d l 
This gives uS the name as ~ l;. ~l~ .r.51 1l..,,:I"" cJ~ I 
Thus, the whole of the King's seal will read as :-
0~ I 111;'.) l~.r.$" I ~ l:)~ I t.S j loli ~ I;' ~ l~ J~!.i Lt'?" l:)~ o).J I)~ Il.+"""'" 
..).~ ... ~.~I c)lhJ... l:)~1 IjJ~"" f~.s..."..;: l:)~llIl;'~l~J~l~ l:)~1 lIl.~~l~ c)-,~l., 
( cJly ,-:,"""l..., )-,~jJ~",,')ll:)~1 b l;' c)1..r~"" l:)~").r.-o Il.+"""'" cJ{hJ...., l:)~1 
. 
I The name is not legible. So, Yle gap is filled from Akbar's farmcns r eCerred to 
.above. 
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3.e, Mahmmad Nurud-din Jehangir Badshah Gazi, son 
o()f Mahmmad Akbar Badshah, son of HumayUn Badshah, 
. on of Babar B3.dshah, son of Omar Sheikh Mi.rza, son of 
;Sultan Abu Sayid, son of Sultan Jl.fahammad Mirza, son of 
Miran Shah, son of Amir Tairrifrr Saheb-i-Qiran. 
As to the position of the King's seal, Abu Fazl says ;-" The 
.seal of His Majesty is put above the Tughra lines on the top 
-of the Farman." 1 (~I) r (:) Le ~ I..S.J) I..;A.b j Iy; ..;t:': lS""'" Ilo; 2 ) 
We find this rule carried out in our Farman. We see that 
·the seal is on the top and above the Tughra lines. 
In King Akbar's farmana, a horizontal line under his seal 
3. The Square said, what the document was. It said, 
-~ontainiDg Jehal1- that it was a farman of Akbar. In J ehan-
gir's Name. gir's farm an under examination, we find 
the statement, not in a horizontal line under the seal, but in a 
"Square on the left of the seal. The square has three somewhat 
incomplete horizontal lines at well nigh equal distances and 
. eleven somewhat incomplete vertical lines, two of which form 
-the right hand and the left hand side limits of the square and the 
remaining lines occur in three equi-distant groups, each of three 
equi-distant lines. The whole writing reads as "Farman-i-
Abu-I-Muzaffar Nuru-d-din Jehangir Badshah Gazi 
(c."s-j l.c ~(~.3l~ ..r...!:'. (~ (:)<IloJI).,j ;+~; ..;~.b+JI.J !1 (:)Le~ ) 
I will explain here, how we arrive at this reading; Under 
-the lowest horizontal line, we read, at first, the word (:) Le ~ 
(the 2nd vertical line from th~ right giving us the alii of the 
word farmUn). Then the first vertical line of the square and 
first two letters .,~ above the lowest horizontal line make 
up the word .J~ I. Then, the third, fourth and fifth vertical 
lines together with .the letters on the left of the word \:.Il ... .;; 
give us the word J.R.b+} i. Then, the two letters t'" in the small 
rjght hand top corner square, formed by the first (from the 
right hand side) two vertical lines and the middle or the second 
horizontal line, together with the two letters ~ at the end of 
this second horizontal line, give us the word, ~. Then the 
letters )~ in the small square formed above j; and the letter ) 
in the small square above it and the letter ~ next to ..;si.b-'ll 
under the lower horizontal line, together with the letters c.:Y- in 
-the small square above the ~ give us the word c.:Y- Ilo) ').,j • 
'.Then the last 'letters in the lowest' line with the 9th and lOth 
1 Ain-i-Akbarl. Blocbmann 1. p. 264. 
2 Text, p. 195.11. 25-26. 
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vertical lines give uS the word ..r.!j Lr:-. Then, the letters L~ ill) 
the square containing the above letters (:)~ with the letter j in . 
the small square above it and the letters U, formed by the · 
uppermost horizontal line ending shortwise with an I alif with 
the necessary three nuktas. ·. above and with the ~ in the 
north·west corner give us the word ~ u,.) l~. Lastly the letters L~ , 
formed by the letter e. above the last letter of J~!j Lr:- and the 
last left hand vertical line and the letters (5) formed by the letter ' 
j above e. and t:? formed by the lo~est horizontal line, 
commencing from the left, give us the word (5) L-". All the · 
diacritical points for the letters are mostly given· at the top, and 
some, in the body of the square, above some of the letters . 
themselves. 
As to the name itself, the original name of King Jehangir ' 
was Salim ; and it was latterly, tha.t he took the name of Nftru. 
d-din Jehangir. We read as follows about the origin of all I 
t hese names in his Tfizuk-i-Jehangiri: "Till he (Akbar) was · 
28 years old, no child of my father had lived, and he was conti-
nually praying for the survival of a son to dervishes and reclu-
ses, by whom spiritual approach to the throne of Allah is obtained. 
As the great master, Khwaja Mu'inu-d-din Chisbti was the foun-
tain head of most of the saints of India, he considered that in 
order to obtain this object he should have recourse to his blessed 
threshold, and resolved within himself that if Almighty God 
hould bestow a son on him he would, by way of complete humi-
lity, go on foot from Agra to his blessed mausoleum, a distance -
of 140 kos ... . . . ...... . .... .. . . . At the time when my vener-
ated father was on the outlook for a son, a dervish of the name · 
of Shaikh Salim, a man of ecstatic condition who had traversed 
many of the stages of life, had his abode on a hill near Sikri, . 
one of the villages of Agm, and the people of that neighbour-
hood had complete trust in him. As my father was very sub-
missive to dervishes, he also visited him. One day, when wait-
ing on him and in a state of distraction, he asked him how many 
sons he should have. The Shaikh replieo, 'The Giver who · 
gives without being asked will bestow three sons on you.' 
My father said, 'I have made a vow tha.t, casting my first son 
on the skirt of your favour, I will make your friendship and kind-
ness his protector and preserver.' The Shaikh accepted this . 
idea, and said, ' I congratulate you, and I will give him my own 
name.' 'When my mother came near the time of her delivery, 
he (Akbar) sent her to the Shaikh's house that I might be 
born there. After my birth they gave me the name of Sultan 
Sallm, but I never heard my father, wht;ther in his cups or in 
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h is sober moments, call me Muhammad Salim or Sultan Salim 
but always ShaikhU BdOO' • •• • •••.•.•••••• When I became-
king it occurred to me to change my name because this 
resembled that of the Emperor of RUm. An inspiration from 
the hidden world brought it into my mind that, in as much 
as the business of kings is the controlling of the world, I 
should give myself the name of Jahangir (W odd-seizer) and 
make my title of honour (laqab) NUm-d-din, in asmuch as my 
sitting on the throne coincided with the rising and shining on 
the earth of the great light (the Sun). I had also heard, in the 
days when I was a prince, from Indian sages, that after the 
expiration of the reign and life of King Jalalu-d-din Akbar one 
named NUm-d-din would be administrator of the affairs of the 
State. Therefore I gave myself the name and appellation of 
Nuru-d-din J ahangir Padshah."l 
On looking to the original farman, which I produce here-
th 40. Peculiarities of for inspection, we find (a) firstly, tha.t the-
{rn~an. Id space of the a.bove square on the left of the-col~ur of t~e ~~tl:! above seal differs a little from the rest of 
()n the seal the paper. It is a little yellowish or gold--
(b ) and the red coloured; (b) secondly, that some of the-
.colour of some of vowel marks of the letters of the wrltinlr 
1 ts letters. --c 
are in red ink. Both these peculiarities are explained by what 
Jehangir himself says in his Tuzuk. He says;2 "Our ances-
tors and forefathers were in the habit of granting jagirs to' 
everyone under proprietory title, and adorned the farmaIl& 
for these with the aZ tamgM seal, which is an impressed seali 
made in vermilion (i.e., red ink). I ordered that they should 
cover the place for the seal with gold leaf (tildposh) and impress 
the seal there on and I called this the altun tamghcl."3 Wtt 
find here a kind of adaptation of the above order of Jehangir. 
The place for the seal is not covered with gold leaf nor is the 
seal itself impressed in red ink. But, there is an adaptation. 
The seal if:! there, and some space just on the left of it has gold-
en or yellow colour applied to it, and it is then written over 
with the name of Jehangir in a peculiar Bourish of style. 
Again, instead of the whole being written in red ink, it is the 
vowel marks that are put in red ink. 
1 Tuzuk.i-Jahangir!. Translated and edited by RogeJS and Beverldge. Vol. I. pp. 1-3· 
t Rogers-Beveridge. Vol. I. p. 2:1. 
~ .. Ails vermilion in Turki. and altlln gold. JahAngir Jl1eaDS.Ulat he changed tb 
uame from alla1r/flh4 to ~ 1a1lfJ}1iI. 
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On looking to the body of the farman, we find, that the 
. . Prlilt . twP. lin~s are short. This again is 
5 . The ~st two explained by what we read in the 11th 
short lines an~ ain of the Ain-i-Akbari. It says that in 
the Tughra ' 11 - h ' . 
characters. . what are ca ed parwanc as, the Imes are 
not short; otherwise, i.e., in farma,ns proper, 
they are short. It says : "Farmans are sometimes written in 
Tughra characters; but the first two lines are not made short. 
Such a farman is called pa'lWanchah." This being a farrn.an 
and not a parwanchah, the first two lines are short. 
As to the Tughra characters, Dr. Steingass says in his Per-
sian Dictionary: "The Royal titles, prefixed to letters, dip-
lomas or other public deeds are generally written in a fine orna-
mental hand." We find that our farman is written in such a 
fine ornamental hand, but the two first lines are made· short. 
So, this farman is not of the parwanchah type, but of a proper 
farman-i- sabti. ' 
Now, we come to the deCipherment of the different seals 
. and writings below the writing of the Sharh-
6. DecIpherment of i-ta'liqah on the back side of the farman. 
other seals. W find th t " th 1 th 't' 'th' e ,a e sea s, e wrl lngs Wl m 
and below them, and the other three lines of writing at the bot-
tom of the other side of the farman, are all written in an inverted 
position. I have explained this question of inversion in my J2aper 
on Akbar's farman, but I may briefly say here, that the Ain-i-
Akbari (Bk. IT, Ain 12) gives the reason. It says, that t he 
seals were put in the order of their folds (lS:;:.jS.~ ). So, 
holding the document in our hands in the position in which 
it commences, the first fold will present the bottom of the other 
side of tha document where)Ve find the seals of the principal 
officers. The passage of the Ain-i-Akbari on this subject says: 
\' Farmans, Parw~nchas, and Baratas, are made into several 
folds beginning from the bottom." (Blochmann's Text Vol. 
I, p. 195, 1. 19. Translation Vo!. I, p. 263). After this 
explanation, I will Come to the seals and the writings, given 
in an inverted order on the lower half of the back side of 
the farman . 
1. We will first det~rmine the Text and the meaning of the 
three lines on the first fold of the farman after turning it over. 
Holding the farman in the usual way, in order to read it from 
the ~ords ,. .... l~ ,J.lA"'~~'" ,these lines occur at the foot of the 
page ID an inverted position. These lines take a note of the docu. 
ment ha,ving been passed in the time ( .,::..~)'j), ~.hen Mahmad 
:Baqr was the Waqi'a.h-navish. As the wrltlllg of these 
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-:three lines is much damaged , we cannot read well all the lines, 
-:but I give below the words that can be deciphered : 
c).~ .... ) ..::.-.) •••••• ;-J( .... J~ 1 
~ (j.~ ..::. ~ (~j .) ! (j.~ <:.0,) (~"'" •••••• 2 
",; (~ ~+!S\'" if~.,j ;-~ I.) ..::.~.,j.J ". "".. 3 
Portions of these three lines are destroyed. The words of 
-the first line are much destroyed. The first word is indistinct. 
"The second seems to be rasaleh. The next word is not legible. 
"Then the next word seems to be 'dast' (hand). Then thellast word 
is rasid (reached) or may be rasand. The word siya dat panc1h '!XL 
niqabat panah, which are legible in the second line, are applied 
in the text of the Sharh given above, as words of honour to 
·officers holding the ckowlci and the resalah. So, the other miss-
ing and illegible words of these two lines seem to contain the 
.names of the officers named in the Sharh. The first line may 
contain the name of the officer in charge of the msalak and 
the second that of the officer in charge of the chowlci. The 
last line gives the words "naubat waqi'ah-nawiA Mahamad 
Baqr, i.e., " in the time of the writer of the waqiah Mahmmad 
Baqr." This name occurs in the text of the sha1"l~ taliq'ah. 
So, the missing portions may be containing the names, with 
lome qualifying adjectives of one or more of the other officers 
named in the body of the Shark, viz. Mustafa Khan, Sayid Ahmad 
"Qadri and Nuruddin Quli. So, as far as they can be deciphered, 
t he translation of the three lines is something like this : 
(The document) came to the hands of ..... . ...... (to be 
recorded) in the raQalah of. . and (the choki 1) 
-of ., who is the protector of chiefs and leaders; and in 
the naubat (time) of the waqiah-navis Mahammad Baqr ...• 
" (2) The writing on the first seal on the left of the above 
three lines is not legible, though a few letters here and there 
can be read. In the illegible writing under it, the figure twenty 
nine can be read. The next word may 'be )":..l~ 
(3) The next two seals on the left of the above also are 
illegible. The date under the third on the extreme left seems 
to be l:!~.)).J~ ,r 12 Farwardin. 
(4) The wording of the fourth seal below the above three 
<seals is in the following order 
~(..:. .) (~ 
J~ 
~(t"" ~f" 
ISJ 
~~L., ,.rb 
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This wording when properly arranged can be read as 
I • r 6 ) .)(~ I.S) (J> ,),~/' ~ (..:,.) (~ ..)~!j (t'!' 
It means: "Jehangir King, the royal deciple. Issued in.1 
1025." Jt appears from tbe dare, that the royal seal which waS· 
affixed to the farman was prepared in 1025 i.e. two years before 
the dare of the farman. As to the word, "murid-'aIi," Jehangir-' 
thereby calls himself a disciple or follower of Akbar. In one 
of Akbar's farmans, the first farman, Khan Khanan calls him- -
self "Murid·i-Akbar Shah." Jehangir, instead of naming his -
father, simply refers to him as 'dlio' 
There is some further writing under the seal which is not 
quite clear. It seems to bear the name of some officers who · 
put the seal. It also bears a date. We read words like ..)t'" 
Meher and the figure re i.e. 25. We read also a word like u~ ... ~ 
Sayid. It may be the name of the officer, Sayid Ahmed Qadri, 
referred to in the body of the Sharh. 
5. Below these, there are two other seak They are-
mixed up. We decipher under one of them the words Jt.oC lit." 
V. 
IDENTlFICATION OF THE PERSONAGES MENTIONED IN THE ' 
FARMAN. 
We will now proceed to identify the various personages ' 
named in the Farman and give some particulars about them. 
I give below the names in the order in which we find them in'. 
the Farman. 
1. Mulla. Ja.masp. 5. Nuru-d-din Quli. 
2. MllllB. Hoshang. 6. Mahmmad Baqr. 
3. Mustafa. Khan. 7. Saiyid Mir Muhammad. 
4. Saiyid Ahmad Kadari. 
As we have to speak at some length f9r the firgt two per ... · 
sonages, the heroes of the farman, I will first identify tbe rest. 
We learn from Jehangir's Memoirs that l\t[ustafa Khan was a 
great Officer of his Court. In the lOth year 
Mustnfil Khin. of his reign, his mansab was" increased by 
500 personal and 200 horse to 2,000 per-
sonal and 250 hotse. "1 In the 14t·h year of his reign. he' is 
represented as submitting offerings to the King2• His name is 
mtntioned with that of Niiru-d-din Quli, who also is mentioned 
in our farman. During the 17th year of his reign, be was the 
Governor of Thatta, and .. had sent, as an offering, a Shlihnama. . 
1 Memoirs. 1l0luI-Bnerld/le I. PP. 280-81. t IDid n. p.80. 
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.:and a Khamsa (quintet ) of Shaikh Nizami illustrated by mas· 
:-ters (of painting) along with other presents."1 
Jehangir speaks of the" Sayyids of Barha "as "the brave 
. . ones of the age " and as those" who have 
Sa.l~{d :n~ad held this place (i.e., command) in every fight 
a an. in which they have been.2" They were in the 
~van in his fight against his son Khusrau. Sayyid Abmad Kadri 
.seems to be one of the members of this known family. His 
name is mentioned in the 'ruzuk with that of Nfu-u-d·din 
~Qulj, whose name occurs in our farmannext to Saiyid Abmad's. 
He seems to have made his name even in Akbar's time. When 
_Akbar was engaged in beseiging Surnt, Saiyid Ahmad, who 
is spoken of there as Saiyad Ahmad Khan Barha, defended 
. .Pattan against Ibrahim Husain Mirza's two colleagueS in revolt, 
. viz. Muhummad Husain l\firza and Shah Mirza. 3 
According to the Tuzuk-i. Jehangiri, Nfuu-d-din was one 
of the great officers of the Court. In the 
Nuru-d.din Quli. twelfth year of the reign, he "was honoured 
with the mansab, original and increase, 
. of 3,000 personal and 600 horse."4 In the 
:I.4th year of the reign, he was the kotwal, and he is spoken of as 
.submitting his offering before the King. 5 His name is men· 
,tioned with that of Mustafa Khan, who also is mentioned in our 
·_iarman. 
Muhamad Baqr seems to be the Baqr Khan, who, according 
to the Tuzuk, was, in the 13th year of the 
):[uhamad Baqr. reign, Fozdar of l\fultan6 and in the 14th 
was raised to the mansab of 1,000 personal 
;.and 400 horse.7 In the same year (the 14th), he was given 
-,an elephantS and wa honoured with a standard. 9 He had 
,some influence with the King, and so, had secured pardon 
.for one Allah-dad, who was in the ill will of the King. l0 In the 
. 16th ryear, he was in charge of 2,000 personal and 1,000 horse, 
<which were revie.wed by the King who then made him the 
~Fozdar of Agra . 1-1 I n the 16th year, he was raised to the mansab 
"~f 2,000 personal a:ncl. 1,200 horsc.12 In the same year, he was 
.made the Subah of Olildh.13 In the 17th year, we find him as the 
-.Fozdar of Oudh .14 In the 18th year, he took an active part in 
..Tehangir's war with his son Khusrau.15 
1 I bid p. 232. 2 TllZllk . Ibid I, p. 64. 3 Elliot I, pp. 251-52, 
• The Memoirs of Jehangir by Rogers and Beveridge I, p. 418. 
5 Ibld II, p . 80. 6 Memoir's Rogers-Beveridge n, p 4. 
7 I bid. p. 82. 8 Ibid p . 86. 
I Ibld p. 100. 10 Ibid p. 120. 
11 Ibld p. 199. 12 Ibld p. 210 • 
• ' S lbld p. 217. H Ibid p . 252. 
\15 Ibld p. 254. 
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We Jearn from the Tuzuk-i-Jehangiri, that he was a favourite· 
Saiyid Mir 
Muhamrnad. 
of Jehangir. He was with the King in his-
tour of Gujarat. Once, the King asked, 
him to demand from him whatev:el' he liked, 
and swore on Koran, that he would give it. But the Saiyid1 
asked only for a KorU.n. The King presented to him a very ' 
eJegant copy of it, writing on it with his own hand,. that the gift 
was made " on a certain day and in a certain plaee." In the · 
acconnt of this affair, the King thus speaks of this person: 
" The Mir is of an exceedingly good disposition, endowed with 
personal nobility and acquired excellencies, of good manner 
and approved ways, with a very pleasing face and open fore-
head. I have never seen a man of this country of such a ple,as-. 
ing disposition as the Mir."1 
Now, we COme to the most important persf>nages of the ' 
~Iu1\a Jnmnsp Farman, the donees of the Farman, Mulla. 
and J amasp and Mulla Hoshang. They were' 
.MuJla Hoeh ang. two of the several Parsees who visited the 
court of the ~fogul Emperors of Delhi on different Qccasions. s.~ 
According to the tradition recorded by Khan Bahadur 
Bomanji Byramji Patel Warsee Prakash, Vol. I, p . 856, n. 3),. 
on the authority of a note on the back of a document written 
by Dastur Framji Sorabjee Meherji Rana of Naosari (.1 758-1 806 ), . 
who was one of the, if not the, most learned Dasturs of the · 
1 Ibicl n, p. 34. 
2 The Bombay Gazetteer (VoL IX Part II Gujarat Population pp. 183-254) . 
thus speaks of these dilIerent , 'Isitors of the Mogul Court of Delhi. .. Of the Pan;is wh ... · 
visited the Moghal Court the names of eight remain. The first was 1I1eherji RAna (1589.) . 
.• •• .• , ..... The. econd was Meherji's son Kekobad who about A. D. 1594·95 went t~ . 
Delhi .••• . ..... .. The third was Mulla JlimfLsp SI. priest of Nav~l\.rl who about A. 
D. 1619 in return for a preseut of jasimin oil was given a piece of land named 
Ratnl\.giri near Navsari by the emperor Jahangir. The fourth was Rustam l\1Anek 
who went with the head of t he Surat factory to Delhi In 1660. The fifth was Sorl\.bji . 
KAvasji who wa of great service to the English in 1760 when they obtained COm-
mand of the Sur .. t castle and the post of MoghalAdnUraJ. He returned to Sur .. t bringing ' 
dresses of honour and a horse to the heads of the English Company at Surat (Despatch 
from the Surat Chief in Council to the Bombay President and Council 3rd llay 1760 in 
Briggs' Cities of Gujarastra). Itis said that Sorabii Kl\.vasji, who had been taught watch- · 
making by a European, first went to Delhi in 1744 to mend a favourite clock of the 
eJ1lPeror, The emperor, probably Muhammad Shah (A. D. 1719-1748), was so pleased 
with Sorabji's skill that he honoured him with the title ofNek SAtkhanthat is Lord of the • 
LncJ,.-y Hour, gave him a lien on the customs revenue in Surat and the rank of a chief of 
500 horse and 300 foot. N ek Satkhan was an ancestor of the well known Ardeshir Bahadur 
Kotwal of Surat. The sixth was Kavasji Rustamji, third son of the high priest of UdvAda. 
who is said to have gone to Delhi as Nek SatkhAn's assistant. He was given the title of 
?fuzan Khosrn Bel! and land near Surat which his family, now J,."Ilown as the M.irzAn , 
family, enjoyed for several years. M!rzin Khosru Beg's skill as a watchmaker descend-
ed to his son Kaloji who was watch-repairer to BAjlrAv Peshwa. After BAjlrAv'sfaJl(A.D. 
1818) Kaioji went to Bhavnagar with a clock of BAjlrAV's which the Bhavnagar chief' 
had brought. In Bhavnagar he made entirely from local materials a large clock for 
. which a tower was built and which is still (A.D. 1898) in order. Kaloji's descendants· 
have a high name in BhAvnagar and in KAthiAwAr generally for their skill as watch-
makers and mechanics. The seventh was Kalabhai Sorabii the son·in·law ofNek SAtkhli.n, 
He is said to have gone to Delhi to meet his father·ln-law and r eceived an estate in. 
Rander In Surat. The eighth was Mancherii Kharsbedii Seth, a wealthy merchant 
and well known Dutch broker who some time beforeA . D . 1784 visited Delhi, It was said! 
:Lt the emperor's request, who had heard of the liberality for which he was famous. (This article is printed In a separate b ook form by K . N. Survai and B. B. Pate) ... 
Vide p. 15, n. 2.) . , 
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Meherji Rana-family of Naosari, 1 the original names of these two 
persons were Chandji Ka.mdin and Hosha.ng RQnji. Hoshang 
was the nephew (brother's son) of Chandji. 
There is one statement in the Parsec Prakash. that draws our 
special a·ttention. The author, Mr. Bomanji P~tel quotes from 
the manuscript of the above Dastur,-a statement, which says 
that the principal person of the Farm an, Mulla Jamasp (whose 
original name was Chandji Kamdin) had received the 
title of Mulla from king Akbar (2.{i~~ !sI1t{lrt~ ~!s~~ 
'tlt~l~ ~~ai ~1tt<'I.~1 U{ctl~ ";Ull'l~l ~ctl). I have found 
no other writing to confirm this statement of Dastur FJ-amji: 
about Mulla J amasp. But, at the same time, there seem!'! 
to be no r...ason to doubt that tatement. The two Parsees. 
were the contemporaries of the great Dastur, Dastur 
Meherji Rana, who had gone to the Court of Akbar. 
We learn from Mahomedan histories like the Muntakhab-ut-
Tavarikh of Badaoni, Tabakat-i-Akbari and from the Dabistain, 
that some other Parsees also had gone to t he court of Akbar in 
the company of Dastur Meherji Rana on the occasion of the 
religious discus~ons . Upto now, we lmow of the name of only one 
Parsee, and that Dastur Meherji Rana . I think, tha,t these two. 
Parsees, the beneficiaries of our farman, Jamasp and Hoshang, 
may possibly be two others of the party, and that when Dastur 
Framji refers in the above quotation, to Jamasp (Chandji Kamdin} 
having been given the title of M:ulJa Jamasp, his reference may 
be to the time when some P arsees headed by Dastur Meherji 
Rana had visited the court of Akbar. It is not said in the above 
quotation, why Chandji Kamdin (Jamasp) was given the title of 
Mulla Jamasp, but I think, it may be for his presence and some 
services in the religious discussions of his Court. The same 
must have been the case with Hoshang. Perhaps, one may ask 
then, why was not Meherji Rana given the title of Mulla. The 
answer is easy. He was already more than a Mulla. Being the 
son of a learned father and being a member of a learned family, 
he already held a high position in his town. So, he required no 
titular special recognition but was given land at Naosari. 
If that is so, we can understand the fact, that the two Parsees. 
who had been at Akbar's Court and who were honoured by the 
king, having heard of the arrival of Akbar's son J ehangir at 
Ahmedabad, a few days' journey from Naosari, went there to 
pay their homage to the sovereign, whose father had given them 
material and literary hospitality at his court and had honoured 
~hem. While paying their homage, they carried as nazar or 
present ,some attar (perfume) which was well known then as one 
I P. Prllka,ll I, VP. 106-7. 
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of the best products of their land. Their presence may have 
drawn the attention of Jehangir to t.he fact of their presence 
at the court of his father. This fact and the additional 
fact of their having taken the trouble all the way from 
Naosari to Ahmedabad, to pay their homage to him and that 
with the nazar of an article like attar which was always very 
acceptable to him, may have induced Jehangir to present them 
with land near their own town. I am not in a position to speak 
with any confidence on the subject of their visit to the Court of 
Akbar, but since ;1 learned Dastur of a later time is said to have 
mentioned the fact, I beg to submit the above view of their 
possibly being members of Dastur Meherji Rana's party, for 
further consideration and inquiry. 
I give below the ascending and descending lines of ancestors 
and heirs of Mulla Jamasp (Chandji) and Moola Hoshang. 
They are prepared from" The Geneologyof the Parsi Priests." ! 
Out of these two lines, there may arise some doubts about the 
authenticity of the topmost names in the geneology in the ascen-
ding line, but none in the case of the descending line (the 
Jarzandan of the Farman) as it is based on recent more 
authentic fir1ul8ts or records of descent kept at Naosari, the head-
quarters of the Parsi priesthood and on the namgrahan of the 
Dordi family which comes down from one of Mulla Jamasp's heirs. 
Mulla Jamasp's Line of Ascent up to Jarthost Mobad. 
JARTHOST-MOBAD. 
I 
Kamdin. 
I 
M:obad. 
I 
Kamdin. 
I 
Rana. 
I 
Chandna. 
I 
Anna. 
I 
Pahlun. 
I 
Wacha. 
I 
Kam'din. 
1 •• The Geneology of the Parsl Priests " by Ervad ltustomjl lamaspil Dastoo.r 
Meberjirana, Issued for private circulation only by tbe liberality of Aust& Naoroz 
E rvad M. Parveez, with an introduction by Sir George Blrdwood. pp. 15 et seq. 
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Mulla Jamasp's Line of descellt. 
I 
1 
Chandji. 
KAMDIN 
1 I. ______ ~ 
1 I 
Ranji. Faridun. 
12~ 
(Mulla) Jamasp 
of the farman. 
I I (Mulla) Hoshang, (Desai) Behram .. 
! of the farmao. (D. 1622) . 
Burj~rji. 
I 
1 
Sorabji. 
(Known as Hafiz) . 
I 
NO'l';rroji. 
1 
I 
Edulji. 
\ 
H I .. amapar. 
(Father-in-law 
of the well-known 
I 
Dorabji (Dordi) . 
1 
I 
I 
1 
Mehernoshji. 
(Died 21st 
March 1742). 
I 
I 
I 
Framroz. 
D~ai Khurshedji 1- -:-
Temulji of Navsari). I 
BacM. 
1 ____ .--_--. 
Behr
l NI .. MI k am. OwrO]l. anec_ 
\ I I 
Framji. Khorshed. Kausji. 
I 
Hormazji. 
I 
Pallanji. 
I 
Nowroji. I I 
Dadabhoy. Behramji. 
I 
Ardeshir. 
1 I 
Nowroji. I 
Rustomji. 
I 
\ 
Edalji. 
1 
Minochehrji. 
I 
Khurshedji. 
\ 
I • 
I 
Manockji. 
I 
Jehangir. 
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We see that in the case of the neph2w-Hoshang Ranji-
. Their J?-ame~ and the title or honorific name was applied 
-tItle as gIven ill the before his own name Hoshang, but in the 
Farman. case of the uncle-Chandji Kamdin-his 
·original name Chandji was changed to Jamasp. Among Parsee 
names, Chandji is a Hindoo name, derived from Ghand, i.e., 
moon. Mr. Behramji Dordi the owner of the do()uments while 
.sending me this Chak-nameh, in his Letter dated 3rd November 
1909, wrote ~~a ~~ttlrltti ~«-{i cr-.t1tI~'t et ~l~'O l ~~ 
-rlLtt , 0 't~ :i)l. ~~(\d ~~~ rlL'i :1.llrl~ ~ltt{lrl 0 
<1 ~ls. rlL +{ ~ lcll~ ~Q ~ ~cfl~ Gl'l{~ rll+{ ~l"l.{ll3t. 
i.e. "The names in the original Farman, are Mulla Jamasp 
.and Roshang. But this personage's original name is Chandji 
Kamdin. That being a Hindu name, it is changed to the above 
name." The Mogul Emperors had a liking for Iranian names 
-of ancient Persia. So, it seems, that King Jehangir, while 
conferring the farm an upon the Parsee to express his apprecia-
tion, changed his Hindu name Chandji to an old Parsee name 
Jamasp. In the case of the nephew, there was no reason to 
change it, as 'his name, Hoshang, was an old Iranian name. We 
find from Jchangir's Tuzuk, that, at times, he conferred altogether 
new titled names upon persons whom he wanted to honour. For 
example, Jehangir Quli Beg, a Turkoman, was dignified with 
the title of Jan-Sipar Khan. 1 Shamsu-d-din Khan received 
the name and title of Jehangi:t: Quli Khan.'2 Murtaza Khan 
.of Deccan got the new name and title of Warzish Khan. We find 
,a ' number of such examples. So, it is 'quite possible, that 
.Jehangir, while giving the farman for a gift of lands changed 
.the Hindu name to a true old Persian name. 
As to the title, ]f'ulla, these two persons were priests and 
!perhaps Jehangir was led to give it to them on account of their 
being priests 01' members of the priestly family. 
I may say here a few words on some of the descendants 
.History of their of Mulla Jamasp, the first of the two 
Des()endants. beneficiaries of the farman. 
1. His grandson Sorabji was, for his good knowledge of 
Persian, known at Naosari as H afiz, i.e., gifted with a good 
,memory. 
2. His great great grandson Behramji Mehernoshji ~as the 
lounder of the Naosari family known as the Dordi famIly. Mr. 
I Tuzuk, ROllers.B ' veridge I. P. 398. '2 Ibid I, Pl 144. 
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:.sorabji Muncherji pesai , thus ~:xplains. the surname: 1 "Once 
~~ number of friends wen,t on a picnic. Behramji had agreed 
to be one of them. But he ·went a little late, and, approaching 
-the place where the party was sitting, t.ried to conceal himself. 
<Thereupon, one of the party, noticing him said: "~l~.st~ 4l~ 
·~"~tll{l ~Il rll ~ ~ l ~ ?" i. e. " Why do you twist yOUl'self 
here and there like a rope (dordi)." Hence, he and his family 
began to be known by that surname. Not only that, but the 
surname began to be applied to all the de cending branches of 
his grandfather, one of which was that of the late Mr. Dadabhoy 
N9wroji. Mr. Dadabhoy thus referred to this surname in his 
lecture on 13th l\'farch 1861 before the Liverpool Phil-Harmonic 
Society. "My name is Dadabhai, which is the name given, to 
me on my birth. My father's name is Nowroji given to him in 
the same way. My surname or family name is Dordi ...... . . 
and in any important documents I may Rign Dada,bhoy Now-
roji Dordi." 
3. Mehernoshji , the third in descent from Mnlia.Jamasp, was 
· a known Mobed and a leading Parsee of Naosari. He died on 
.'"21st March 1742 (roz 11, mah 6, Ull Yazd.) (a) As a lead-
jng Mobed, he was one of the signatories to the letter from 'the 
Naosari priests, dated 1'OZ 22, mah 11, 1090 Yazd. (3rd 'Sep-
tember 1721), in reply to a letter of inquiry from the Surat 
Parsee , whether a. paddn (mouth-cover) should or should not be 
put over a dead body before disposal. He, with other Jaosari 
.priest.s, gave the opinion that mouth-cover should be put on. 2 
.{b ) He was one of the a,ddressees in a letter of agreement, dated 
roz 26, mah 3, savant 1791 (18th January 1735), written by the 
Naosari laity to the clergy, saying, that they agreed to a.ct accord-
ing to the decision of the ten Hindu arbitrators residing at Surat, 
Naosari, Gandevi, etc., to whom Rao Shri Gangaji Gaikwad 
had referred t.he matter of dispute among them, viz ., which of 
· the two divisions of priests, the Bhagarias or the Minocherhomjis 
may perform the religious services at the hou es of the la ity.S 
, .(c) He was a sianatory, as a leailinO' Mobed, of a memorial, sent 
by the Naosari priests in 1736, to N~wab Tegbeg Khan of SUl'at. 
, The frequent inroads of some Pindaris in Naosari had driven 
-some of the clergy and laity of the town to Surat, where they had 
settled. 4 The Surat clergy thereupon bad claimed the right 
· -of officiating in the hou es of these new-comers. The Naosari 
1 Vide his article entitled" Parsee urnames and Names " 'l{l~;ij\ ~G"11 ~~ 
11~1 in the Zoroastrian Calendar of the late Mr. Muncherji Jagosh, of the year 
1260 Yazdazardi (1890 A,D.), 2 P.l'ra~h8 I p. 23. For the discmsion of this ques 
· ..&ion among the Parsees. vlde 'Mr, B, B. Pa'el'~ Paper in the K, :R. Cama Melllorial 
:V()lume. 3. Ibid, p. 31. 4 Ib id p , 853. 
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priests opposed this claim. The claim was examined by ~faho-­
medan Judges in consultation with some leading Hindus andl 
Parsees of Surat and decided in favour of the Naosari priests. 
The Surat priests occasionally disregarded this decision. So,. 
in the above memorial, the Naosari priests prayed, that a proper-
writing or parvanah may be sent to them, embodying the above· 
decision properly attested. Such a proper writing was sent 
to the Naosari priests. It had as witnesses or confirmatories" 
the signatures of about 41 Hindus in addition to those of about 
22 Parsees. 
4. Coming to the last but one generation of this line of 
descent, we find, that the brothers Behramji, Maneckji, anru 
Dadabhoy Cursetji Dordi had a helping hand in the founding 
of the Mehe1iirana Library at. Naosari. They presented a . 
number of books to form a nucleus of the library and one of them, 
Behramji was one of the mem bers of the first managing commit-
tee and its local Honorary Secretary from 1874 to 1878. 
5. The late Mr. Dadabhoy Nowroji, the Grand Old Man of 
India, was the sixth in descent from this Mehernoshji. Our-
gcnealogical tree shows him as coming down from Bacha, the 
eldest son of Mehernoshji. The Jate Mr. Behramji Cursetji 
Dordi, referred to above, who had kindly placed at my dispo~all 
the original farman for a photo for Mr. Irvine, came down from. 
Nowroji, the third son of this Mehernoshji. I am thankful to 
the three sons of this Mr. Byramji, and especially to Dr. Jehan-
gir B. Dordi, F.R.C.S., for kindly placing again at. my disposal. 
for my present study, the original farman, and for giving me-
some particulars about the family. 
VI. 
ExPLANATION .ABOUT A FEW PARTICULARS OF THE FARMAN. 
Having spoken at some length on several points relating: 
to the order observed in the Farman itself, I will now 
speak of several facts referred to in the body of the-
farmAn. 
In one place, in the Farman, there is the mention of a week 
1. Jehangir' day, Wednesday. The usual Persian, 
for Wedne~;~e name for Wednesday is Chahar Sham~a1 
i.e., the fourth Shamba. Shamba ~-, 
means a day. Saturday, which is the day after Juma (F.riday) •. 
the sacred day of the week, is simply called Shamba, .~.e., t/~e 
day. Sunday, the n~'ct; day, is called. Yak-shamba, M ;. tqe· 
fimt day after the Shamba. Monday is called Do.shambCll 
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~d so on. Similarly, Wednesday is the. Chahar (fourth) Shamba . 
Now, our Farman speaks of a week day as Kam-shamba ~rS 
Were it n ot for the Tuzuk (Memoirs) of J ehangir, one would 
be at a loss t o say, what that day is. 1 ~~ Kam-shamba 
was the name given by ·Jehangir to Wednesday. The reason 
.as given in the Tuzuk is this: on the 11th day of Khurdad 
month, of the llth year of his reign, when Jehangir was at 
Ajmere, there died his grand-daughter,2 daughter of Shah Khur-
Tam (afterwards Shah Jehan) of small-pox. The day was W ed-
n~sday, the 29th of Jumadiu-l-awval 1025 Hijri (15th June 
1616). Jehangir was much grieved a t her death, because 
-she was the first child of the prince. R ence, he directed, 
"that Wednesday, the day of the week on which the death 
took place, may be called Kam-shamba. The translator of the 
'Tuzuk, :Mr. Rogers, seems to think that the word may be Gum-
shamba, i.e., the day on which the grand-daughter was lost 
-{gum), 3 In our Farman, the word is ,.; and not r!. So the 
word: i t;; Kam-Shamba i. e. , the less (fortunate) or unfortunate 
-day. 
We have another instance of how J ehangir, according to 
lhis fancy, changed the proper name of a week day. During the 
12th year of his reign, Jehangir named Thursday, which is the 
fifth shamba, Muoorak (i.e., auspicious) shamba . Thursday the 
:26th corresponding with the 14th of Shaban, which is the Shab-
i-barat was first named Mubarak shamba. Jehangir thus gives 
:the reasons: "On this day of Thursday, several special things 
,had happened. One was that it was the day of my accession to the 
throne; secondly, it was the Shab-i-barat; thirdly, it was the day 
of the rakhJ, which has already been described, and with the 
Hindus is a special day. On account of these three peices of 
:good fortune I called the day the Mubarak-shamba , . . . . . . 
Wednesday, in the same way that Mubara.k-shamba had been 
. .a fort1lDate one for me, had fallen out exactly the opposite. On 
;this account I gave this evil day the name of Kam-shamba, in 
order that this day might always fail from the world (lessen). " ~ 
a n his Tuzuk, Jehangir continueB to name Wednesdays and Th urs-
.days as Kam-shamba and Mubarak-shamba, e.g., he uses this 
.name in his ac(.'Ount of his hunting expedition in Gujarat in 
1 Munshi Nasir A1ikhan's copy of the farm;'n and a Olljarati translation of 
Jthe farmAn given to me by the famUy h:love IIlisread the word and tnkCll it to be 
Yak·shamba i.e., Sunday. 
2 AceordlDlr to Beveridge, her name was Chlnuti Begllm, which na me Dl!lY be C/Ja-
'JDani Degum, i.e., verdallt or garden-like Be&um (Memoirs I , P. 326, n. 6). 
a Memoirsl, p. 327_ 
& The TU2.w.-i.-leh:l.w.v;iri \ry ltogu e a i lIneTM'c~ 1 .11.38\\. 
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the : 12th year of his reign. 1 Further on, we find that he ceases. 
using these auspicious and iJi.auspicious names.2 
We have an instance of Jehangir never naming even his ,· 
son whom he disliked. He says about his son Khurram, (after- ·' 
wards Shah J ehan) who had turned disloyal to him: Cc I pro-
ceeded to punish that one of dark fortune, and gave an order 
that henceforth they should call him Bi-daulat (wretch). Wher-
ever in this record of fortune, C Bi-daulat' is mentioned it will , 
refer to him.3 " We find that thereafter he always speaks -
of Khurram as Bi-daulat. 
The family tradition, current among the descendants of ' 
2. The pl.ace of pre· the l\11111as, says that they went t o, 
sen~atlOn of the Delhi and presented the atar there. The 
Fulil or goblets 1 t Kh B h dB·· B .' P t I of atar. a e an a a ur oman] 1 yram] 1 a e 
thus recorded the tradition in his Parsi Prakash,~ while speak-: 
ing <;>f the death of Mehernosh Darab, the fourth in descent from ' 
Mulla Jamasp :-
" ~ct~~l 1J.(1'l.{~1 lJ.('I.{l~1 ~l. <.ti~~ !l~{l~ ct~l (t~l ~1; ' 
Q1"'l1~ ~l. ~l.t\OI ~l~!? !:~ {It:t'l "lJild .tlL~ G"Vi:>(l~..fl HlJ.(l~+ti 
~. ~. \'., 't~ ~i olltl ~(\l.~::t ~!; Hc1l~OY (3'H~ ~lE1.'l. 
'l.{l ~ 1 i{~l~ ~.ll~::t ~l:ll~i<1i :vt~~~n ~!s 1J.(~..fl <10"~: 
Y\l:{}, eft~ (t <1l~~t~ ~~n ~i' ~~l~ <1ct~l~ !~utlfti 'to 0 -
cu~i O'(~~ c:foel 'l.{f\{7H (rl), :vtl<n; c1~l ~~ ~ 1 {l~cll..fl t~utl~ 
"Uildtfi ~lltl 't01 ~~l "~((l2li cr"Piln::t "<1l~ <1C{~l~fti. 
~lE1.'\J.{l(\l ~c1l, ~ eft ~~ ~C{~l~C{lE1.1 ~~~ft Hg~ ~~ift!?" 
~l~~llJ.(!? ~~~~ ~l~l~ ~! Hc1l~O'(..fl ~~ E1."\).~' ~ ~ " <.ti~!? " 
!lft{l<1~ ~};jIJ.(~ 'tl~.tll~ ~~E1.i ,..rl{l=<'I.{ill, -\>tc111J.( ~l'l~1 ~dl. " 
i.e.," His grea;t grandfather, A. ' (i~e. , Andhiaruor' priest) ,Chandji 
Kamdin and one of his nephews, AndhiaruHoshang R anji, had ' 
gone in 1619 to Delhi in the court of Shah J ehangir; and it 
appears from a document that they submitted to the king as an 
offering (nazar) a jar of the alar of daisies. His Majesty thereupoDl 
being pleased gave them a hereditary, grant of 100 bigahs of " 
land in the qasba (town) of Naosari. And 'it is (further) said. 
that after returning from the CO'utt of Delhi, he was known by 
the name of Mulla J amasp at Naosari. The late Dastur Framji 
Sohrabji MehE?rjirana of Nao~arL. ·,hM· , ~hWl ,mitten about this , 
(matter) on the back of a document. 'Chandji Kamdin ' wa,8'-' 
given the tit-le' of Mulla J ama,.si>'..b'Y',li;irlg Akbar." ,I' ' 
1 Ibid, pp. 404, 406, 413. 2 Ibid n , pp, 153. 163 , 167. 3 Tuzuk I(p. ~4~~, .. , 
• : ! '. VdI:I. i>; 856: n. 3 .. 
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The aastdvej (i.e., the d6cument), referred to by Mr. Pa.tel,. 
seems to be our farnian under examination, and it corrects Mr. 
Patel in the following matters which he heard as mentioned in 
the family tradition. 
1. Firstly, Mulla Jamasp had not gone to Delhi. The · 
presentation was not at Delhi. 
2. The proper date of the event is 1618 and not 1619, 
though the latter is the year in which a n.ote of the ', 
farman was taken in one of the court rec.ords. 
3. The presentation from the Mulla was that of 4 gob-
lets of the atar of Jessamine and not .of one jar ' 
.of the atar .of daisy. 
The most important c.orrection is that in the matter .ofe 
the place of presentati.on. It was n.ot Delhi but was Abmedit-
bad. What we learn from the different dates mentioned in the-
b.ody of the Farman and in its P.ostscript, etc., is this: 
(1) The two Parsees saw King Jehangir with s.ome b.ottles 
of atar on the 2nd roz Bahman .of Shehrivar (the 6th Parsee 
Month) in the 13th year of his reign. The 13th year .of Jehan- , 
gir's reign (which also was the new year's day, R.oZ 1 Farwar-
din) began on "Wednesday, the 23rd Rabi 'u-I-awwal, 1027 
(March 10, 1618)."1 So, the event of the interview happened 
on 15th August 1618 (New style). 
(2) In appreciation of the present, acceptable to His Majesty, . 
the Mullas were presented with a sum of Rs.I00 and land about 
100 bigahs in area. . The farman of this gift was issued OIL 
the 11th (i.e., r.oz Khorshed) of the same m.onth Shehrivar, i.e. ,_ 
9 days after the, presentati.on of the itar (atar). This c.orre-
sp.onds with the 12th .of Ramzan,2 24th of August 1618. 
(3) A note of the Emper.or's gift was taken in the YdddQ,sht · 
and a w.ritten farman was issued on the 13th day r~z Tir of the ' 
month Adar, the 9th m.onth of the Parsee Calendar, ~.e., 3 months . 
and 2 days after the issue of the Royal Farman .orally. This, 
date then c.omes to the 24th of November 1618. 
(4) Then a n.ote of the issue of the Royal Farman was made- , 
in the rec.ords .of Sa yid Mir Mahmad on r.oz Rashne (18th day}' 
of month Aspandarmaz, the 12th m.onth of the Parsee year . . 
This the~ was the 27th of February 1619. 
From these dates we see, that the presentati.on of the atar ' 
and the issue of the farman to.ok place in the month of Shehrivar .. 
of the 13th year of Jehangir's reign, i.e., in August 1618. Now 
1 Date calculated from the Memoirs of Jehangir by Rogers·Beveridge, n, p. 1-
~ From llJid; p. 31:. . 
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-we learn from the Tuzuk of Jehangir, that on the 21st of Far-
'wardin, the first month, Jehangir turned with his army towards 
Ahmedabad. 1 On 23rd Farwardin, he was at Jalod and on the 
29th on the bank of the Mahi. He left Mahi on the 1st of Ar-
.dibehesht and on the 7th of the same month entered Ahmeda-
bad. In his account of the events of the month of Khurdad. he . 
. condemns Ahmedabad as " a spot. devoi d of the favour of God." 2 
He condemns its air, soil and water. He gives bad names to Ahmed-
-abad, such as Samumistan, i.e., the place of the simoom, Bima-
ristan, i.e., the place of sickness, and Jahannamabad, i.e., the seat 
of hell . . He continued to remain at Ahmedabad in the months of 
Tir and Amardad. He had grand illuminations, at the Kankaria 
tank there, on the occasion of the holiday of the Shab-i-Barit. 
We further read, that on the 1st of Shehrivar, he was still at 
Ahmedabad. His advance camp left Ahmedabad for Agra on 
the 7th of Shehrivar,3 corresponding to 19th August 1618.~ 
An auspicious hour was named by astrologers and astronomers 
for the march of the King's and his men's camp. He was to 
start on the 21st of Shehrivar (22 Ramzan 1027=2nd Septem-
'ber 1618).5 Thus, on the 2nd day of Shehrivar (the 14th of 
August 1618), when the Mullas presented themselves before the 
Emperor with their nazar of the four goblets of the alar of 
jessamine, the emperor was at Ahmedabad. 
We find from the itinerary as given in the Tuzuk that 
the royal march was very slow. As Jehangir himself says:-
"From Ahmedabad to Ujain is a distance of 98 kos (196 
miles). It was traversed in 28 marches and forty-one halts-
that is in two months and nine days." This comes to less than 
.3 miles per day. After he arrived at Ujain on 1st of Adar 
he stopped there long. On the 2nd of the next month Deh 
he arrived at the fort of Ranthambur. He then says:-
"The astrologers and astronomers chose the day of Mu-
barak shamba (Thursday), the 28th of the Divine month of Dai, 
in my thirteenth year, corresponding with the last day of the 
Muharram in the Hijri year 1028 (January 7, 1619), as the propel' 
time at which to enter the capital of Agra. At this time, again, 
it appeared from the reports of the loyal, that the disease of the 
plague was prevalent in Agra, so that daily about 100 people, 
more or less, were dying of it. Under the armpits, or in the 
groin, or below the throat, buboes formed, and they died. This 
is the third year that it has ra.ged in the cold weather, and dis-
.appeared in the commencement of the hot season. It is a 
·strange thing that in these three years the infection has spreau 
1 Tumk n, p. 6. : Ibid. p. 13 • 
• 1~, p. 25. • Calculated from Ibid, p. 27 note. 5 Ibill, p. 25 note. 
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t o all the towns and villages in the neighbourhood of Agra, while 
:there has been no trace of it in FathpOr. It has come as far 
a s Aniana.ba.d, which is 2t kos from FathpOr, and the people 
of that place (Amanabad) have forsaken their homes and 
'gone to other villages. There being no choice, and consider -
ing the observance of caution necessary, it was decided that 
.at this propitious hour, the victorious army should enter the 
inhabited part of Fathpur in all joy and auspiciousness, and after 
the sickness and scarcity had subsided and another auspicious 
hour had been chosen, I should enter the capital , please the 
Almighty and most holy Allah."! 
He stayed at Fathpur for more than three months. Then 
f urther on we read: "On Sunday the 1st Urdibihisht, at 
the auspicious hour chosen by astrologers and astronomers, 
I mounted a special elephant of the name of Dilir, and in 
.all prosperity and happiness entered the City." 2 Then. 
from Agra he went to Kashmir. From all the above, 
we find tha t for all the dat es found in the Farman, the last of 
which was in Asfandarmaz, the king was not at all at Delhi. 
()n the date of the issue of the F arm an, the 11th of Sherivar 
(23rd of August 1618) he was at Ahmedabad. 
Thus, we see that the family t radition, that the Mu1las 
went to Delhi to see the Emperor is not correct, though it is 
·correct to say that they went to the Delhi Darbar or the King's 
Darbar. The Emperor's Darbar is said to be at the place wher-
·ever he be for the time being, just as we now speak of the Bom-
bay Government to be at Bombay, Poona or Mahableshwar, 
\Wherever the Governor in Council may be for the time being. 
The following table gives the dates of the different events 
referred to in the Farmdn. • 
TI il-hi date of the 
Eveuts. 13th year of J ehangir 's H ijri date. Christian 
reign, i. e., 1027 Hijri date. 
1618 A. D. 
'1. J eh a n g i r's Roz 7 th Amerdad, .. . . 
rrival at Ahmedabad. mah 2nd, Ardibehesbt . 
2. ..rheMulla's Roz 2 Bahman, . . 15th Au"' . 
nterview with Jehan- mah 6 Shehrivar. 1618. 0 
ir. 
3. The date on Roz 11 Khorsbed .. 24th Au!". 
hieb the Farman for mah G Shehrivar. 1618. 0 
00 grant of lOO bigahs 
~ given by J ehangir. 
I T uzuk, Vol. n, pp; 0;;-6G. 7 Ibid , p. 84. 
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,. 
4,. The d ate, on 
which the farman was 
noted in the Records 
of the Chowki, the 
R esaleh, Waqiah, etc. 
5. The d ate of 
noting the fannan in 
the records of Saiyid 
l\fir M:ahomed. 
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Roz 13 
9 Adar. 
Tir, mah Wednes· 24th Nov. I 
day, the 1618. ' 
16th Z i 1 
Hajja 1027. 
Roz 18 Rashna, mah 21 R abi-ul Friday, 
12 Asfandarmad. Auwal 1028. 27th F e b. 
1619. 
Now, a question may arise, why Jehangir should have 
presented to the two Parsees Rs. 100-
3. Why such a lar ge and 100 bigahs of land for four goblets 
Reward for four fun) f . Of goblets of atar. ( 1 0 the atar (ttar ). course, we 
. know, that often much depends, upon the 
~~~ or fanc~es of kings . They may pay fancy prices for 
l~lgmficant thIngs or niggardly miserable prices for rare costly 
things. But, in this case, I think, there were special reasons, 
why the King should be very favourable towards the Parsees. 
The reasons seem to be the following :-
(a) The fact of J ehangir's personal appreciation for 
perfumes. 
(b) The fact of the perfume coming from the hands of 
persons at Naosari, which was mnch famed for 
its perfumes. 
(c) The fact that the two Parsees belonged to the priestly 
class, and were men of some position. 
I will speak of these three points in order. 
• Firstly, we learn from Jehangir's Tuzuk, that he greatl'y: 
appreciated fragrant oils, and, at one time,. 
(a).Je.hangir's he rewarded his own mother-in-law for dis-
appret'la tlOn of atar. . f f H d J Another exam I f covenng ragrant otto 0 roseS. e es·,. 
0. present in ~;pr~. cribes that event in the account of the 9th 
cia tion. year of his reign. Once he had very large 
pomegranates brougbt by merchants from 
Yezd, and melons brought from Kariz. The.'-
were so extraordinarily good in comparison with those he ~su­
ally had-pomegranates from Kabul and melons from Badakh-
sh{m- that he thought as if he " had never had a pomegranate 
or a melon before." He then .regretted that his rever~d father 
:lk~ar, Who was fond of fruits, had not the opport~lty of ~n­
Joymg such good fruits in his time. The fruits remmded him 
of the atar of roses, and he similarly regretted that his father-
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had not also the advantage of enjoying the most fragrant oil 
discovered ~n his time. He t4.en thus describes the discovery and 
the reward that he' gave-for it: " I have the same regret for the 
Jahu.ngiri '#r (so called otto 'of roses), that his nostrils were not 
gratified with such essences. This itr is a discovery which 
was made during my reign through the efforts of the mother of 
Nftr-Jehau Begam. When 'she was making rose-water, a scum 
formed on the surface of the dishes into which the hot rose- ' 
water was poured from the jugs. She collected the scum little 
by little; when much rose-water was obtained a sensible por, . . 
tion of the scum was collected. It is of such strength in per~ ' , 
fume that if one drop be rubbed on the palm of the hand, it ' 
scents a whole assembly, and it appears as if many red rose buds 
had bloomed at once. There is no other scent of equal excel. 
lence to it. It restores hearts that have gone and brings back 
withered souls. In reward for that invention, I presented a string 
of pearls to the inventress. SaIima Sultan Begam (may the 
lights of God be on her tomb) was present, and she gave this 
oil the ~ame of ' itr~i-Jehangiri."l 
Another reason, why Jehangir should have so generously 
(b) N . f rewarded the two Parsees for presenting aosan amous h cl be h for its perfumes. t e pe ume, se~ms to ,that t ey 
were from Naosan; and so, the perfume 
must have been the product of that town which was well-known 
fpr its excellent ·perfumery. In a reference to Naosari, in the 
Ain-i-.A.kbari, we read Abul Fazl saying that " they manu-
facture fragrant perfumes there, the like of which is produced ' 
nowhere else." 2 
,).J";:'j (~ ~~r ),) .s ~j C •• ~j'r y.-s'.J':" 1.:)&)) .. • 
Jehangir may have perhaps presented !dulla Jamasp and 
(c) Regard for the Mulla Hoshang with cash in a~dition to land 
priestly class. because they belonged to the prIestly class of 
a community for whose ancient ancestry and 
religion his father had a "great regard. We find some cases of 
such double presentation in Jehangir's Tuzuk. For examp~e~ 
he ' presented Maulana Muhammad Amin, a faqir with 1,OO()' 
bighas of land and 1,000 rupees in cash. 3 -, . . 
1 The Tuzuk·i·Jehangiri by Rogers Beveridge I, pp. 270- 27l. 
2 Blochmann's Text, Vol. I, p. 498, jlolumn 1,1. 13. Col. Jarrett's Translation, ,"pI. 
lI, P. 257," From my ca.sual visits of Naosar.i, I think that the pe<\ple of Nao~3ri , eiel.) 
now, are very fond of flowers and that the. SOlI·of the town produces fral!rant fiowers~ 
While passing through Its ~azar (chowU)." one sees, tha t compared to the populaticn: 
of the town there is a very large number of nower·shops, which reveal thefr presence t '" 
thepasse.rs":bybythefragrance·ofthe.fi.owm-s . . Mr'. BAna of Nao~ari has ' ''~ n man." 
prizes for' Pcl'fumery in lleveraHndian .Exbll1itlons:: ' .. . .:. 
a Tuiuk·"Rogers-BeveridgeT, p. 135 .. 
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Vll. 
THE PLACE AND SITUATION OF THE ~D GIVEN TO THE MULLAS .. 
Now; let us examine, in what part of the Naosari district 
was the land, granted to the two Parsis, situated. 'Ve saw, that 
the.farmdn speaks of chak bastan,l i.e., of settling the boundaries 
of the land given by the Emperor. It seems, that the rule of the 
Mogul Emperors was, that the donee went with the farmli.n given 
by the Emperor to the particular district named in the farmdn 
and presented it to the governor or other officers of the district. 
They, then gave the proposed area of available Jand in their 
district. The officers , selecting the land, described it in, what 
is called a chak-nameh . All the land granted by the Emperor 
cannot always be available in one place. So, they described in 
the chak-nameh where the different pieces of land which made 
up the area granted were situated, and what .the boundaries of 
the pieces were. In the case of thefarmli.n in favour of the two 
Parsees, we have a chaknameh of this kind in the hands of the 
Dordi family, a branch of one of the original donees. It is 
dated 1031 Hijri. So, it took about four years after the date 
of the farman for the authorities of the Surat Sarkar to find 
out the land for the Parsis and settle its details. 
I beg to give the text and translation of the chak-nameh, 
which I think will be found very interesting, as it gives one an 
idea of the old way of describing the boundaries which was 
not much different from our present method. It is also interest-
ing from another point of view, viz., that the Revenue Offioers 
of the Moguls had, in spite of the comparative richness of the 
Persian language, to use many Gujarati words in describing the 
boundaries. I am supplied with the original chak-nameh, a sub-
sequent coNY, and an old Gujarati translation of it . I am surprised 
to find that the copy differs from the original in an important part 
of it, viz., the details of tha boundaries. The text of the preliminary 
portion, which relates what the document is, is well nigh the 
same with the difference of a word here and there. I think. 
the copyist had before him also the original farman. So, when 
copying the chak-nameh, he put in some additional words. 
which he found in the farma,n itself, but which were ~ot put in 
the chak-nameh, perhaps because they were thought not very 
1 I have explained the word chak above. Tho word has several cognate meanings . 
One of Its Illeanings is .. the written and signed sentence of a judge or magistrate." 'rhe 
Indian words chQkido (~~ i~l) for" decision" andchCIkavvu (~~ C4'ii) for" to settJe, 
to pay 011 .. are connected with tills word. Italso means • titJe·deeds, bonds, notes, 
etc.' In the matter of land, the technical word whlch goes with It as a verb Is "bastan 
i.e., .. to bind." So, chak bll8tan lll8anS • t, draw out the boundaries of the land and give 
I ts description in detail.' The document that does thl! . Is spoken or as cha/;·1/4 m€lt. 
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important.- As to the difference in the description of the details. 
they are not very important, but the copyist perhaps was 
asked to give what was subsequently thought to be a more exact 
description of the boundaries of the different pieces. 
The copy bears a name, perhaps of its owner, in Gujarati 
as "il. ~l. 11:t {\ i.e., B. P. DordL It bears ' on the left hand 
corner of the top some ' words which look like ..JJ.~r cJfJ ; 
Quran Sharif, i.e., the holy Quran. It omits the word utJl 
given at the top of the original chak-nameh. The Gujaiati 
translation has followed not tht original chak·namih, but the 
copy. 
Before giving the text and the translation, I will describe 
the process of the description of the boundaries, so that the 
reader may easily follow the contents of t he chak-nameh. 
It was generally the practice of the Mogul times that when 
land was granted as a favour, one-fourth of it formed good 
ground which was already cultivated, and three-fourths uncul-
tivated land, which is technically spoken of in the document 
as ufladeil ~.) WI i.e., "fallen," the corresponding Gujarati 
wordfor which, as used even now, is padat ( 'l ~ et), i.e., land that 
had fallen or remained uncultivated. According to the above 
division, the details of the land as given in the chak-nameh, are 
divided into two parts. Firstly, the details of the one-fourth 
cultivated land (zamin-mazrua) are given and then those of the 
uncultivated or fallen land. The cultivated land wa.g not in 
one contiguous plot. Some of it was in a. place known as the 
garden (bagh) of Bauji, which, as the chak-nameh is not written 
all along with proper dots (nnkteh) on the letters, may be read 
variously. The name may be read as Makuji or Naluji or in 
several other ways. But I read it as Bauji, because in the old 
Gujarati translation, it is so read. So, it is possible, that the 
old translation perhaps gave the name as it had come down 
to the times of the translator from one lip to another. Again 
the name Bawiiji is even now heard at Naosari as the name of 
some persons. For example, there was upto a few years ago, 
a known learned Parsee Desai,known as Bawabhai Desai. The 
rest of the cultivated land, was in the garden of Ratnagar. This 
word also can be read variously. But there is no doubt about 
its reading, because the name still continues as Ratan w8.di or 
Ratnagarwadi. It is situated on our way to Kachiawady on 
the bank of the Puma river at Naosari. I had the pleasure of .· 
going to this part of Naosari several times in some of my 
morning walks during my occasional visits to Naosari. 
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. The ~oundaries. of these ~wo pieces in the above two baghs 
,or . gardens are described in two rows in the document, the 
:Bawji's garden land on the right hand and the Ratnagar land 
on the left. The order followed in the description of the 
boundaries is East, West, South and North. 
. The uncultivated (uJtadeh) land consisted of seven 
different pieces as follows :- ' 
1. In the land known as that of the garden of Ratnagar. 
2. In Pddar i reh i.e., the pddar of the road. 1 
3. The piece of land in Tigreh 2 on the bank of the river 
(1~adi). 
4. Another piece of land at Tigreh. 
5. A piece of land named as Goleh ,J)r 
From the details of the boundary of this piece, it seems that it 
,~as near Tigreh. 
6. A piece of land known as Loki. It was near Tigreh. 
7. A piece of land at Italweh.3 
.The above nine pieces-two of good cultivated land and 
seven of uncultivated ( uftadeh ~~(1) land-made up the 100 
bigahs as follows :-
The garden of Bawji had 22£ bigahs. 
The Ratnagar garden had 2t bigahs. 
These two made up the one-fourth good cultivated land 
measuring 25 bigrihs. 
: ) The word is used even now at Naosari and in other villages of Gujarat as 
au .. ..n ~I~~ gam ni pad:U{i' i .e., on the outskirt of the village or town. We do 
not find this word in Persian dictionaries, but It may be pil dar ) ~ l~ i .e. , .. the foot In." 
We have the phrase '-:'~)) ~ ~ Olt. footln the stirrup), used when one is just about to 
side. ' So, in connection with towns Or villages, the words ' pa dar ' may mean, ground 
jus,!; ' on the border of the town, whence you step into tbe town. Here. by • Pli dar I reb,' 
is . ~eant, . perhaps the land just on the road • 
. : 2 Tbere is even now a village of tbe name of Tigrah about two miles from Naosari 
a nd about a mile on tbe south-east of the Mebta Parsee Lying·ln Hospital. A road from 
t b'e south of the jail, leads to it (vide my paper on the poet Bhajo Bbagat in my Dnyan 
Ptasarak Essays Part IV). A large tract of land over and above the present village 
then bore tbe name of Tigreh. 
a Itnlwun is a village about 3 to " miles from ~aosari. At present, tbe main road 
tAl Oandevi froln Nao •• r; p""'es through this villa ge. It is larger than Tigreh. 
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lhen the above seven pieces contained 75 bigc1hsasfollows:-
,1. 16t. A plot of ground in the land known as Ratnagar 
bag. 
2. 21. A plot on the padar of the road. 
3. 2t. A plot at Tigreh on the bank of the nadi (river). 
4. 7~ . Another plot of Tigreh. 
5. 7: Plot known as Goleh. 
6. 27 2 , Plot known as Loki. 
7. 121. Plot at Italweh. 
Total 75. 
Now, I give the t ext of the chak-nameh. It is difficult 
to decipher correctly all the word, especially the proper names 
of the places, as the usual dots or nuktehs are not generally given. 
So, in reading these and the figures about the bigahs, I am 
helped by the Gujarati translation. There is also a copy of this 
chak-nameh on very thin paper in two leaves . In rare cases, 
this copy helps us to determine a word here and there. The 
second leaf of this copy contains the boundaries of the last few 
pieces. 
(The Text of the Chak-nameh) 
fll aT) I 
I.:.II~j~ l~ ~"") 1; ~Y"" )J~ -' ':":"' .... 1.., 4- )J".cl 2 J. lAA> ,) ~ l:)~"') 
~IJj ~j l-,~~ -' U'..r.!i lt .::-- l:)1.e:~)JI""".::--I-, l:)l~)u:: l:)L.,~ ~-'~ Zi 
lS li~ .:..) I) -' 7 ~.r-,j -' & rl,J -' ~JI,) l.,i.;: 1 r, ~ 1 ..::.-1..:;-. ,:-,lhi-A 4 
I.:I~ ... 
1 TIlls iorm of luvocation to God, introduced by Akbar . over wlllch there was a good 
<.Ieal of disCll~sion among his courtlers (vide above) is "Titten in different styles or 
shapes. In this cha );·nD.meh, it is written as a bove. In tbe farman itself it Is written 
In another sba pe. ' 
2 The word Mu1la, a s wri tten here, varies from what Is written in the farmD.n Itse\1 
wbere It is written Jt.oQ mulU!., which means " a schoolma ter, a doctor, alearned ma.n, 
-a judge, a priest" (Stelngass). When writ ten )JY'" ManIa , as written in tills chak-namib. 
it means, a lord, master; (\ judge. magistrate of a city: the m preme Lord, God; a slave, 
servant, a freedman (Itnd). In tht> copy of tills chak-nameh, it is written MuJIa, as In the 
farman Itself. I think that the form as given in the original farmD.n and correctly written 
In the copy of the chak.niimeh Is the proper form . So, I have followed it in my t ransIa-
1;lon. The copy oIDits tIlls word before the name of Hoshang . 
a In the copy. of the cbak·nAmeh, the word is ~ r".oQ 
, MustatAb, gracious. 
5 In the copy, we have an additiona l wont before thi s, t:iz ., ~ It. )) 0),.00 i.e., tile 
eentre of a ffairs . 
~ In the COpy, we find these addit ional words after this word: 
U') ~ I; ~.A 1 ~ ... ..r.-'" r.! lA> .:.. ~ I~... ~ (l~ .:.. ) I ~"" -' 
. i,e., the protector of the ministrY, tbe wealth of dOminion, 1lir !llyld Ahmall 
-Qu.t.darl. 
7 Wazarat; tbe dignI ty of the MInister. 
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1St) f J!.! 1.!1~ j ,!~~ ~~ <.S j lye ,. ... (; ~+=" I)"':'" ~t~ .. jj~lAj.J 
..:"J: ~j <>!~ ~.,)li,;, .. JJ.~ ;".J ..::.¥,) (.JP-" ~ ~ ,s h..! L..; ~,~ 
I .,.., ,1 .... J.; ).J!ij J U!j':;' J~ ).,) ,S' .:!J )..J .... ) t(.r' <.S} .... ..Jj ~ .)~ .... jI 
.J c.:1 1-,!.,) ~l ... J ....:-I..J':;' 3 .J 1.!1~--"'-..,.Ji.~ IjJ'<: '-5) (....l 2 ..:,....0-,""',. 1 0).":"" 
..J~ /I t!) Ii~ ...l:! ~ J~.4li.j 1.!1 t.-: )j"".J (~(&) .J 1.!1 (...,~ii.o' .J c.:1 (~1 (-:!.> 
1.!1~- .J ~")..,s I o).~ ~) (t~ ..i-, o.$..~.J ~ .,) -'~~ I ",..,.. ..,j t:~J 1 '-5.) (.~ 
J,.:>..cl.C )..,5 ~ ~ y ~:!.,) U-) ,S' ~ a .,)..J.j (.t1 1 4) (~ ,.JJ.J~ ~ 1_ 
.;Joli.. tl..r! '6.,)))f ")..J:'" u~j.J ~;).,) ~J' ..,"""'" ,s .,)~ t.:..I..;..v.J 
o:..~ ..::.l)J ~I.J.,) <.S~f (&")).l ~.,)..J.j ur )~~ l.!1~j Jyc~ 
~ I jf~ ,L;~ l..c: 6 0).1;' (~ J -, ___ .:::...0 ... );1"" 't:!) 5 ~l:... ..,1& I 
,.i:. t( ~) V)Y' 1.!1~ j 
~;J.,) 
~ -' 1 l~ 7,...h; (1) 
•• , ._ . l:Y-~t(..:,..s; I)) J 8_ . __ .. .. _ ... J~i.c-lS;r 
~ r~ <.S)I~) J~~..., 9 - ~J'~ 
<.S) 1-tS" .J l.!1~j (¥ 1 0 J...,~.c - ..,~~.i~ 
~ .-:!) l¥ J ~l& J .... 11 -lSJ I"':' 
1 The word as given in the ch:lok-namah, is )~.... wherein :loll the letter~ 
a re not given their proper nuktaliB. But the word seems to be T:longuz, the 12th or th.,. 
laa'montb of the Turks (flide the Chronology of Alb r uni by Dr. Sachan, p. liS). 
% Shi'iri, customary, h:J.bitu:lo1. 
a The copy of this document omits tbis word. 
• The copy has the word:loB tt1') L.t..oo 
~ rtha a king, prince, emperor. I am dou btful about the reading of this word. 
G The copy h:J.s after the word b~8hand )o)ooeJt"" i.e., "with the seal of the IJ4(/,r . 
As It 18 a copy, it means to say, that the origi nal has the se:lols of the proper :louthorities. 
7 The copy of the ch:lok-na.mah gives between the two words, two additional words 
OIZ. , t I~ ) ~I i e., (The plool! Is) "in the garden" of B:louji. We find the word bAgh in the 
caBe of the other piece in the garden Ratllagir. 
8 I do not understand the word which is written without the Iluktali s. It seem~ 
to be the proper name of a neighbour's land. 
9 The copy gives, Instead ofthe word muttasil (contiguous , ,tdjacent) . .. ~:; 11 t l~. The 
whole will then r ead ~,.!le 0') I~t rlj (1 t (~ i .e., (in the garden of the 
hlth·kiari of Behramii. Hlth-kiAri Is GUjar:loti, me:loning, the r!ce-fie1d( ~ ~I-:(l), which 
can be only ploughed hy hand (~Itt)' Where bullocks cannot work. 
10 This and the follo wing word arc local Guj :lorati words,now spO',en:los 'Utl5'¥' <1 
'Utl-:(i kbijankhari, i .e., excavated land and sal t w:loter bed. Wh~n one exaggerates a 
uaatter, a Gujarati proverb says: ~~ 'Uti5'¥'<1 'Ut 1-:(1 !sll! <1Jc(\ <1l(t 
i .e., he is not r estricted by any exc:lovated ground or outlet of water. The copy gives 
forthe whole line only the words ~)(¥ e. 4 Mu kharieh ( 'Utl-;(l-:Utl U{Pl ) 
11 Sar :lo'lim. i.e., public side. These words, used In the cast of 
another boundary, :l.re r U: e.) I':' which seem to be more appropriate. e?'':' Shlr' aa 
I. bJsh road, The words mean 'public road.' We usein colloquial Gujarati ~l~ ~llt 
:t~l i.e., public road. The copy gives for this line <.S)¥ ..J ..tr~j45 ("''tl«\ 
'Utl-:(i ) which are explained above. 
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.;! Uj) t'~ ~; (2) 
J~~ 1 .J~ olJ ~ (.S; 4! J..al-o - ~ ,.,.:. 
r '.J't~ ~.J ~~ 2 C1 .. t! ...:.." I)) J..al.o - IS' ~ 
~ J~ 3 J.lA '~Je' ~- c.s~ ".4-
4J-!i~ y.-':" tlJl.o:- ~ l.o:--~(~ 
J'5 
(Now follow the description of the seven pieces (qataa' • 
• .of the uncultivated ground. It runs as follows :-) 
..:...t:1)) o~ )J ~ ~WI C1~j (1) 
5 ~ llj; ~bj 
cJ~ _,~-,:" IlJ 1.0:- (.S) 4! J..ai.:l· ~;r 
ti r W. o),J.J -'~-':" ~.t! ..::.." I),) L.l..ai..o ~U; 
~ T.Jt! I., cJ..ai.o -~~ 
J-!~ ~ o),j 4- ~ (~ 1J..al.o - LS"J ~ 
~) )~ ~ ~; (2) 
r I" 8..r" J...olc - LS"; r 
10 10),.00 ~ 9 ~~J!j J..ai..o-c.s~"; 
1 The name, llsordinllrily spoken,ls ~ o),j 1.0:- Ch:mdji and not Chandjiv. Tbe 
copy gives it as such. 
2 Bahmanji, son of Behrlm. The copy gives the name as: .J) l, o),jl r!Jt~ 
lllehram Andhlru ( ~~'Ilt ~'~l~ ) i.e.,Behum, theprlest. 
3 The copy gives this boundary as ru: e. i':' i .e. public road. The Malik Yusuf 
' .nAmed here, is one of the signatories of the document as will be seen below : 
4 The copy gives this boundary as .Jt~.J.iA ••. C) J!! e.t~ i.e., the large garden 
- e f .• . • Mlnocb6har. The illegible word before MJnochehar may be DeSli or Adharll. 
5 The copy gives ~ I.lj) e. I~ ).) ~; 
, 6 The COP)' gives as boundary simply the word ,J lj i e , a steam. The copy all 
along omits the first word muUanl, i.e., adjoining. 
, 1 The copy adds the name of the person to whom the d4baharieh belonged, aud saYA 
. '-A...J~ J.t... e.l~ ~K.'.) i.e., the ddbaharieh of the garden of Mallk Yusuf. 
DdbJAarieh Is the ioral Guiarati word for the ground where nothlng useful grows, but only 
. rank grass of the lowest kind. 
~ The copy has o).ir.'.J ~ ~ ") i.e., the road of carrialle and ox. The "ord 
, ""lad for ox Is Gujaratl ( Ui ~~ ). 
9 A Gujara tlclsed form ( <1 (11 et.n ) from Pen . ":" llj til l b, pond. 
10 'l'hlsseems to be the name of the pond. Or,perhaps, ltmay be a word for the Kart. 
, Dad. ( Hl1~ i ) berries. The copy has, imtead of thb liDe, U)-,J!j C1,.) i.e., t bo 
lQouth oftbe small pond (<1~lct;{l). 
10 
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11{; I.., IS.!:>. Y'" ~ N~f (~) ~ J~1oo - 1S~.Ji.~ 
.~~ '=J"e .J~t<:- 2 .J ~ l~ U~1ot- ~I"':' 
~clJ ,,:,f ,-:"J ,.s 3 ~j4j eh; (3) 
~ ..,~ '=J~ .::..s I.) j U.04.i.., -~ ..,...:.. 
5 .J~~ '=J .. e ","t) e. l~ J ~ l~ J~i.., - ~.J~ 
6 ~.J4j ~)lf J.04'\"'-~~fo 
7 r.~.Jt'" ...tJ. ... .Jj ..:...~ I)j J~ - ~t..:.. ." 
~..,.:. '-:"~ .J .. ~ ~ J~j~.hi 4. 
8 1.S~.It'" ....ti.... ~ ..:...~ I) j ~.i'" - ~.".:. 
9 ..,~ '=J .. e ;<"0 f 0..:..':".) ~ J~ - IS~~; 
10 ,~~ '=J"~ ." .. t1 'e~ ~100 - IS~.J~ 
~J4j ~)lf u~ -ull"':' 
"l..,!~; 5. 
0..:.. ... 1 (.5ol.i , 1""...,A 0..:...:..) .,) ..... ol.:g,~ ,s ~yl.i~1 ~~j J..lli..> -IS~ 
~, ..,l ~ l~ .J IS)"'; ~ j J.4i..c - 4S~.Ji; 
~.J4j (.5) Its" J~i.., - 1S~..rl~ 
(.5) J.4j ,.;J.r. J l~ er" IS) .J-~ 1 i ~,;, r" ~) l,f ~.., - I.S) I .. ;. 
1 The copy gives the boundary of the south as .J)l, ~ 1 (" ~ ~.J~ ~~ i.e., the 
hut (Gujara\.l ~ l'{~ ) of BehrAm. the priest. and that of the nortl!, aS~)M )~t· 
,~ l..o I.S~""" i.e., the tree of the date palm ('U{~ -:Q) of Somi! MAnkeh. The 
Gujaratirendering gives the name as tll~!!) ~l~~l. Theboundaries dilfer, bu~ th& 
text of the copy and the Gujaratl rendering help us to read the proper name as Somji 
MankA. 
% GuJarati ~ '{~ or ~ l '{~ , 
a The copy has, instead of ,.s the word }~ PAr, i .e. , the edge. 
• The copy has this boundary as (.5ol.j ~J ~ .)jj))l, ~ 1 ("!.re ...::..& I).; 
i.e .. the field of Behrim Adhliru, near the w(\ter of the r iver. The original gives 
~he name of the owner, as Bahmanjiv (Bahmanji), who as seen above. was t he SOD 
of Behramiee. ' 
.5 The copy has IS~ ~ cJ.., .. t' tl~ i .e. , the garden of lemon (lahamuo 
~I ~) of Behramjee. 
6 The copy gives this boundary .::..s ~j J ~ ..::...0.) .) i.e., the tree., field 
and cllltlvation. 
j The copy Is torn off at this portIon. 
S It may be read simply as ~ Jr Hlrj\. 
, The name B(\manjl (~) is quite clear in the original, but the copy, in Ih bad 
.hikasta style, gives a form, which can be read both as Bahmanjl or ($'::""'~ 
Kahmtlhl. So, the Gujarati rendering has given the boundary a l ~i"'tl ('!'ttl 
~ .rl lf't l ~W.l' This Is evidently a mistake. 
10 The cOpy gives the name as .J) I, ~ I (" '..re and the boundaries are inter-
changed, i. e., What Is the southern in the one Is the northern In the other and viee 1>IT&/I. 
11 I am l1uided 10 reading thill name by the Gujarativersion, whichgivel the nameu 
u\~I ({\. 
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, ",~J J) ~ l.1!- v,.4.Vo - ~ .".:. 
~J:, . CoY- 0),.00 1.(. C}~~ j v,.4iA - 1.I~.Ji 
~JS:~j J.4l.c-(.S~j~ 
f,.$J ~-~ ' ~ ye L5 J If - (.SJ l • .:. 
~~Jli~ I ~;. 7 
, 
~Jtf ~"'j J~-(.S;r 
~J.,5 ~ ~ - (.S~Ji . 
"..I lj .Jt5 , -' ~..;!~j L5J'f ~ - (.S~.J~ 
. C.' ~lf cr.AI j u~ - IS) l • .:. 
L50).~ ~~ .)-,.)..0. \S~~ , .l~ I) ~j-,S'~ ~~~A ~.)-,~A ·,C!>l~ I 
..:..J 10).$ ".s .,) I.) "'~.Jj~ .... v,~":':.J~ ~ l.if~ ",.l.s' o)..i..c:-~ 1 ~. ~ .,) I .) ~.); 
,..,.. .~ (.Sjl1JI.,)'l.";' . J;':' ~ ~ . ' •. .J~.J:slj o).':'l~ ~ ..:.~ l ..... 
o)..~f : t:~':' ~J -,..r.~ r- ~ ~.l. o).r t.:. 
~.:.. ' ~lA , <l.J -' ui""y' ~l... ~ ~ I ~f 
't ~ -:(l ~l '\).~ ii.t ~ ~;~·C\l ~ . 
<t ~~~~5'I 3 5~l~ : ~l!"'1. ~"'1.l ~~l~ 
1. "i~~<1 r"i~~i~ . ~ll,"t- 4:1~:ti\ ~H ~lil~ 
't ;qi~~ ~l~-.(l~l~ ~ll~ ' 
't ;qi~~l ~l:tl{\<t : ~:Il"'1. 
1. ~l~f -11~iS'I ~ll"'t ~"tC1 ~lil~ 
1. ~~~l"i - M~~l~ ' ~, \>~ 
't J}l'-!l(:{ ~~llt ~'l~~Us (:{'\).~l ~ltl~. 
't ~llt ~~i~IIf:Ul""t' .. 'tQ ,3l. :lH -
't ~~~~l:tl ~~~.,~ ~l' ''1. 
'I. ~. ~'~~l"i 5l5l ·. :Wrt . 
't 'el!? ~l~ 51. :ttl"'1. ,: , 
't -11~l~~ ~~,sl~l ~l'\·t \ , 
'I. :Ill. 4 HC1~ ~~~!:?('~ll~ ' .- '. 
't ~~~~1~11;Ofl~1:~w:r ~ ;q~-1'l~' ~"'1.l ~~l~ -tl~ 
J .. ~. ~~ . z :' 0?"t! .) .. :':sl'" ~~.:. ",.u l.~ ~~ I::' 
..,., ( '(L " " j . \.: , .. • 
L5.r.I,.ajl ' ~J~\ '~'; : i).J; " <l.~ C}G. ' ~;l.~ <l.~1 
1 (.S; l..c lit. that which (ma) is In' (f·I). With the preceding word, this means. 
" witness to the contents (of this document)." 2 Doubtfol ; thiS signature Is not cl~ar. 
a The copy gives this name as ~H ~iS'I. ' . " , 
, The copy gives only seven names of the, ,wItn~sses. One of these is JlH,s1 
~ ~C1~ ~~~!:? ~ll"\'t. This shows that the ~II In the original is an ' abb}evi-
ated form 'of :lll~.sl ' (GArdA) . We know that there is ' a well·known family at Ndasart 
known as the Gird. family: 'So, possibly this signatory was an "ancestor of this 
family. The copy gives among the seven, one name as "q~fl C\-1U~l - ( -t1l"1. i.e.! 
Pelhltan Rana, but this name Is not in tbe original. Ther~s a ·letter -before the ' word 
'ii~OC1-1 hl ihe copy, which Is not leiible. It may be ':l.J.t {or Ervad. ' 
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(TRANSLATION OF THE CHAK-NAMEH.) 
GOD IS GREAT. 
CHAK-NAMEH. 
, The Chak-namehforthe land (given) for the help of theliveli-
· hood of Mulla Jamasp and Mulla Hoshang, Parsee, with their 
~hildren. Whereas, according to the respected and worthy to be 
obeyed Jehangiri Farman, and (according to) the Parwancheh 
, of the gracious Nawab, the leader of the country,l the sup-
porter of the state,2 and of the Nawab, the protector of the 
Wazarat, Sifkhan, and (according to ) the 3 register with the seal of 
Mirza Mahmad Qasim, about 100 bigahs of land have been 
measured with the ilahi gaz, according to the usual practice, viz., 
· one part of the cultivated land of ryots4 and three parts of the 
5uncultivated (land) fit for cultivation, from the rural district 
· of the town of Naosari, in the Sarkar of Surat, in the jasaZ of 
Kharif ..... Tungu:l El 6 (month) year 1031, (and Whereas) 
the customary servants of the rule of Mirza Muzaffar 
Hasin and Khwa,ja7 Lalchand Diwfm and the Desahis and the 
revenue-officers8 and the ryots and the cultivators have, on date 
8th Jamadu-I-sani 1033, measured in details as given below 
and settled the limits (chak), separated the four boundaries 
and prepared assignments, (the land) has been entrusted 
to the above said persons; so that no body else may 
enter into the land and be troublesome; so that the above said 
persons having the land in their own charge and possession, may, 
with peace of mind, spending the incoine of the said land, remain 
· engaged in saying prayers for the perpetual good fortune of Hia 
Majesty for the perpetuity of his long rule. 
100 bighas of'land (measured) by Ilahi gaz. 
I Cultivated land tilled by ryots. Bigah 25. 
Two pieces. 
I The piece (in the garden of) Bauji. 231 
EAST.-Adjoining . . . . and the field of Kamdin . .. 
WEST.-Adjoining the kiAri" of Behramji. 
SoUTH.-Adjoining the khdjan10 and kMri.11 
1 This and the next words are titles. Ut. the Bum total of the country. 
2 Lit. Support of State. 
a Ta'Uqa a schedule, a register. 
• Ralyat, ryot, tenant of the 80il. 
5 Ut. fallen ,{~<1C:t or '{~<1. 
6 Vide above, the footnote In the Text. 
, It Is an honorific title. 
S Muqaddam a superior officer of the revenue in a village (:f. Gujaratl ~!rl ~ 11 
, !J0u{1'{l" A rice field surrounded wlthand confined by ridges or emooukments; 
• bed of garden watered and planted wllll flowers." 
10 Khanjar a small ditch· ( ~I:(I ~ilN'~ ). 
]I Perhap. from Guj3rati khddi. 
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NORTH-Adjoining public road and a salt ditch (Khdri~, 
utt:floUil) . 
The piece of the Ratnagar Garden. Bigahs 21. 
EAST.-Adjoining the k1'ari of Chandji Patel. 
WEsT.-Adjoining the field of Bahmanji, son of Behram. 
SouTH.-Adjoining the Dabhriyeh of Malik Yusuf. 
NORTH.-The well of Chandji(v) Patel. 
II The uncultivated land fit for cultivation. 75 
1. The piece of the Ratnagar (Garden). 161 
E..\ST.-:-Adjoiq.ing the Kiari of Chandji Patel. 
WEsT.-Adjoining the field of Bahmanji the son of Behram. 
SouTH.-Adjoining the Dabhariyeh.! 
NORTH.-Adjoining the well of Chandji Patel. 
2. The piece on the outskirt2 of the road. Bigahs 2i .. 
EAST.-Adjoining the public road. 
WEsT.-Adjoining the small3 pond of karamdd. 
SOUTH.-Adjoining the date' trees of Somji ManU. 
NORTH.-Adjoining the well and the hut 5 of Bahmanji. 
3. The piece of land at Tigrah on the edge of the water of-
the river. G 2t. 
EAsT.-Adjoining the cultivation of Bahmanji. 
WEsT.-Adjoining the well and the lemon-garden7 of 
Bahmanji. 
SOUTH.-Adjoining the Khari of Tigrah. S 
NORTH.-Adjoining the field of Narsang Meherji. 
4. (Another) piece at Tigrah according to the sharh 7t. 
E AST.-Adjoining the field of Narsang Meherji. 
WEsT.-Adjoining the mangoe-trees of Bahmanji. 
1 A place, whereln, grows df'bhdo ~I ~ ~ I a kind of rough grass. It is spoken 
01 as "~I~~~" diibhadiyOn, just as a place where grass ( ~l ~ ) grows is called 
t.lt~~ (ghasyOn). Mr. Sorabjl Munchcrjl Desalof Naosarl Informs me, In reply to my 
Inquiry, that there still exists a vazi[ah at K5chiawadi (Isl..,~t ':(l ~l ) which i~ 
knowD as dflbhariyun. ( ~I ~ '-I. ). It is about 23 bigahs iD area and is the property 
of Mr. J<'ardUllil Deoai. It Is the diibhiiriyeh, r eferred to in this document. 
2 P;'llar. Toe word seem] to mean Lit . .. the foot in;" i.e., the place, whenc~ the 
next ~tep leads you to a place. For example, we speak of the pada r of a VIllage 
( ~lIli:i '41 <. t ), i.e., the place whence the next step takes you to the village Itself. 
a Talitvrl, a Gujarati word for a small pond. 
• h.hajuri, a Uujaratl word for date·tree. 
5 Ch"preh, a {JuJarati word for a hut. 
6 Na"I, uujarati word for a river. 
7 LebmuD, Lemon, \,\( '1. 
8 For the vlliage of Tigrah , vide lIn account of my visit of it In my paper on 
et ~161~1':U~;1 ~c{l ~Ia¥t (~~lct. ~I:ctl:i lr{l "~1~1i <t1~1 ~llli~i 
:cti'~iIl~.n 'Ctr{l i~ Is~l," ~HrIl{:ctI~1s (q'l'ilt Gtt~1 ~. (Dnyfill 
Pra.sarak Essays. Part IV, p. 14.2). 
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SOUTH.~Adjoining the lemon-garden ' of ~hmanl( '~ 
NORTH.-Adjoining the Khari of Tigrah. "f:'" 
5. The piece of Guleh. 7 
EAST.-Adjoining the land of Italweh which is withi1;l the 
.limit ,of the three trees of Indian dates. ,. 
WEST .-Adjoining the land ~f the: Koli 1 and the welt of 
"the Guleh. ' ' , ' 
SoUTH.-Adjoining the !chari of Tigrah. , , 
NORTH.-Adjoining the khilri of the :villageof Basoli , from 
the rule (ama! pI. of 'amal,' traots; ' rule; country) ' of the 
parganah of Tilari. " 
6. The piece Loki. 27t , 
EAST.-Adjoining the well of the Kolis. 
WEST.-Adjoining the land of Kamdin, the , physi,cian. 2 
SouTH.-Adjoining Tigrah. • 
NORTH.-Adjoining the kMri of .the 'village of Basoli. 
7. The piece ~t Italweh. 
EAST.-Adjoining the land of the khariyeh. 
WEST.-Adjoining the limit of the Kulieh. 
, SOUTH.-Adjoining the kMri of Tigrah and Kahr ..• leM 
NORTH.-Adjoining the land ...... ~ 
(Then follow as mentioned below the signatures of some 
'well-known men of the town, certifying, that, as said above, 
t he boundaries have been settled. The first two signatu,res 
are in Persian characters and the rest in Gujarati. They put 
down their signatures under the following statement): 
The above mentioned described pieces according to their 
boundaries, are given after being all entered into chak-bandi. 
, These few words of the Chaknameh are written and given by 
way of proof so that in case of necessity in court, they may 
serve as a proof. Written on ... '. 9th of the month· 
Jumadu'J sani year 1033. 5 
1 The Kolis form a caste in Gujarat. 
2 After this paper was read and by the time it pa8ses through the Press, Prof. 
S, H. Hodiva.lll, Principal and Professor of History at Behauddin College, has pub-
,llshed an excellent book, entitled " Studies in Parsl History," wherein (pp. 1491·88) 
he speaks of a Parsi physician MIlher Vald (born about 1520 A. C), whose ancestors and 
descendants practised mediCine atNaosari. One of the descendants was Qia.m Tablb. 
A document belonging to his property has a date of about 1035 A. H.t(1626 A. C.) 
I think that the Kamdin Tablb of our document of a bout 1623·2~ A, C" is the QIllm 
Tablb of th.e above document. We know that the name Kamdin Is a form of Qia.mu-
· d-dln. 
a The letters of the word have no nuJ.:teh. So, it is difficult to read them. They 
seem to form the name of a place. The word may be gadhl!r-ba·naleh, i,e •• the cart road 
in the water·course ( 'lI~ir{\ ~I'~~ ), or it maybe gahr·naleh, i ,e., a coveredo'?tlet 
for water ( ~l ~ -11 ~ ). ' 
• I do not understand the word. If we take it. that a stroke over the first lettei 
has been omitted by mistake by the writer, it may be glihsiyeh ( tll:t~ ), i.e., a. 
'Place where only grass grows. 
5 i . e., A. D. 1623-24. 
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Witness to the ,contents. Shaikhji son of Sha~ ·Ahmad. 
Witness Malik Yusuf, son of Malik Habib. 
1. Hari. Witness according to the schedule'.l 
1. Bhoodhar SuL ' Kal(y)an. Witness according to what 
is written (above). 
1. Bahm~n Behram. Witness according to ~he cook 
in Persian. 
1. Chandji Sheheryar. Witness. 
1. Chandji Ashdin. Witness. 
1. Manock Nagoj. Witness according to what is written. 
L Sohrab Behram. Witness. 
1. Gopal Syamdas. Witness according to .what is written. 
1. Writer, Mathuran Rai. Witness 1031 ~ 
1. Mehernosh Ferdunji. Witness. 
1. Sohrab Kakfi. Witness. 
1 ~ Daji 'ManU. Witness. 
1. Narayan Kinda La. Witness. ..' 
1. Ga':Rustom Mehirji. Witness. 
(the signatories on the right hand margin are) 
1. Meliernosh Kekbad Deshai. This chaknameh is cor-
'Tact according to the writing. Witness to the contents Shaik 
Mahamud son of Shaik Mansur. Witness to the contents Khan 
l\fahamud son of Abd-ul-Karim Ansayari." 
In all, there are 19 signatures of which four are in Persian 
charact~rs and 15 in Gujarati. Of the 19 signatories, four are Ma-
,homedans,6 are 'Hindus and 9 Parsees. The Hindu and Parsee 
.'signatures are all preceded by the Gujarati numeral figure 
for one. This seems to be the general custom in Guja.rati, 
to affirm perhaps, that what they state is truth and truth alone, 
as enjoined by God who is one. 
Some of the signatories seem to be respectable known 
,citizens of Naosari at that time. We have authority to say so, 
at least for the Parsees. The first Parsee signatory Bahman 
Behram was ' Bahmanji Behramji Desai who died in 1655 
A.D.2 He had acquired great influence at the Mogul Court 
..and held large jagirs. He was the son of a 'well known 
Desai, Desai BehramFaredun. 3 
Sohrab Kaka was one of the signatories of a document 
-dated roz 5, mah 1, year 1053 Yazdazardi (1683 AD.) 
wherein the laymen of Naosa.ri agree a.mong themselves, that 
'they ~y engage any,priests they like for the religious services 
in their families, and not necessarily those who come to office 
.in turn according to their Sfl.cerdotal arrangement. i 
. "'I Doubtful. The last pait may be read 'I~~ct l . Here the word J>CIl IU.T be 
~ujaraU 'It meaning a schedule, list. 
2 Paraee Prakasb I, p. 14. .' 8 Ibld p. 111. ' " IbId p. 84f.. 
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As to· the last signatory, who signs as Ga.Rustam Mehrji~ 
we saw above, that the word Ga ( JII ) seems to be an abbre·· 
viation for Garda. The Garda family is a well-known family-
of Naosari at present. Now there remaiu, the seals on the-
Chak-nameh to be deciphered. 
The first topmost seal reads l ~I~" ctlJIJ) ... ) c.".:. r~(~ 
ct.L)lc.L.A; i. e, Abdulhusan Fazulalla, the servant of the order ... 
of the Prophet. • 
On the next seal the first topmost .word is not clear. 
The next word gives the name ,.,-, -'~ C'~-~,)~ ... i. e .• 
Sayid Rusin Muzaffar 1031. 'J his and the next seals above 
them bear the words .)...:. ,ll..,,! J.ii.j i. e., the copy is taken. So-
these are the seals of Government officers. 
Thethird seal reads : o).i~ ))1 ~~I o).i~ JAl ~JI i.e., su. 
vant Lii.lchand, the son of2 Aurchand. 
The fourth seal is not cbar. Some words ·scem to read 
,r..-:Uctlll AlIa Nasir. We r ead the The name Nasir in the 
writing onitsldt. It is .)..:s:\..., ~ ~I~~I J.il.".I:. .... I..., t:J "4~4~ uiH.,Jt , 
i.e., informed according to the purport of these Hne.>. The · 
humblest of ser-vants,3 Nasir Mahmad. 
VIII. 
ApPENDIX. 
As an appendix to the paper, I give the text and transla-
tion of some old documents, referring, not to the whole land, .. 
but to 18 bighas, which, latterly, came to the share of Mehel'-
nosh, the third in descent from Mulla Jamasp. The documents 
are of some antiquarian interest, as they show some old methods 
of describing boundaries, proving onc's rights over any land, 
passing receipts, e:c., and as giving some idea of other cognatu 
matters. 
We learnt from the Farman, that 100 Bigbas of land were 
presented jointly to MuiJa J amasp and his nephew Mulla. 
Hoshang. So, possibly they themselves, llJ.tterly in their life-
time, or their heirs after their death, diviced the land, and each, 
or the descendants of each, got 50 Bighas. It apFears from a. 
Chak-nameh in the name of Mehernosh, the third in descent 
from Mulla Jamasp, that. after wme divisions, there came 
to his share about 18 Bighas of land. I gi vc l:elow the chak 
nameh of this share of the land. 
1 T~e r. a ' lin!! of t t e laat part of the llame is douLUul. Th. last word of tbo.-
seal al"o I. not l"gi ble. 
2 The fir. t part of ~ he name h not clear. 
S • AqaU' (i.e., the least of) • ilad (a ser\·ant). 
• 
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lj"irst Document. Chak-nameh of 18 Bighas of land tba~ 
eame to the share of Mehemoush. 
ur'1" 
~(1) 
U"1.to~ 5 Jt.o 4, c:.tI~j~"; j' J-"j.JYO J-llJO .)0).00 3 ,AUS:'t % 
J . ...• :6 C1 L:.) ~, ~~I) ClI:"~ Jl", Cl l..., ~ "':"7 ,,+~ C)I o).j ~ to! V"")u 
.)l.i",' 10 ~.1I ..::..l.~ 9 '";-'lhi. ... ,,:-, I~ ~ U~ c)'..J~ 8 7 ,j')~ 
.~ ~.)jr c:.5jtyo 1"~..r"'11 C)l±..~ ... ~ U~ 0)'») ":-,,,.,j,., ..::..J..,olJI 
..::.._i ~.b;' )~,s.l..o ...,.l.cl~ J.t.., ,.+~ ' 1 3 ,l~ )1 ... 12j~ C)~.cj 
~ ,....., ~) t))yAl ~~ I"h~l...; ~'_t-" ) ... h-", J-"j ..J~ ,...,l~ 
c:.5)I .. ,.,j ~..a.; .)'..,,,,, jl )l~, 1 5 ~ .. ..:..-"')) o~}J ~~ H 1':).:.. ~~(iH 
. ~ 4.j"'; (~j ~J':" U..c.; ) ~ ol (~ 1" ~"'" I I"~ ,.,.a.~ U 1_ 16 C!J )) ... ) 1(, ... 
1 This word stands for ,.UI. I am told, that even now. Mahomed:ms write thlJ form 
on t he top of their letter . 
2 In the original, the first four letters U.s:'t of the word form the first line run-
ning over well·nlgh the whole breadth of the paper and the last two letters ,..., appear 
'13 If they were joined with the let ters "':"7 of the word ":"~ '.., in the next lIne. 
I The word C1~ j which occurs in the first chak·nAmeh, given above, of 1>Iull .. 
Jamasp, Is here omitt ed and taken as understood • 
• This word is written here as In the original farm An and the copy of the first chak-
nameh, and not as 11-,'" a5 1n the original of the first chak·nameh. Vide aboye p. 143. 
~ The last letter 'T p Is omitted. We find such eliminations in some anclrn\ 
Pars I names. ] 'or example, the name Tehmurasll (Avesta Takhma urupa) has becom~ 
Tehlnuras, which, In Its turn, latterly became Tehmur (Temur, Talmur), which again 
has been changed Into Tehmul, in which form we sec it in the modern Farsl name TemulJI. 
I n this chak·nameh, we find only the name of Mulla Jama~p and not of MulIa Hoshang 
because It refers only to IS blgahs of land which came in division and sub·d!vl. ions to one 
of t he descendants of the third generation of Mnlla J amasp. 
IS Here, after this word, the name Emperor J ehang:ir, which is mpntioned In the flrs\ 
Chak.nameh is omitted and taken as understood alld a li tUe space b kept blank. 
1 In the first chak·nameh, the word i s Pvj 1 )..J.J 
8~i; ghafr; pardoning. v 
, A t itle. Here the personage Is spoken of by his t iUe and not by his name, jus\ 
as wc say " the Prime Minister, the Chancellor," ete. 
10 Lit. The prop or snpport (!'tarn; d) of the Sta te. 
11 MarhQm, the la te. A~. Sifkhan was dead by t he time of this second chak·nameh 
he Is spoken of as . ' the late. 
12 The word ~tJ 1" which generally follows in such documents of the Mcgul times 
is not found here. Instead of tha t, a small ~pace as could contain the word is ~(pt 
vacant, P~rhaps this is meant to signifY, that the word is t oo reytrtd to l e oftw rerea ted. 
18 Alma,ayimma " Land given as a reward or favollr by the king a t a very low rent , 
A fief (when no rent is paid the land is called c;: 1..1':" 1I la. khar(jj. Allod ia l) ; Charity 
lands." (Steingass). or it may be for lA '"'" one hundred. 
l' 'l' he words " KI,;, rej jama " ontside (i .e., free of) the assessment (jam' ) are no' 
found in the first chak-nameh. 
15 Ashj ;, r trees. • 
16 Ma,Aft (from u,., rank, order)ranked In. The words' 'ranked in the Suba (pro. 
" Ince) of Ahmedabad .. a re not found In the fi rst chak·nameh 8nd t he oril!ina l farrr..Ap. 
80 i t seem~ t hat it was latterly, after the 17th yea r of J et.angir' , reign, when t he brs, 
<Cb&k.nameh' wa ll made, that Surat was properly placed in t he f:)uU.·sl,lp of Abmeda1.ad.. 
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;; ~ ~ . 3.J ...::.....;) 2 ":-' .J..a.i.o'Il 1 J~'::'~ ' I.S~ (~ . U'l~ I I r b ,.i .... 
I~ lS') J cJ (""'!l.~ .J .> I.) ,.s:.J~ ·4 .J Cl l~r(_;.) .J Clt.:j !l.~ ~J"'" ~ Li~ 
,.~J G (..!AI ,.J I.J~ ..i-! u.~.J ~ ~ .J.~~ J.!'; J~~j "":'"~ .J.~ Cl ls: ) ty .J 
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TRANSLATION. 
GoD (AlLAH). 
Chak-nameh for the assistance of the livelihood of 
Mehemoush (one) of the children of Mulla Jamas Parsi 
.and his (Mehemoush's) children. According to the farmdn, 
1 J1I4mflb, constituted, appointed, substituted. 
2 rij'at, exalted, noble. 
" a ma·ale, eminences, high places, sublime matters. 
4 majmu'addr .. a record·keeper ; one who checks or audits the account of revenue 
eollectors In each district:' 
5 biftoa, the twentieth part of an acre ofland et !ill. In reading tbe figures, I am 
Qallped by a GuJarati translation of tbe chak·nllmeb . 
• \/4, up'o, tow~rd.t. 
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<Q! IHi~. ~jesty, worthy to be . obeyed,l and 'according t6 the 
_parwaneh of the protector (or giver) of pardons, the gracious2 
Naw§:b ' Jumlatu-I-MftlkiS I'atimad'u-I-Daulat and Nawab Wa-
'zarat-panah the -late Sifkhan,' 18 bigdhs of land (measured) 
by gaz (~i ilahi), from the total free land of the said Mulla J amas, 
.a.ccording5 to the Deed of Partition of the said Mehernoush, ' 
(and)according to the usual practice,-(viz) one share, (i.e., one-
fourth) in the cultivated land of the .ryots and threesharesin the 
uncultivated land-free of assessment and fit for cultivation, 
together with all trees, from the suburbs of the district of Naosari 
i~ : the sark/lr of Surat (which is) ranked in the subah of 
Ahmedabad, in the season of kh('J,rij taM 6 koel in the year ' 
1125 jasali. have been entrusted by Raji Basbir, the Mansub, 
' (i.e. the appointed officer) of the exhalted and the most 
·eminent7 Mirza Mahmad Zaman and by the Desais 8 and 
~ajmudars9 and Revenue-officers and ryots and cultivators, 
after measuring (the land) according to the details in the 
postscript; (i.e., the following details) and settling the Chak, to 
the above-named (Mehernoush), so that, no one may be an 
intruder and be troublesome in the said land, and the above-
-saidlo person may, bringing the land under bis hold and 
possession (and) spending the produce of the said land with 
,~e of mind, for perpetuity be engaged in praying for the 
.constant good fortune (of the King) . 
. The pieces of 18 bigahs. 
The First piece, bigahs 9, biswA.l1 12. 
Length 12 from the East to the West, 61 sticks. 
Breadthl3 from the South to the North 62 sticks. 
(Boundaries. ) 
The East adjoining a public thoroughfare and the field U 
,-of Gokal Birah. l5 
1 WD.jibu-I-Iz'aan. 2 1Ilustatlb. 
3 This and the next three words form titles . 
• We find the name of this officer in the first Chak-nlmeh of MuIlD. .TlmD.sp nnd 
Mull I'. Hosbang. 
5 cj!oJ" cleaving to, joined to. 
6 Alblruni's Ust of Turkish months, does not give this name. He gave Kuy a8 
. the name of the 8th month and Taghuk as tbat of the 10th month. Perhaps the name 
TahA Koel of our Cbak-nameh is the Taghuk of Alblrunl (Chronology p. 83) 
- 7 Lit. protector of eminent persons. If we read the first word as ~ (AJO III.'aa.l1 
' (Gujrati ~I~..(l), it may mean protector of spiritual matters, i .e., learned tbeologiall. 
8 DesAynn. 911Iajmu'adAr. 
J' 10 Mum', above-mentioned and i14i, above·named. Mumi ilai, above said • 
. 11 ~ r~ . The 20th part of an acre. 
12 ~"J, Length. 13 1S';'..Jf' Breadth. 
10 ~f An Indian word for field ~ct. 15 "5\1!s~c;n~l. 
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The West adjoining the second piece, the property of th~ 
said Meherno1ll'h. 
The South, adjoining (tlie property of) Gokal Birah and 
the dabharyeh 1 of Malek Sharif. 
The North. The boundary of thiR piece is towards thlt 
South, leaving 22 sticks from the old well of Chandji Patel. 
The Second piece, bigahs 8, biswa 8. 
Length from the East to the West 56 sticks.' 
Breadth from the South to the North 60 sticks. 
(Boundaries. ) 
East. Adjoining the first piece of Mehernoush, the said 
la.ndholder. 
West. (It is) Adjoining the public thoroughfare. 
South. The Dabhariyeh of Malik Sharif. 
North. Public thoroughfare.3 
Written on date 14th of the great month Sha'aban of the-
year 7 of the exhalted Accession. 
(Here follow four signatures, three of Parsecs and one of a. 
Hindu who calls himself Majmudar.) 
Desai ManoC'k Homjee. Signed. 
Desai Darab Rustamji. Signed. 
Tehmul Rustam Witness. 
Mehta Raghnathdass Vandavandass Majmudar. What 
is written here is correct." 
The Parsee signatories of the document were known persons. 
of the time. . . 
Desai Manock Homji. He came to his Desai.ship in 1701 
on the death of his father Homejibhai Temulji. He died in 
1730. His son Jivanji4 Manockji also had become famous 
at Naosari. 
Desai Darab Rustamji also was a known personage of his 
times.s 
Desai Tehmulji Rustamji (died 1728). He held from the 
Delhi Emperor the chodhaio of Naosari and Pareho!' In 1714, 
he had purC'hased from the above Desai Darab Rustamji his 
share of Desai.ship. It is said, that, as the people of Naosari 
were tired of the misrule of the offieers of the Mogul Emperor, 
he tried to bring Subedar Pilaji G<iikwad, who ruled at Songad, 
1 A Gujarati word. Field of course grass. Vide above. 
t Modern Gujarati !:slot. 
• The modern Gujaratl ~1~~IOi (':(~ClI) Is ~II~~ :lJ110i. The GujaraU 
phrase ~l {t J~ lot i>tlj ~ comes from these Persian words. meanill': -It is very false, 
~he lnten. ity of the falsehood being as great as the width of a public thorughfare. 
• Parsee Prakash I. pp. 28·50. a Ibid pp. 23 and 28. 
Cl Cbodhri was a kind of high police officer. 
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Jto power a.t Naosari in 1720. The Nawab of Surat, thereupon 
.took him and his family prisoners. Pilaji Rao Gaikwad releas-
ed them from their prison and gave them high powers under 
.him.1 
The Chak nameh bears four seals at the top. The inscrip-
~tion on the first big seal on the left runs 80S follows: 
llry ~l';~ ~o).Jle;) ~ 4l.~,<) t~r.)l.o... 
,i.e., Rafiu-d-din Usmani, the servant of the religion of 
Mahomad confums.2 11271 From a copy of this chak-
nameh referred to below, it appears that this personage was 
the Qazi of Naosari at that time. 
The second small square seal, a little above, and on the 
right of the first, bears the name c:i""j .,)..toC) Mahmad Zaman . 
.He is the officer named above in the chak-nameh. 
The third small round seal, below the second and on the 
Tight of it, reads .r.:'~ ~4l.~JI i.e. servant Bashir. He also 
is mentioned above in the chak-nameh. He was a subordinate 
.of Mahamad Zaman. It bears a date which seems to be 1123. 
The fourth seal on the extreme right seems to give the 
'l'('ading as" Mian Miran."3 
This chak-nameh of 18 bigahs is spoken of on the last 
fold from below in th? first orlginal as ~ j ...::..~l~ ~ l~,. 
J.Jj,.,t"" ,. .... l~ ,.,!tij) ~l~ )~ ~-' J~ ~~~'" 
i.e. The Chak-nameh in the matter of the land in the 
-district of Chovisi in the matter of the land of Ratnagar 
..in the name of Mehernosh. 
(a) I produce another Persian document for inspection. It is 
only a copy of the above-given original Chak-
Two copies of the nameh of Meher-noush. It is an authenticated, 
Chak·nameh of or what we may now call a certified copy. 
Mehernoush. ' b ' It ears the seal of the person who gave the 
.copy. The seal reads c.,!jl~ (.!)~4l..11 Jl~ ...... tr r.)l.o... 
i.e., the servant of Religion........ 4 Jamalu-d·din 
Usmani. Under the seal of this person, we read the words 
J"" I <.5~  Jij 
.'.e., copy according to the original. 
As it is a copy, we find the following writing, somewha.t 
:f!imilar to that of the original, added at the commencement to 
:ehow, that it is a copy of the original Chak·nameh. 
1 Parsee Prakash I, p. 27. 
t ~ Shad, conftrmlnl/:. a The word is not quite legible. 
'. The :word ili not legible. It may be tJ 1:'~J l& 
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, ~ll~ ~JlAAI " .:,.~) J l:J~o).} ·1 &) u:..;l:; .J~! ' , .... G· ~~ J.~j .. :..'.: 
IF ""-~)t~ ) I"'; j I ':f'll ... ~ r-ll~:';':'~ I.!~l.::.. " t:Jl..cj .).~A:I 1)):.0. 
,.5::j f }) I" U" ".1,,!- j 1 v- ,l.... r-.bA.) I (!) ~ ~. 
i.e., copy of the Chak-nameh with the seal of Kazi Rafiu-d-din 
'and of exalted and most eminent 1 Mirza Mahmad Zaman 
and Haji Bashir and with the name of Desai from the Agreement 
of the 14th of the great month Sh'aban, year 7 of the-
exalted accession of the King; viz., . 
We read on the back of the last fold from the bottom 
the following title: ~ls<1l~, <15(:t ti., vH tri\ ~~ ~l 1l ~{l. 
(b) I produce for inspection another copy of the same Chak-
nameh, which is a copy taken from the second copy. It is a. 
. certified copy of the preceding copy of the Chak-nameh. It 
gives the wording of the seal of the above copy with additional 
words, written in a vertical line on the left, as J.~j ~~thA J~; 
-i.e., a copy according to a copy. Then, there is the seal of the-
certifying officer on the top, on the left of the above writing. 2. 
Its lines run as follows :-
. 
t.J'" 
I.!"; t; (" ~ I.,;. 
l .. l~ ~I J..a.; 
. I.!j I:J~ 
These words, when properly arranged, read 
I rv, ':f'jl.J.~ l:J~o)) I J..:,.; I.!..;l; ~r t,.,;' (".)l':" 
i.e., The servant of the noble religion, Kazi Fazlu-d-din Oosmani 
1286. 
In·the very beginning of the text of this copy of the-
chak-nameh, we have the follow~ng writing, showing, that it is. 
a copy from a copy. 
~~ ; ",)lAIC J ~) " (!)~~ 1 e;) ':f'..;t; .J~! ,.A:ll j J,.~ J.~ 
I tG ,.,.)) lt~ )!,.,; j 1 ~ l ... ~ (" U! ".J~~ ':f'~ lA " (!) ~ j .lo~ I j,;"':' 
. . . ~ f ~ I" U" .,,1~ j r v ,.i... ("12A.) I (!) l~"':' .-'F 
i.e. ·copy of the Chak-nameh with the seal of Kazi Rafiu-d-din 
and . of exalted and most eminent Mirza Mahmad Zaman 
and Haji Bashir and with the name of Desai from the agree. 
mellt, of the 14th of the great month Sha'aban, year 7, of the 
~:~l,ted .accession of the King, viz. 
. 1 If read Ma'ani-panAh, It would mean Protector of spiritual matters, i.e., TheotO" gtan_ . .. . . 
2 I t bears the following title on Its last fold from the bottom.' 
~ls<1l~ , ~C1<1llH q~:\:l c{l.,~ "l ~ i1<T{l <15c.t ~l~ ~·l1l~l{l~ 
JJil~l~l<T{l<T{l 'itH<T{l ~ Cl <3'{~m ~lJJi <1lsc.t !r-:ll ~ . '. 
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We find, from this Cliak-nameh, that all the 18 bigabs 
of this chak-nameh were in the land known 'as Ratnagar ) 
Bag or Ratnagar vaziJeh (now known as Ratnagar wadi). It is 
near the land now known as Kachia-wadi ( 51~~lql.!l ), which 
is considered to be one of the fertile parts of the district of 
Naosari. As it is situated near the Purna river on which Naosari 
stands, the land is occasionally rene~ed and fertilized by the-
new soil brought by the inundations of the river. The Chovisi 
village which gives its name to the whole district is about 2 
miles from this place. The land of Tigreh, referred to in the first. 
Chak-nameh of Millla Jamasp, adjoins Chovisi district. 
The Ratnagar bag land is first referred to in the boundaries 
of the nine pieces that made up 100 bigahs of the 'land granted 
by Jehangir. Both, a part of the cultivated land (25 bigahs} 
and a part of the ' uncultivated or fallen (uttadeh) land (75-
bigahs), were included in this Ratnagar bag land. The follow-
ing diagrams give us a bird's eye-view of the boundaries of the-
two pieces (vide the chak-nameh above)1 
The piece of 21 bigahs in the cultivated good ground or 
Ratnagar Bdg. 
If. # 
The Well of Chaudji P l!. tel. 
1-3 
=- ~ CD 
tll ... <is CD ~ s:: 
0 ;0-
- = t:d <d 
~'" 6 r-' 
',1 .... 0 
.,. 
.. 
' ~ .., ~ ,Er ' 
., 
"" 
..c: ~. Eo! 
The Dahbarieh of Malik 
Yusuf. 
S. 
" 
l ' Ohoviills ' tbe name of a ' distrlct still known by that name. A village of tha t 
name now Is about two miles from the land In question, which Is still In the possHsloD • 
of \be members of the Dordi familY wbo have descended (rom Mehern08h. . 
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The piece of 1st bigah~ in the fallen or uncultivated 
( uftadeh 't~('l ) ground of the Ratnagar Bdg. 
N. 
The Well of Chll.ndji Plltel. 
'"3 
::r 
-i ~ 
t:Il ~ ~ 
6: P-
o ~ 
-OJ .a 
.~ 5 e ~. ID 
'0 
.g: .... 
.. 
~ :os <t> I:cl ~ 
Ill> • ~: .<: E-t 
The Dahbarieh. 
s. 
The details of the boundaries show that both the pieces,-
one in the fertile or cultivated ground and the other in the 
fallen or uncultivated ground,-stood adjoining each other. 
So, the boundaries of the whole ground of the Ratnagar 
bdgmay be represented by the same above diagrams. 
It seems from the details of the chak-nameh now under 
consideration, that Mehernosh got 80S his share, well nigh the 
whole of the above referred to land of the Ratnagar garden. 
The following diagram based On the details of the chak-nameh 
gives us a bird's eye view of Mehernosh's land. This diagram 
is not supposed to be a. very exact" plan. The chak·nameh 
describes it in two pieces, the length of one of which is sborter 
than the breadth. As described in the chak·nameh, the length 
runs from East to West. So, I give the diagram in two parts, 
marked I and IT. The public road is represented by the arrow 
heads. 
t 
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Dahabarieh of Malik Sharif. 
S. 
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Second document. A Parwanah with the seal of Mahomad 
'Zaman. 
There is an old document, named on its fold as a parn'anah , 
·w hich refers t o the 18 bigahs of land that came to the share of 
Mehemosh on partition. It seems, that it waS made after 
the land was settled by the Chak-nameh. 
I,!}. \{"" ..::.i..::- (,.5) f !.S_ ~ lS1-!' ..... c)J; 1 
- 2 ,.J 
0)." ..... )ltJ .... c.s)l ..... ,,) ,.~~; J~iii"'" " Jb ol.t'" I,!}l~~ 
.JT"" J.l ... "" ~~~.-' ,.~))~ .... )~~ ~~j ,.~~ ~~ __ Tr c.sjl,,"" ,5 o)..i.j, ~...o 
t:)l..4,Jl." I,!}l..o.} '-:-'~J+~ 1:1 '~j""; l~ 1.$"")(,; U"l""l~ J.I"" \:),~jj.} Y J."j 
~ f~ ) ..::.J J 0>.) , ,:, l • .i&, uQ.J, ..: .. l.~ ~ ';J ,.:, IJ,X, .J \:) 'y& ..::..~"" 
-.J;r,3.", J. "j ...Jt"" ',..-c lj ::..-; J~1:...J! O~ J"" CJ .(~~ l! l~ 0) Ij.J 
~..::- ~).;.. l!,:,l.ij/ ,.-.Q-=>' " .... .J (,.5i~-,,) t))5"" ~ w..: "h..!l,..j tY'J"" 
<..:. ..... J )Jii..., )."h_'" ~-.Q; J gU3) u-~.J.J~ uJ1: )l:;:.;' , ~.~ ..:...c I)) ,j: )J 
.J ~~; ).l ,j! (..., ) )"i..... ~~ I) ~))"!;''''' 1.5"'; I) 1 ,.5' ~ ~.J~"" U'.l ; /.l.tJ 
-o.J,i;.~ 'l!)\fo)..i.! ...s)l~ J""'; J~~! I:Ilo).j)J;' ,......, ~, /..i"" uJ ..l13 
~l:~j' c.s(&o>.! ~ ~".i (1~.J';" ~(hI~ (,0 uy" 'Jjf 6J.t..,(~ ,5 o>.i) ,3.g" 
." ul±.:;·~ (~ C): ),:, ,\.i.~ (: t,:, ) • .i.~"" ..::.~J;I)""" o~""'>'! 1 ..:;...J J':' .) J+-" 
. ':f .... --'l.~ 'I ,..i....., ~ ~aii) 1 ~ r r e~) li ) ' U'; .r.~3 ~ j); u!.,=i I 
. I ZiJI subhani is a royal t itle or epithet. meaning the shadow o~ representatiYe of ~od. 
2 This is the abbreviat ed Rign of AUA refrrred to above. 
11 
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TRA.l~SLATION, 
" Resting in Paradise. God. The Shadow of God. 
Let the present and the future officers of Go~ernment of the-
tmvnof Naosari of theSarkar of Suratknow, that (Wheras ) about 
eighteen bigahs of land, (measured) by the (llahil), gaz, have-
been fixed as described for the purpose of the help of the liveli--
hood of Mehernosh, (one) of the children of Parsi Mullil Jamas 
and his (Mehernosh's) children, according to the farman of His. 
Majesty who is merciful2 and according to the parwaruzh of N a wab 
,Tumlatu-I-Mulki Ia'timadu-I-daulat and Nawab Wazarat panah , 
the late Sifkhan,3 according to the Deed of Partition of the said 
Mehernosh, (and) according to the usual practice, i .e., one share of 
cultivated ryot land and three shares of uncultivated land, 
free of assessment (and) fit for cultivation, together with trees, 
in the direction of Chovisi (known as) Ratnagar in ~he above~ 
kasbeh, it is therefore put down in writing, that the said lands · 
may be entrusted in the usual way in the charge and possession_ 
of the above-named person (Mehernosh) and his children as a sac-
rifice6 over the auspicious heads of the slaves of His Majesty, . 
so that spending the (land's) income upon his wants6 he may 
pray continually7 for the increase of the life and good fortune 
for a continuous period. In this matter they (the Government . 
officers) should exercise no delay or defection. Written on the ' 
date 22 of Zi 'al qaddeh, year 7 of accession," 
The document bears a square seal on the right, a little above 
the first line. W e read therein the name of the officer as· 
\:) IN j ~ .. ~.() Mahamad Zaman. On its fold, it bears the word. 
!;~~lrt (farman) instead of lH~I~ (parwanah .) 
There is a certified copy of this Parwanah with the sear~ 
of K azi F azlud-din Usmani. The seal bears words below 
it saying -.s1...,{~ e,;~lh.: J iij i.e. a copy according to the original.. 
The seal itself bears the wording: 
1 Instead of the usual word I.$tlf a space is I,ept vacant. It seems tobat to-
!lan\e God and great men was considered irreverent . 
2 Lit. of manners or mode ('anvan) of compassion er mercy . 
3 The name SifkhAn seems to be a contraction of Asilfkhlln. 
, ~Iastur, described. 
5 13~ ... sacrificing, charity. Farq is head, cl. the Gnjarati saying '\1 ~I (3~~ to 
~ .. ~ &~Czi , The Gnjarati oUil<:tl~o::i gives some similar idea. The significat ion is •. 
that the land may be given free , so that the do nee may remain devoted, and pray for th8-
kingdom and its officers. P erbaps in the Gujarati word :4 l q l ~ ~ we have the word. 
I, in the phrase v~ guz/lShtan which we find here. 
6 Ma-yahtiiJ i ,e., what is wanted . 
7 Mu wAzibat, bp-ID" assiduGus, constant. 
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u j .:.\~ d- ~J 1 J~ u~ (; u.~..),:, t ..)':' r' ~ l.,;. ' 
i .e., servant of the noble religion Kazi Fazaln.d-din Usmuni, 
This copy bears o,er a fold the title of the document as 
,::-t ~ cil~l ':UH.IC:t ")P1~ 6'I ~lrt<7{l 'ii 1~ 1~-=11 ~,Cl··tl ;)l~ q~::n:lqf. 9.~~1 
~j, rt<7{l rt !s C:t. 
There is a subsequent certified copy of a copy of the original 
parwanah with the following additional words to show that it 
is a copy :-
,..cif ~"l:;- v ,..i .... ~ o), ... ii) 1 ~ rr e~)li~ ) 1.1' ;:,1 l:J L.,j ~~..:! Jt+~ ..J1 ).1'~ 
i.e., t he Parwanah with the seal of M:ahmad Zamun 
from the writing of date 22 Ziu·l.qu'adeh year 7 of accession, viz., 
It bears the seal of J amalu·d·din U mani with the words 
J iij (]Jlh..:! J iij i.e., a copy according to th~ copy. The seal bea.rs 
the name thus ~ I+:'\~ l:J~ 0),) 1 J l+:;- u~ I:; <.:) I~Jl"" t J ':' r' .) l.:i... 
i. e., The servant of the noble religion Jamal·ud·din Usmani .. 
The document is wrongly named on its fold by the owner 
In pencil as rtM-t =<(~ rtl +ll<tl. 
Third document. A Document in the matter of a Dispute· 
about the land 01 Mehernoush. 
It seems that the above Mehernoush had a dispute with 
his nephew in the matter of the above 18 bigiihs of land. We-
ha ve a document which refers to this dispute and in which some 
of the known men of Naosari, both Parsees and non·Parsees, 
support Mehernoush. It is a kind of our modern affidavit .. 
I give below the text and the translation of the document. 
Text of the Document appealing for evidence. 
aiJ 1 ~ ~~ J u. ... ~ 1 2 <>-, l.1' :n~..:! ~l~i ... 1 l ) o)..i..C~..., J ,., ..... 
V" L.,!:;- <.:) Jt.., <l ".J" )) jl ~ ... ) l; r'." ~ )}, ~I ,,:, IJ I ~ <>-J) tJ..,3~ 
e~l":""") ,..1..)5' \!!>I~ l""..i l C:?) t .... )j ~.4; l:JS" t.., ) ,t~ r'''; J)lr ~ 1 
~.4; .. 1.b.,i.<l7 r' ,,+~ J ...::..i r.. G ) )t+:;- 5 -' r' IJ i.=.. }} 1 <:? ) .) 
.. Ji~J:,-, j 1 ~~ ~.vr u-..; I"..., ~.<l"; , ... ,b.; J.: , 5' u i JtAl ~ I ) 0),31 ~) J S" .,)...0: 
..) ~ l~~! u.,JJt..cl ,S" ~~,,::- u~ ~NS".)..o ~:; <.:)') ),).jl ) yjA V" (..04- JLc. 
1 I stishhAd, taking e"idence, slllumonlng witne>'eF, bringing t estimony or proof. 
2 Az'llJ, most weak, helpies • 
a 'Ibid, servant; devotee, IbAdat, sen 'ice, worship . 
• This Is another wa~· in which the wont mullli is \\Titlen in this document. We-
.awabove 'two forms Jt..., and lI.,.<l 
s .JlI1lllmr, gathering of people ; populace; a ll. 
e akanat, pI. of ,d,ttn ; inhabitant. 
7 Mutawattln, Inhabitant, reo\dent. 
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_..1~~) "S..1,i!...o c..1~l.." I:)~' uJ.~~":' J!~~I~ ~)J;.)...o ........ .1:.; c,;:L ... ) ...::.. .... 1 
~~ .. ;, ,.....l:.j )1 !Jlr~J':>" ~~2 ~,.,..;:. ~"'l.:; JbJI ':!; lj ,)J~ ~.,-Jl..o 
~J~ I!!>I!-.j ~,)~ J~l .... 1:)=' ,.J I)' .... I,,))'.:>.. ~~)' 1,,;..1~ ~))'~)'" .".4.~ 
1\ ,)jr ,A.l:.j ) -' ~ Jt+~ ... '" lj ,.=:'-~:;I..a.j -' ,..0 l.iS;~ ) '-S)'f;,) }) -' r.:f;""';:' 
..)..i~~jl,).Jf "';,.,-a.MI -' ua~l.! ~,)I,) ~~~jllS' 0:!1 .... 1:)~ 1 tll~ ~)).S'.)...o ,~~~ 
.J I)' .... -' ~I)~ ~ 0>..:, "';J.a.,i.., I) ~) )'~.fD ~-!:...o) , ... .1:.; (!) f J).a.:;I...o ,; 
I!!>~.j ... ~l.i~ ~=l.j ,))'..:. I:)~J ..1~ ~f ~J~;'J u-jl..:~.:. 1!!>1~!.r':"'1 
,))'.:>.. ,.l.i: ~))'S'.)..., , .... .1:.; u...o1.j )-,~H> ~~:;I..a.:; -' ... "'l.i.c~ -' ~))'Jj..o 
t -' )..;.'" ~ cl ,.,+j \.SA; I)'~ 1:);'..0) .:..:>.. 1 .:. A u- j ~'" (!) I) I) r-) 1 ~~'" ..:..-~: 
)).1:._..0 ~ I) I,) o).J -' ...>,j I"" ,.l~ (!) 'J 1 ~.i.c~ ,))'.:... (!) I).).f I!!> l; -' I ,.i.:>..I_ 
~ .:.";', ,.....l:.j ) t ,))'.:... ,.a.~ ...::...0..-,"'; """_.) j~j IJ~ I .... I:)~ 1 u-ii::ii"", ).) IJ~ 
.J I:;l.J 1 r-) I~..o ...::.. .... .,),~ ..;.~j (!) r ~.) I., ,.i;')j J~ I.... 1:)= 1 r-1.i: ~) )'0'" ,t~:~ 
\.S~ ),) ~ ~)+j l.S.,f; ~ ')')':>" ) ~~ \.Sf;.J::" ~+:; ...; .l.l:h~ ),)5,),'" """il.., ,.J')) 
-0 ~H> ... : 1.fS'':;', (!) 1..1: l.i~ ~.:>.=.) Jf 0 = (.... ~= I ":-'~ )+-!:: ....A-!:1S:) -' ~~ ':".a.) 
..C)~ , J~ ') ),) .) _'.0.. I!!> ,) It::" dlJ I ,i~_~ :3 ~.::. I: ,.i::.. I.:. t.l.l..b 1 ~j, ... .., ':-' ~ 1 
• ,) ')..Jf ) ~~ U" lj,l 1 ~i& J ),.,~ [.., dlJ l.:....if; ,.S' ~ I.j ...::..~j' ,..iii~j~ 4 
't ~~mf "ftll~F~ ~l"ft~~ ctc{l (.·m! ~ct-i~ ~~. 
" ~=?:tlf ~~l~ ~~~~ ~tfl. 
't~~lf ~~~E a~~~ ~tfl. 
't ~=?:tltf El~lut ~=<ct~~ ~~. 
't ~l. El~lut 'tl~l~-i ~1'V{. 
" ~l. -icl{ 111'( 1S~~I=?:t~ ~1'V{. 
't ;'V{l. 0"W1.~1~ ~l~lt~ ~~. 
't ~l. ~ct'i "ftl~~~ ~1'V{. 
" ~l. "ftlli!,\~ -i'1.~I~ ~~ . 
't ~l. I1l'lt~b ~=<ct"ft~ ~l 'V{. 
TRANSLATION. 
. ' Mehernosh, a poor servant of God, a son of AdM,ru 
·(i.e., priest) Darab, of t he Parsee Community (one) of the heirs 
'of Adharu Mulla J amas of. the said community, an inhabitant 
of the qasa1Ja (town) of Naosari, asks and implores evidence, 
from generous Saiyid.s5 and most honoured6 Shaikhs,7 and from 
all the inhabitants and the resident public of the above-said 
1 Shiburaka'j pI. of sbarik, partner . 
2 ssas .. p . of bissab, share. 
a basb, ID conformity with, according to, agreeably to . 
4 Waslqat, writing. bond, agreement. 
S Sdddt, pI. of Saiyid. 6 Zawi'l -ihtirtllu. mast er of honour: 
7 MashAikh, pI. of Shaikh . 
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town (of Naosari), in this matter, viz., that (there is) a piece ot 
land, about 18 Bigahs from the Wazifa (i.e., the land) of the above-
named MulIa Jamas in the above-said qasaba in the direction 
of Chovisi, which (piece) is known as Ratnagar, and which above- · 
mentioned piece was formerly shared 1 by this applicant with . 
other partners and was undivided. 2 Till now, all partners . 
have, of their own free will and pleasure, given possession of · 
thefr shares in this said piece of 18 Bigahs to this applicant (and) . 
having got done . and given (i.e., transferred) legal3 bonds' of 
purchase and release 5 and Chak-nameh and letter of veri- . 
fication G with the seal of ministers7 for the said piece of 18 Bi-
gahs, in the name of this applicant, made him possessor and 
occupant,S so that, he (the applicant) coming into the posses-
sion of the produce of the said piece of land, may hold himself -
responsible9 m the matter of all civil revenues, &c., which may 
be due on the land. Accordingly, I have in my hands in . 
m y own name the said bonds and Chak-nameh and verifi,. 
cations of the minister, a bout the whole of the said piece (of -
land), and since that long time, properlyl0 improvingll the 
land (and) cultivating it, make it the means of my livelihood. _ 
About all this,12 Manock, the son of the above-mentioned 
D5.rab, this applicant's (i.e., my) owniJ brother, also had given _ 
in writing th~ bond 14 of the sale of his own share in the said 
piece of 18 Bigahs in the name of this applicant, which (bond) . 
also I have in my possession. 
Now, the heirs of the above-mentioned Manock have, con-
trary to the legal bond of their own father, setting up a claim, . 
without cause, turned (themselves) towards putting the appli-
cant to trouble and molestation. Therefore any body, who · 
has any information about the truth of this affair,1 5 may, agree-
ably to God, affirm his own testimony under this writing,16 so 
that, 'he may be recompensed by God17 and he may be 
thanked by men. 18 
1 l\Iushtarak. 2 Ghnir maqsQm. 
3 ~ ~ Shara, legal. • TamassuUt . 
5 jt)," ~ ~ la dA w:i, release. 6 Tashiha-nameh. 
7 Sadar pI. of Sadr. 8 11fustasarra f. 9 Lit. gives questions and answers. 
10 Waq'i, completely, properly. 
11 Pardikhtan, to ciean, a dorn, impro ve ; or it may mean, being whoUy engaged in , 
working on the land. 
12 or, from all those (partners). 
la Haqiqi, true, real, own . 1. Tamassuk. 
15 ma'Ani, slgnlftcat ion, sense import. ; 
16 Wasiquah writing, agreement , bond. 11 'inda'i·lah. 
I S Over the' last word gardad, there is a letter which is not clea r. It may b~ 
" word like 'taqt' t o signify that the writing is ft nished: or wit h It t he last word may 
be read tlardallad. In this case then, the translation would be, .. he " 'ould make me -
recompensed by God and thankful to men." 
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There is one thing in this document which puzzles me. lYIe· 
·hernoush cQmplains of the conduct of his brother's children. 
aying, that though their father 1\1anock (Mehernosh's brother) 
had settled his share with him, they raised disputes. Now, 
we do not find in the family genealogy, 1VIanock as a brother of 
Mehernoush. We find one Manock put down as the son of 
Mehernoush. This makes us say, that we must be very careful 
'in the matter of these genealogies, based on the family ndm. 
grahn and the records of priesthood kept at N aosari. At time~, 
·mistakes and' misunderstandings may arise from the fact of the 
-custom of adoption. When a person is adopted, his name is 
recited in the family. recitals of prayers, .. as that of a son. At 
.times, even a brother is adopted. So, in that case, the brother is 
·shown as a son. It seems, that here, there may be a similar Case . 
'Manock, though a Jeal brother of Mehernoush, may have been 
.given to him in adoption. So, his name may appear i~ 
,the ~enealogical tree as that of a son. 
Ten persons have signed the document in Gujarati, support-
ing the statement of Mehernoush. I have given above their 
: signatures in Gujarati. All these Parsees formed a galaxy of 
. some of the well known personage'1 of the time at Naosari. 
I have pointed out above that the fu;st signatory. Desai Manockji 
Homji, who had also signed the C~ak-nameh, was a leading 
iParsee of his time. The second Desai Kukaji Meherji (1652. 
1742) was a great man, who had great influence with both 
the Mogul and the Gaikwadi officers. It is said, that the 
latter often consulted him in Government affairs. Desai 
Khurshedji Temulji (1688-1779) was a leader of the Naosari 
Parsees, who had great influence with the rulers of Naosari and 
"Who had given a helping hand in some of the old Naosari 
charities. Desai Darabji Rustomji is also referred to above. 
Darab Pahlan was a known Dastur oi Naosari, and the 
.author of several Persian :writings. and among them, of the 
well-known Farziat-nameh and Kholaseh-i-Din. Nowroji Ker . 
. saspji was a leading priest of Naosari .1 Jamasp Asaj i (1697. 
1753) was the great Dastur Jamasp Asa, the founder of the 
Jamasp Asa family. He was a known persian scholar. Rutton 
Manockji was a known priest, known as Ruttonji 1\1anockji 
Antia. 2 1\1anock Nowroji also was a known priest of Naosari. 3 
·Jamshed Rustumji (1701-1760) was the Dastur Jamshedji 
Rustomji Meherji Rana who came to the Dasturship of Naosari 
in 1722. 
Besides the above Parsee signatories, almost all of whom 
·are well-known persons of the time, who have put down 
1 Parsee Praka b I, pp. 25, 28, 21l, 31. 
2 Ibid, pp. 25·28. ;l Ibid. p. 29 . . 
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their signatures under the document, there are a number 
-of Mahomedan gentlemen who have signed the document in 
various positions on the right hand side broad margin of the 
document. Some of them have put down their seals. 
Of the two seals above the first line of the document, the 
one on the left reads . 
. ~lJ I ~~ <,!,;, l; J';' al) I <,!t) IJ ...:> I (:); u.; I,) cH) I J y, .. ) t J':- r ~ l.,;.. 
• ...::..~ (~j.~ 
i .e., The seal of Qazi U~baq Alla, the servant of the religion of 
t he prophet of God, i?iormed of the science of the Divine order 
of God, in Deputy-shlpt 
Under the seal on the left, there is a line written crosswi e, 
,. ( 
which reads: 5 ..:...., 1 ":"~J ~ '-:-':!) }}~.:.. 3(:)l..I l ~ ~ +1 ~ 2J"" }}r 
i .e., The fact is, t.hat all the line,] in this text are inscribed true 
and without doubt. 
The second larger seal on the right reads: 
11 /.i..... 1 I r ~ o).~...:> tJ':' i ~ (.,;.. ~ l~j ~.:.. I r.s';' l; J~ 
i.e ., The seal of Kazi Ahmad by Deputy-ship or (succession) , 
the servant of the religion of Mohamad 1139, year. 
The third seal reads I I r ~ (Jj l..t~ do 0).) I ~ l .. 
. i .e., A'madu-l-din Usmani 1139.-
The line under this seal, on its left, reads something like: 
~; I )') I (:) l~~ (:):1 .. ) 1 <.:) ~ 
i.e., The purport of this text is described as what happened . 
The .fourth seal in the extreme right is not legible. The 
line under it in t he left is A;(.~ 0).1(':-
i e., Witness of what (md) in written within (ft) . 
The fifth seal down below on the right reads I I rb 0)..:;.\"" ~~ .... 
i.e., Sayad Mahomad 1135. The line under it on the left is 
..:.._~I,) <.:) 1~ )'h_'" <.:)'+4"" i .e. the purport of these lines is the 
same as the fact. 
The other Mahomedan signatories, beginning fronl the top 
on the right hand margin who have put down their signature 
everywhere under different statements of confirmation are 
Qada vat Alia. 
Shaikh Rasiuddin. 
Mursalahuddin. 
l Naya.1Jat, suc~ession, vice·gereucy. Deputy·ship, What is meant b,· this , \( nl 
8eems to be, tha t h e was a Deputy In the Qazi-shlp, or perhaps it may' me.u {ha; 
the qalll-shlp had come to him In succession. 
2 ,\mrbtact. a ma ~n , the text of a book. 
<la rl • undoubted. ~ ·abt. iascribed. 
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Abdullah, son of Shaikh Abdul Razah. 
Malik Mahomad, son of M:alik Ashaq. 
Nuruddin, son of Shaikh Abdul Wahed. 
Mahmad Hanah, son of Saleh M:ahmad. 
Abdulla Salam, son of Shaikh Abdul l\ialik. 
Faizalla, son of Shaikh RazvanalIa . 
Shaikh Abdulla. 
Mohamad Amin, son of Shaikh Mansen. 
Saiyad Ahmad. 
Sayid Aa'zin, son of Sayid Nural1a. 
Sayid Surajuddin, son of Sayid Jaafar. 
Shaikh Jinatallah (or perhaps Hasoballa), son of Shaikb. 
Abdul-Iatif. 
Sayad Hamad, son of Sayid M:ohamad. 
Shaikh Amuruddin, son of Qazi Refi-u-ddin. 
Shaikh Abdul-Iatif, SOn of Shaikh Rasid . 
M:ohamad-Zaz, son of Abdul-Iatif. 
Sayid Arif, son of Sayid Mahomad. 
Khwajeh Ahmad. son of Khwajeh M:ahamad. 
Almost all of the e 23 si~atories have begun with the word' 
Shahid, i.e., witness. 
The document itself bears no date. Three of the seals of 
the l\'lahomedan signatories have dates. Two bear the date 1139. 
A third seal, the last of the five, bears the date as 1135. These-
seal bear the dates of the time when they were made. 
From the dates of the document, it appears certain that the 
dispute arose after the above Chak-nameh in favour of 
l\'Iehernoush was made and before the Hijri year 1135. 
FOURTH DOCUMENT, A RECEIPT REFERRING TO THE' 
LEASE OF THE LAND OF M:EHERNOUSH. 
The following is the text and translation of a document 
which ~ays that Mehernoush had leased a part of the land of 
1\'Iu113o Jiimasp which fell to his share for cultivation for a period 
of three years. In this document, which is a copy, not the ori-
ginal, he acknowledges receipt of the money and declares that 
the use of the property has come back to him. The receipt 
bears the seal of a Government officer. The document bears 
on its fold the Gujarati word ~ UI1.l Pers. ~"") Rasid, 
English Receipt. This document, like many of the preceding 
documents, bears, at the top in the centre of the leaf, the word 
,.J la-hu, i.e., to Him. It seems to be another and that ashorter 
form of av, 
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.J) If J 1 ~ I) 1 0) IloJ.J v..J~YO ~AJ ~r "1::.,,j (:):!I j 1 u&J~ 
, A..!J) ~~j"'; ~l~;O ,.t \,$.i.A.~.r. ~.i~'" )..;; ' r' ~/...,,,j ~.4; d (-
\,$-/; ,,~, r I..;t! ..:.J ..rA.~ U" tAJ ["" JL.o ,.:..S '''''':' ~.l; .J c.:..~ I~ .... j f .J"" 
(,:J~ 1 r-.)).J r ~"A. UJ.4j .J V=~; ) J .J ,.1;4 J r.r. ,.)( ... ,- ~ 1-..... 
u; ...r'.J!S).j ~, )~~ J I~ 4Hjl .,.t ~ ,..i! ~ Iloi... <Y-..rhJ ,..}$ Ilo.i.~ 
.." .... ,,1."" r- A ,.i.... t.,!) u.J 1 ~ J I."" ..rt':' 1 t" ~) lill 
TRANSLATION. 
The object of writing this is this: 
I, who am Mehemoush, the son of D:irab Adharoo, inhabit-
ant of the town of N aosari, make declaration to this effect, that 
I have received a sum of Rupees nineteen and annaS two, in 
the matter of the property of the share from Mulla Jamasp, 
through Behram Aspu, Parsee, for the account of t.hree years, 
and I have brought it (i. e., the property) in my charge and 
possession. These few words are written by way of agreement. 
(sanad), so that, it (the property) may come again (lit. secondly)t 
in (my) use. 
Written on date 14 of the month of Jamadu-l-sani, year 
38 of accession to the throne. 
The original of this document had a seal which the presenti 
copy gives as ~ Ilo.~ t.r. r-~l.~ t.,!jl~ (:):!IloJI/~"; 
i.e., Ziar·u-ddin2 Usmani, the servant of the religion of Mohom. 
ed. Confirmed. 
Behram Aspur, referred to in the document was Behram-
Aspu-Peshitan-Chanda whose family held the Talati-ship of the 
Parchol parganah.3 It was in 1610A.D. that the Talati-ship 
was first given to his grandfather Peshotan Chanda. The do-
cument bears the date 38 Jalusi. The Jalusi year is of the acces-
sion of Shah Alum, who came to throne in 1118 Hijri (1707-8 
A.D.). So, the 38th year of his reign is 1156 Hijri corresponding 
to 1743-44. 
(a) The. photo-lithos of the !arrna,n, . (b) Mehernoush's 
chak-nameh and (c) his appeal (savdl ) to the leading men are 
appended herewith. 
1 Arab, Saniyan, secondly. in the second place. 
t The name may be Menaru·d-din. 
a l'arsee Prakash 1861. 
